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Fervid Notes of "Sonny Boy" Hubby
Figure in Wife's Heart Balm Suit

East Cambridge, Mass., Feb.
(Special). Love letters form the
ammunition for the main attacks
in the trial of
and counter-attack- s
Mrs. Eugenie 13. Dickermar.'s $100,-00- 0
suit against her
alienation
mother-in-lunow on trial here.
is Mrs. Minnie
The mother-in-laMrs. Eugenie
L. Dickerman.
j
47, charges that the
law
stolo the love of Robert,
her
"Sonny Boy" husband. Her story ef their ardent
courtship includes a chapter bearing on "ten wonderful nights" in
Paris.
Attended Her Sunday School.
of the
Tho romance, one
aired,
world war, saw the
work
in
wife
attractive
Ite.yi
to the
in Paris and in sectr
worn a
front. In court j '
war decoration pitoj g I .'the coat
of her smartly la?3 Jlue velvet
f . ,f
suit.
rtobert Eliot
Her "sweeth'jv'
,ars old, drove
Dickerman, no'
a Red Cross,
,.lnce overseas.
a time.
is stationed in
Ufa, Volpa Region, Russia, Feb. 5 (By the Ass- For
then transferred
Italy"
Milan,
ociated Press). When the snows melt next spring the to Franco.
' of the Kttle vil.Russian steppes will be strewn with skeletons.- - They It vids
,i Paris that they
lages outsit.
will resemble- the high prairies 'of the American cow finally
nearu
met. iv.rs. Dicker-mainsuffimention
outfits
had
cattle
in
the
when
one
ef
"doughboys"
the
big
days
country
something about his "buddie" Dickcient hay for a hard winter.
erman from Somerville.
But among the skeletons of cattle and camels there
Mrs. Dickerman, then Mrs. Edgar
M. Young, a widow, made immediwomen
of
of
thousands
be
bones
will
men,
of hundreds
inquiries. She felt the young
and children who fell exhausted in their quest for bread; ate
Dickerman, whose name she had
who lived the simple life of the peasant and had little heard, was the same
who, in kneo pants, attended
conception of the political upheaval which made this youth
her Sunday school class years ago.
famine more terrible than that of 1891.
She sent for Dickerman to call
Thoy wandered, and some are lations, nre ko hardened to suffer upon her. They discovered they
There was noth- ing that they are little moved by were the same teacher and pupil of
still wandering.
Their acquaintance
ago.
eat.
in
to
their
homes, so they the misery which lies all about. years
ing
grew. Friendship ripened into love.
started on the trek for bread. Some Death seems more merciful In the Their
duties separated them for a
drifted westward to Volga and country for the refugees; they sink while, but there wero always the
Into the white covering of the end- burning love letters which followed
found death in tho typhus-ridde- n
Came young Dicker-man- 's
railway centers, or among the less plain, and wolves strip their eiich other.
leave. That leave he spent
horrors of refugees' camps along bones.
in
the company of his forthe Volga: others started for TurkFrom Perm and Ekaterinburg lu Paris
teacher.
estan. Still others moved eastward to the Caspain sea, death is stalking mer Sunday school "Huddle."
Her oSn, His
toward Siberia, the land of gold over the steppes.
Russians,
Came the armistico, and eventuand wheat which has always been
Kalmucks, Kirghiz and Tar-tutheir separate
so alluring to the Russian moujik,
alike are meeting their end allyitefcra
that, however, the a then
who heard little of its vastness, its with hopelessness and patience besolMrs.
(strapping son,
gotten of centuries of unequal dier inYoung's
hardships and its heartles.sness..
A. E. F.. bad met young
the
Moflern
of
extortion
Wnys.
Ignorant
struggle against political
front. They beThe peasants knew nothing of and unfavorable
climatic condi- Dickerman on theand
as "buddies"
"buddies,"
modern ways.
They were unable tions, made worse by ignorance of came
thev camo home.
to buy railway tickets, unable to scientific farming methods.
came
Mrs.
Young's and
Then
American corn will be too late to
got permits to ride on trains bur"Fourth of July" mardened with the Red army and food have many of these wanderers, as Dlckerman's
city clerk's office of
for Moscow nnd Petrograd. When well as the families who elected to riage in the hall.
They were mar
Chicago
city
In
the
animals
make
their
their fight
the villages,
dropped dead,
4, 191?.
families walked on, always hoping remote from the railways rather ried Julywere
happy, supremely so.
They
than endure the hardships and
food lay over the next knoll.
of his duties as a travelBut the country districts have no death their neighbors have suffered Because
salesman they were separated
along the main line3 of transporta- ing
grain, or if peasant families have
at Intervals. Put always the leta small portion they conceal It In tion.
ters, breathing love in every line
Entire; village populations
the effort to prolong their lives unand laden with crosses as kisses.
In
have tiled In tho provinces east
til another crop Is harvested.
And then the separation, which
of tho Volga and the animals
the larger towns there is food for
Mrs. Dickerman charges was caused
which survive nre ho weak It Is
sale at fabulous
prices, but the
by her mother-in-laimpossible to wl ndouunte
starving refugees have neither
The Fervid Letters.
to
food
to
deliver
and
nor
to
horsepower
exchange
money
goods
The letters cf thejiusband read
can only Bit down to await death tho thousands of destitute set- -'
teem with burning phrases.
court
in
tlemcnts far from food
or
Abag. tall.. They speak of "my precious--floorThe bodies that lie along the
railroads nre collected on cars
and hauled to eenlers where
NELSON'S CHIVALRY
tl
they are piled In frozen,
OF
to await burial.
heaps
LANDS HIM IN JAIL
Freezing rcfViirees remove all
FOR SEVERAL HOURS
garments from the tleail, so
tho frozen hotlles nre tmde
when collected.
(By The Ansnclnted Trent.)
Families drift opart and wander
Chicago, Feb. 6. The chivalrous
aJmlessly on to their inevitable
proclivities of Oscar Matthew Nelfate.
Human Instincts Lost.
son, popularly known at "BattHuman instincts are lost, and ling" Nelson, prize fighter, today
than
they become little better
where ho was
beasts. The city and town popu- - landed him In a eoll
held several hours before ho was
Introduced and secured bail for his
a
Unemployment
release.
ENTIRE STRUCTURE
in 40
Off of 4.2
was
told
he
the
Nelson
Falling
police
INTERCOLLEGIATE
OF
passing a house when he heard a
Out of 65 Cities and Inbaby crying and a woman screamSPORTS THREATENED ing.
Ho said he entered and saw
dustrial Centers.
a man slapping a woman. "Better
M
Tim
!'"
use discretion," Nelson told tho
tnr Tho Afmorlnted Tresn.)
Obwlln, O., Feb. 5. "The stage man and the man agreed that he
6.
UnemFeb.
Washington,
has been reached where any col- had. Then Nelson said another
decreased shnrply in the
successful
man slapped the woman and Nel- ployment
lege which develops a
team or a number of star athletes son made him stop. Nelson said United States during ..tuary, the
tois at once under suspicion," Pro- the police patrol arrived about this department of labor reported
citof sixty-fiv- e
fessor C. W. Savaga, director of time and the entire party was tak- day and forty out centers
had 4.2
ies in industrial
athletics at Oberlin college, de- en to the police station.
workers on payrolls
clared in a statement today.
He complained that he was per cent more
December 31.
"Tho smaller the college and locked up with uncongenial com- January 31 than was
made from
and said he would take The calculation
the more successful the athletics,
panions
concerns norof
1,428
Vie greater is the feeling of dis- the matter up with Chief of Police the reports
more than 600
trust," he said. "Such conditionsof Fitzmorris. A few weeks ago Nel- mally employing
people each.
son was compelled to pay admisthreaten the entire structure
Nearly all Industries, outside In-of
sports. It Is time sion for the first time to a boxing
intercollegiate
and railroads
for faculties., administrators and exhibition because he could not steel, textiles, forces.
governing bodies to consider these convince the promoters he was the creased their automobileIn Detroit,
of
the
Industry,
center
former famous fighter.
things."
Lowthe Increase was 89.9 per cent; .in
It the report of Professordeclared
Sioux City, la., 21 per cent, and in
ell, of Harvard, which
RECOKD ENTRY LIST.
San Francisco 14.8 per cent.
college sports had too prominent
Man., Feb. 5. A recDenver showed the largest dea place in college life, "Brings ordWinnipeg,
entry list of 250 rinks from crease in employment, with a drop
about such a survey of inter-he the United
States
and
Canada
will
of 43.7 in the number of employed
collegiate athletic relations,
anin the thirty-fourt- h
per cent during the month.
have the gratitude of compete
should
of
nual
Manitoba
the
bonspiel
While the results "fail to give
and
men
of
young
ovcrylover American citizen' Dr. Curling association which opens any indications
of the substantial
every loyal
tomorrow.
here
improvement in business activities,
Savaga asserted.
predicted for January," the report
said "the increase in employment
1 INJURED
1 KILLED,
in metal products other than iron
inand steel and miscellaneous
WHEN AUTO OVERTURNS
feadustries is the encouraging
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FEDERAL TROOPS

rrM.l

5.
Dennis
and Clifford
was killed
sewas
of
both
Denver,
Roberts,
the automoriously injured when were
riding
bile in which they
overturned this afternoon near
distance
north
a
short
Hroomfleld,
of Denver.
Roberts, who was driving, said
a moderate
they were going at
speed because of a snow storm,
when the car skidded and turned
over. Nelson was crushed under
the machine but Roberta was
thrown clear. The road was being
graded at the point where the accident occurred.

Nelson

WEATHER

I

J

FOKF.CAST.
Colo., Feb. 6. New
Denver,
Mexico:
Monday and Tuesday,
fair; much colder Monday in south
and extreme east portions.
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday,
fair; little change In temperature.

REPOltT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
42
Highest temperature
LOCAL

........

Lowest

Range

Mean

Humidity at 8 a. m
Humidity at 6 p. m.
Precipitation

,

Mrs. Hubert E. Dickerman and ncr youthful husband.
"your sonny boy," "darling mine," I can't have partnership with you,
"old dear," "my adorable sweet- it will be a kne or rounder's life
heart," "my own dearest lone for me.
girl," "bless you and keep you,"
"I am yours and you are mine,
"you aro my life happiness, Gene, and you are going to remain mine,
lov"1
wonderful
miss
your
dear;"
aren't you, dear heart. My old
ing kisses and caressing arms," darling!
"Oh, Gene, my love," "wish you
were here to hold me In your loving arms."
Striking passages from some of
the letters include the following:
1
"Oh! rapture, Joy and bliss!
received four letters from you,
darling, Just now, and I have never
been so happy. You are quite true
when you say we live in a world
of too many conventionalities, and
I, too, am bored with it all,
"You know there isn't any girl
In the world I care for but you,
darling; and if I can't live with
you, darling, I will be a bachelor.
M!sed "Sweet Kisses."
"I have already mado up my
mind as to tho future, end we can
go through all these things toseth-ordea- r,
can't wc, dearest one? If

IDLE

Shows

(By The Amorl'iH-Denver, Colo., Feb.

foe MM

2 ARE DiAD AS.
THE RESULT OF
FIGHT AT DANCE
MEN 0 ECREASEO

snow-eovere-

25
17
34
76
31

Trace

Maximum wind .velocity. . . , , . 65
Direction of wind , , . , Northwest
Character of day
cloudy

CANNOT

LOCATE

MEXICAN REBELS
the

Associated Press.) Federal troops
under General Sanchez have been
unable to locfitethe band led by
General Miguel "Alemati. who, a
week ago revolted in the state of
Vera Cruz, according to a statement by tho war office. Aleman,
who Is said to have gained some
adherents since he started the rebellion has declined combat with
the federal forces, and is In apparent safety in the mountains
near Santiago, Tuxtla.
The war office reports 200 revolutionists, under CV.lonel Francisco Cardenas, in the state, of
Mlehoaean, have been dispersed.
Notwithstanding a statement by
United States department of justice agents at San Antonio, that
the whereabouts ef General Francisco ,Murgula, rebel leader, wore
known Thursday, the Mexican war
office has Issued no statement
dealing with the progress of efforts being made to secure his
apprehension.
yhere are reports of activities
by Estcban Cantu former governor of Lower California, who Is
said to have crossed the California boundary. Officials decline to
take these revolutionary rumors
seriously,

"No woman ever appealed to me
as much as you, dearest, and I am
simply mad in love with you, dear,
and want you and need you most
awfully.
"But if anything happens to you,
dear, why then I'll Just simply go
to hell. I won't cfire any more.
"It certainly is pretty hard to be
so far away from you, sweetheart,
and I think of you every minute.
And at night how 1 miss you, dear,
and wish you were In my arms and
caresslnf! me with your sweet kisses. Oh! love is a heavenly thing,
n'est ce pas, ma cherie?'1
Love is not to be held cheaply
when ono ia 47 and well beyond the
,

"flapper'Ettige.

Thifylin effect, Is the philosophy
. ,
of Mrs. Dickerman.
,

1RRISAH.
SUSTAINED

LOSS

(sncrlai lorrespomif nee to Hie jnnrnnl.)

Santa
Feb. 5. Modesto
Homero ami Rues Montoja nro
dead us the result of knife
wound, i.
"esthn Romero Is
In a loer.l lioep'liil In n critical
enrdition nnd Dt lfino Montoja
Is In jn:I tinder nV
care,
ns a rcn'tlf of a f!",ht tluil
In the southern part of
this city curly Sunday morn-lnt- r.
Police officers say that
others mny have been involved
In tho melee. In which fists,
clubs nnd knives wero used
with deadly effect.
Tho fijrht occurred nt tho
home of Manuel linreln,
Mon.
wi'h fists
toya- and Itomoro, It Is said.
Is
h.tvo
to
The trouble
alleged
grown out of bntl feollns
the Montoyas mid Romeros. There hml been no
drinking, it is claimed.
do-to-

REPORT RE

LS

Chicago Packing Firm's Receipts Slumped $5,863,-50- 6
for the 12 Months
Ending Oct. 29, 1921.
(By The AsKorlatrd

rrm.)

Feb. 5. Morris and
company, packers, sustained a net
loss for the year endi. g October
29, 1921, of $5,SG3,50f, while this
loss and operating expenses reduced the surplus account from
a
to $1,299,255.43,
$13,271,790.20
decreaso of over $11,900,000, according to the financial report
made public today.
WHOLESALE PRICES OF "t
Volume of sales was satisfactory,
PORK UNCHANGED LAST however, the report stated, adding
that cash in bank is over $2,500,000,
MONTH, FIGURES SHOW and quick liabilities are about
while quick assets are over
(By The Aiiwti-f- l Pri.)
Tho two fea-

Chicago, Feb. 5.
tures of the meat

trade during
of the
January from the viewpoint
were
tho fact
consuming public,
that wholesule ,rices of fresh pork
unchanged
remained practically
despite an increase of about $2 per
livo
of
cost
100 in the
hogs, and
the vigorous demand for ham, a
statement of the Institute of

Chieasi,

$39,000,000.

Los Angele3, Fell. R. The search
for Edward F. Sand, missing butler cf William D. Tiylor, motion
picture director who was mysteriously slain last Wednesday night,
continued to be the most important
element of their investigation of
Taylor's death, police said today.
Checking of tho various angles
of the case among members of the
motion picture culony and other
friends and acquaintances of Taylor almost invariably resulted in
some development in which Sands'
name was mentioned, according to
detectives.
Explanations of this
situation are regarded as vital to
tho case in its present stige.
The polico say they had had several clues to Sands' whereabouts,
but this far these had resulted in
disappointments.
Henry 1'eazey, valet of Taylor,
body,
who found his employer's
came to polico headquarters again
was
questioned ly detoday and
tectives for a half hour, it is understood he was asked for more
detailed Information concerning the
arrangement of Taylor's furnitureand other belongings in the apartents where ho was shot. Detec
tives would not state whether
Pear.ev's examination had thrown
any light on tho case.
Two otner men, wnoso nani
wero not divulged, also were ques
tioned at police headquarters, our
under what circumstances was not
disclosed. One of these men departed with detectives who said
they were going to check up en an
angle of the ease that previously
had been under investigation, but
thev declined to be more specific.
The whereabouts of letters which
Miss Mabel Normand, motion
actress, slid sho had written
Taylor and which she said wero
missing from his apartments, continued to be a matter of speculation
today. It is believed that these
letters and other papers could have
been removed after Taylor's body
was found last Thursday morning,
some time during the period when
the house was unguarded while it
was believed h had died of natural
causes. Miss Normand first called
attention to the absence of the letters, which she said she had seen
in the apartments a few days beShe said she
fore tho murder.
knew of no reason why any ono
want
should
them, and that she
would be willing to have published
anything they; contained.
Absent on n Mission.
Al Manning, head of the criminal Investigation department of the
sheriffs office, and several l!u-tle- s
were absent most of the day
on a mission connected with the
slaying. Upon his return Manning
said there had been certain developments he could not disclose at
that time. His investigation to lay,
he added, did not relate in any way
to Sands.
Revenge, prompted by Jealoupy,
remained
apparently the most
probable motive for the alleged
crime, investigators of the variout
departments generally agreed. The
possibility that tho slayer was a
frustrated blackmailer alo was
There was debeing consl'riered.
clared further to be a remote
chance that he was a burglar who
fled after the shooting without attempting to remove any valuables.
Captain of Detectives David 1.
Adams, who is directing the pollen
investigation, said everything in
the case indicated that the slayer
was a man.
Whether the fact that Taylor
had changed his name from that
r,
of William Cunningham
by which he was known in
New York four years ago1, had any
bearing upon the case had not
been determined today, according
to the police. This circumstance
seemed to have no bearing upon
the principal angles of the mystery which have been under Investigation, it was stated.
Deane-Tanne-

Letters

DiHiipiicar.

themInvestigators
expressed
selves at a loss to account for the
Miss
of
Normand's
disappearance
letters. They declared, however,
that they did not believe the letters thomselves would throw any
light on the case. Tho "main issue" so far, one investigator said,
was the whereabouts of the missing valet, Sands, for a few days before the shooting.
Questioning of film actors and
others who had known Taylor resulted In no important developments today, It was declared.

Commenting on the report In a
message to stockholders, Nelson
Morris, chairman of the board of
directors, said:
"The year Just closed has probably been the worst year in tho history of both the livestock and picking business. The tremendous drop
in all livestock and wholesale meat
levels has
prices to below pre-wmade It impossible to. operate ex- ENTER: Ditto PEDDLEU
AND A SILK NIGHTIE
a
a
at
large part of
cept
loss;
which, of course, was caused by
Los
Angeles,
Calif., Feb. 5.
readjusting inventory values to the Search for a drug
peddler, upon
new basis.
(Continued on fuse Two..
"Prospects for the coming year
are better. Wo rnvo already had
some reaction in prices and our inventory tcday is worth considerable
S
more than at the close of our fiscal
year. Every effort is being made
to get expenses in lino."

American Meat Packers said today.
Light stocks of pork and hogs at
ture.
packers
"The feeling that there will be market centers indicates
have refused to accumulate large
a decided change for the better by stocks
at present prices, the report
early Bprlng Is manifested everywhere, and seems to be based on said.
is being mnde to marAn
effort
real evidence of prosperity and
ket as much pork as possile whil?
not mere optimism."
It Is fresh, rather than to place in
cure.
as
BICYCLE RACE WON BY
Export trade was described The
"fairly good" for January.
BELGIAN-DUTC- H
TEAM market
for live cattle showed a
ARE
lower trend, because cattlo receipts VICTORY NOTES
and beef shipments in January
PAY
TO
ACCEPTABLE
(By Th Amoclittrd
biy
were heavier than for the latter
Brussels, Feb. 5. The
state1921 INCOME TAXES
cycle race was won tonight by the part of December, said the
and ment. Cattle were also converted
Belgian-Dutc- h
team, Aerts
Van Kempen, with 2,294 miles. Into fresh meat as much as possi(By The AMorlntcd TrrM.)
The American team, Walthour and ble, it was stated. Live lambs durWashington, Feb. 6. Secretary
Ross, abandoned the race this af- ing the month showed an Increase
to
of over two centB, the report said. Mellon has Issued Instructions
ternoon, after Boss had fallen.
Internal revenue collectors, It was
announced today, to accept Victory
notes In payment of Income and
profits taxes due March 1R. Notes
of either the 4 4 per cent or t
4
per cent series will be taken
as a result of the order which was
issued under the provisions of the
last tax law.
In connection with the announcement
the secretary In
statement said:
(BY TIIE ASSOt IATRH PHERS.I
"Victory no.tes in order to be
Washington, Feb. 6. Operations tember 21, 1921, and 1920, respecof the pestal service for the three tively, as follows:
acceptable In payment of taxes
$106,834,372;
1921
show
March
15, 1922, must be in coupoo
Revenue,
months ending September 30,
a deficit of 25, 252,368, nccordlng expenditures, $132,086,630; deficit, form and must have all unmatured
to say,
$2r.,2B2,3n8.
to an official statement of the
coupons attached, that
1920
$107,123,293;
The
Revenue,
coupons for June 15 and Decemtoday.
department
deficit.
ber 15, 1922,' and May 20, 1923.
statement discloses, however, that expenditures, $134,594,266;
'
Settlement for accrued interest oo
the deficit for the quarter of 1921. $27,470,972,
the notes from December 16, 1921.
covered by the statistics, was
BURNS.'
tho last Interest payment date, to
smaller than'the losses for COLLEGE IH'ILDINO
Mankato, Minn., Feb. 5. Fire March 15, 1922, will be made by
the corresponding three months In
check from the federal
of unknown origin today destroyreserve
1920.
Tho department Issued compara- ed the main building of the Man- bank direct to the taxpayer. Victive figures on postal operations kato teachers' college, at a loss tory notes in registered form will
not be acceptublo."
i
for tho three months ending Sep- - estimated at $500,000,
.

(By Tha Aaaorlnted "mm)
Mexico City, Feb. 5 (by
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OPERATIONS OF POSTAL SERVICE
FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDING
SEPT. 30, 1921, SHOW DEFICIT
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PERSONS KILLER
Globe, Ariz., Feb. B. Four persons are dead as a result of a collision between an Arizona Eastern
passenger train and an automobile
at Webster's crossing, near here, at
5 o'clock yesterday
afternoon. The
v
dead:
C. J. HATCH and
MRS. C. J.
HATCH of Ashurst. Ariz.
MRS. E. T. BRYCE of Ashurst,
Arizona.
ANDREW
BROWN of Fort
Thomas, Ariz.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Hatch and Mrs.
Bryce died at a local hospilat during the night.
Dewey Eryce, 23
years old, son of Mrs. Rryce, wn
the only occupant of the car to
He jumped, he
escape uninjured,
said, Just before the train, which
was traveling at a high rate ot
speed, crashed into the machine at
the grade orosslng. The party had
been attending church services at
Thatcher, young liryce said, and
were en route to their homes when
tho accident occurred,
was completely demolished in the
collision,
'

FHBEWELI!

IWITH
That Cardin-

0

Del Val Have Been Elim-

inated From Race.
(By the Asunriiited l'rrm.)

Rome, Feb. 5 (by the Associated
without
Sunday passed
the election of a new pope. The
tocontinued
conclave of Cardinal;'
day but so far as could he learned,
without coming any nearer to the
selection of a successor to Benedict
XV than previously.
It now is considered a certainty
that Cardinal O'Connell will arrive In time to take part In the balloting tomorrow. Indeed, the cardinals are reported to have
nt length the advisability of
prolonging the sessions so that at
least one representative of the
church in America could be present.
The thick veil of secrecy which
surrounded the deliberations within the Vatican since the conclave
was lifted
convened
Thursday,
slightly today when it was icarneu
source
authoritative
moat
from a
that Cardinals (iasparri and Merry
candidates
del Val were leading
votes
Friday, with a few scattered
On Satcardinals.
for five other
urday morning the conclave still
was deadlocked, and the cardinals
realized that the action of either
of these candidates was Impossible,
and, in consequence, both virtually
wero eliminated.
The cardinals wero busy last

Washington
Parley Will
Close With a Public Session, at Which Several
Pacts Are to Be Signed,

prC(jS).

(liy Tho ARKocfiitcd Traits.)

rosy-cheek-

'

II TIE

Believe Edward F.
Sands Can Throw Some
Light on the Slaying of
Los Angeles Man.

31

"

,

.

Hunt for Bread and Are Overtaken By
Death; Families Drift Apart and Wander
Aimlessly on to Their Inevitable Fate;
Wolves Strip Their Bones.

-

SOUGHT

PRESIDENT WILL

M BALLGTIfiQ

Police

1

vi

I

fase'istiis;

childreh

AD!u

OUTER

als Gasparri and Merry

Dick-erma-
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TAYLOR MURDER Indications
J

EDITION

Dull; by Carrier or Mall. nrc n Month
Hingle
iple So

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, February 6, 1922.
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CITY

candidate with Camillo I.aurenti.
or
secretary of the congregation
and Giovanni
the propaganda,
Vaerl papal major domo, prominently to the fore. Cardinal Laecl
was reported to be leading in the
balloting.
Tho crowds awaiting the apostolic benediction, which was not
probably
forthcoming, numbered
100,000. The long wait tor the last
smoke signal, with the accompanying disappointment, led to the conclusion that the sacred college had
decided to retard its final choice
until an American cardinal arrived.
O'CONNELL EX I'Ef TED
TO It EACH ROME TODAY

FOREIGN DELEGATES
PLANNING TO SAIL'

Several Issue Statements
Praising Achievements of
the Meeting and Hospitality of the People,
(Ky The AKnoointrd I'iv .e.)

Washington, Fell. 5 (by the Associated Press). The arms conference will end tomorrow with a
plenary session given over to the
formal signing iC treaties and to a
President
addres
farewell
by
Harding.
his
first
appearance at
Making
thu conlei ence Hince iiu welcomed
the delegates on .November 11, the
president plans to voice personally
ills gratification over the results
accomplished and his conviction
that tho experiment has justified
full faith in the practice of nettling
troublesome questions in an 'Inter
national meeunu oi minus.
Mis belief in his "conierence
plan" of conducting international
Plans has been so strengthened by
the developments here, his friends
saji that he regards tne international relationships resulting fi'tin
the meeting as of even greater significance than the formal agreements that nre to be brought to
He is
tomorrow.
consummation
to make only a short speech, but
comam
mii'i'i vtniw
it is e.xpecieu uj
niternnees mi tho subiect of inter
national fellowship.
its to Mgn.
live j rent
Dexnlle tlin
litlln work left tO It.
however, tomorrow's session may
cover several hours. Four treaties
and a supplement to a fifth are to
oo signed ay tne ueiegaies.
JL Hie
W(
iu..t , ..n..-- ,
to the Root "four points" and thu
and
that
dealing with
epen door,
Chinese tariff problems, must be
signed by the full delegations of
the United StaWs, Great llritain.

Ttome, Feb. B (by the Associated
of
O'Connell
Press). Cardinal
noston. aboard the steamer President e Wilson, on his way to Rome
for the conclave, expects to arrive
at Naples early Monday and hopes
to reach Rome before noon.
A wireless bus
been received
v..um.i, u,- rifinee,
from Cardinal Dougherty of Phila- japan,
.......
..1
orwl tUa VflOlHI-- .
delphia, aboard tho La Touraine, lands: while the other two, limitinsr
saying he hopes to arrive Wednes
capital ship strength and regulating
day.
and poison gas warfare,
Th
may place a submarines
government
are to lie given approvm uy u
special train at Cardinal O'Con- United,
of the
nell's disposal to rush him to plenipotentiaries
Britain,
Japan,
States,
(iret
ltomo.
France and Italy. All of these
j
Thus, It Is. thought that there cept
Italy are to sis nlso the supwill be no election Tuesday morn
agreement defining the
plemental
tomor
or
tho
made
if
is
choice
ing,
paclfio
row afternoon, it will not be an scope of the
treaty.
nouneed until tho next morning.
Other
No
Speech Making.
Cardinal O't'onnell's entry into
It is planned tj complete the
the conclave is expected to take
(Continued on 1'uge Two.)
so that he will have tho conference's official record of
before him. There will
be no other speech making, and
CALLING
concluded tho conferhas
when he
ence will adjourn sine die.
Most of tne foreign tieiegatesCI"
....... v. .. Tllffht
ivnmArfnilf
JUillJ tlj
iy mak
OF Tuesday and thry spent tod
ing a series ot tareve:i cnua, ui
work in their offices.
..... ,..
O,- V,'Il
Jo"' ' n.. ........
nl.i....a,ni.nta
in' in" nf the mtnfrrAVERS ence111,3andIILIIIt
the hospitality of the Am- Before tt.e end of the week the
conference treaties probably will be
Caron Kato of Japan, Says in tne nanus oi me e ;mi.i
X
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America's

Forethought DENVER

Has Resulted in a Service
to the Whole World.
(Hjr The

Amm-lnte-

MAY

THE WESTERN LEAGUE
(n The Amorlatpd Trow.)
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 5 According
to announcement by F. D. Whit-loc- k
of Sidney. Neb., the possibilthe Westity of Denver
ern league basehall circuit the coming season is well established.
Following a meeting with representatives of the Joplin (Mo.) club,
held In Kansas City last Thursday
and another held in Omaha yesterday, it was mado public that Whit-loc"Bob" Lowe and Dr. Adkins,
also of Sidney, completed arrangements for transfer of the Joplin.
franchise to tho mountain city,
provided the Western league magnates decide in favor of that city.
It is said that the three Nebraska
sportsmen have leased the Denver
baseball park for a term of seven
s
years.
A meeting is to be held February
was
it
at
20 in St. Joseph,
which,
said, members of tho league will
decide whether or not tho transfer
shall be made, and for discussion
of mileage differences nnd agreement on pro rating such expense to
meet the long leap westward by the
various clubs of the circuit.

Prp.)

Washington, Feb. 5 (by the Associated Press.) The proposal of
tho United States for the convening of the arms conference "was a
stroke of genius" which has resulted In a service to the world which
"will live in history as long as history lives," Huron Kato, head of
tho Japanese delegation, said tonight in a statement.
The asreements signed, he added, contain nothing that is calculated to impair the security of
any nation, but on the contrary,
"have given such reassurance n
few but visionary dreamers had
contemplated up to three months
ago."
"With America's wealth and resources," ho said, "she could hav-- '
Sho chose,
dominated the seas.
however, tho wiser course, the wav
truer greatness which has commanded the admiration, respect
land love of tho whole world. At
the same time every nation her-has benefited Immensely as .a result of the earnest discussion mi l
the notable series of understandings that have been reached.
"In Japan we realized that a
new spirit of moral consciousness
had come over the world but wo
could not bring ourselves truly to
believe It had struck so deeply into
the souls of men until we came to
We came and wo
Washington.
wo
have learned; nnd in turn
have, I think, given evidence such
as no man can mistake, that Japan Is ready for the new order of
thought the spirit of international friendship and
to:
the greater good of humanity
which the conference has brought
about."
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CHINA PLEASED OVER
SHANTUNG SETTLEMENT
(By The Anxo.latcd I'fevO
S
( bV
Veil
TVnihirwrtnn

th

Associated Press.) The following
from President fisu
cablegram
Shlh Chang of China, was received today at the White House:
"I am most happy to learn that
during the conference at Washthe untiring
ington
friendly interest taken by your
the Amerall
excellency and by
ican delegation, a solution ot the
long outstanding Shantung quesGREAT NORTHERN WILL
tion hn hpen made nossible. Thus
FLOAT A BOND ISSUE the peace of the Far Fast U
further assured. On behalf of the
and people of the
government
(By Tlip Aciated Pre.)
Colorado Springs, Colo. Feb. 6. republic of China. I have tho
A $30,000,000
bond issue will be honor to extend to your excellency
ieucuu-tionsput on the market tomorrow morn-In- g our sincere tnanits ana
by the Grent Northern railroad,
according to word T. H. Ncwbold
niXI.EIt APPOINTED.
announced tonight he had received
from J. P. Morgan & Co. of Ne
Santa Fe. Feb. 6. John C. CIx-lYok, who nre floating the issue.
of Moiintainair has been apT. It. Newhold & Co. are members pointed resident ngent. In chargo
of the syndicate which will handle of the Tdnidnd Bean and Klevator
the issue, which is expected to be company, a Colorado corporation,
sold out In record time, he said.
the state corporation was notified
A 6,i per cent general mortgage
Is the only underlying mortgage on Saturday.
tho bonds, which will mature In XEGTVO KILLED IN STORM.
thirty years. They are
The mortgage indebtedness
Enterprise, Ala., Feb. 6. Sam
of the road is $22,BOO a mile, which Jones, a negro boy, was killed
and several persons Injured tois unusually low, the announcement
reads. The issue, bearing S per day In a storm which wrecked
cent, wilt open at 96, ho uuld.
forty buildings here.
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Various Buildings in Las
Vegas Will Be Used to
House Classes, Rebuilding May Begin Soon.
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There is no doubt but tha the
building will be rebuilt, and at an
Santa
early date. Jose D. Sena of of
reFe, a member of the board
gents, is here and will remain until
after the insurance is adjusted.
The basement and first floor are
but will
undamaged,
practically
have to be replastered and decorated. The walls are unhurt, and
all that need3 to be done is to rebuild the second and third floors
and the roof. It is believed that
the insurance will more than pay

for the replacements.
Architects who have looked at
the building declared that it would
be possible to have it ready for use
by early 'June, when the summer
school is scheduled to begin. When
the building burned the Normal
university had already booked all
the accommodations in the dormitories for the summer term, and
had received applications from
Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas

and all parts of New Mexico.
'
LACCI LEADING
IN BALLOTING
FOR NEW POPE
from Pago One.)
noon. Whether he will
Immediately within the
or remain outside until
a session begins, has

(Continued

place about
be ushered
secret walls
just before
not been decided, but all preparations for his Introduction have
been completed.
Cardinals' Health Good.
The camerlengo has communicated to the marshal that the
health of the cardinals is excellent,
but nothing official has been
vouchsafed regarding tho nature or
progress of the proceedings.

Perfect weather and the Sabbath day combined to bring out the
largest crowd yet assembled In historic St. Peter's square. By 11 a.
in. every point of vantage was
seized. It was an ordeal for anyone to move through the solid

mass.
In order to prevent a repetition
of yesterday's contusion and disorder, when an enormous body of
spectators retreated precipitately
from the cathedral after the final
negative announcement from the
Vatican, the military authorities today stationed troops at various
points.
When the cathedral clock struck
11:30 the broad steps were thronged with those who hoped that the
fourth day would bring them the
benediction from the new holy

father.
Ten minutes later a hushed murmur aroso across as a thin thread
of smoke appeared. "It is black!"
came the cry, and the crowds turned in disappointment and dispersed.
Crowd Becomes Confused.
But they came back in the after-noo-

on leaving, they
Then,
swarmed about the square and became confused and entangled with
vehicles and trolley cars.
Regulation of the traffic was
lacking and people were moving in
every conceivable direction. While
crowds were dispersing there were
still long lines of tram cars bringing others to the scene. The two
streams converging made a veritable maze of confusion, but slowly
the great tangle was unraveled
without eerious inconvenience,
ARMY TO BK REDUCED.
Belgrade, Jugo Slavia, Feb.
Tho
army is to be reduced to 110,000 men. This is an
outcome of an agreement reached
by the ministry of war and the
parliamentary budget committee.
.

Jugo-Slav-

ia

Does the refusal of Gene Tunney
1o box Pat McCarthy mean that the
new
champion
intends to follow the example set
in
of
our
other
champs
by
meeting
d
only
opponents?
hand-picke-

HAD THAT TIRED,

WORK-OU- T

s

FJOELIN'G
Do you know that "awful

tired
feeling," languidness, lame or weak
sore
swollen
stiff
or
back,
muscles,
joints, or rheumatlo pains usually
Indicate
kidney trouble?
Foley
Kidney Pills act promptly and efMrs.
Roberta Lilly, 7C9
fectively.
Alton St., Alton. III., writes: "For
three years I had a tired, worn-ou- t
feeling. Various treatments failed.
I began to Improve on the second
done of Folcv Kldnev Pills and
y
I .foci like new."
Sold every
to-d-

vherc,

.

.

.
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H. Riblett Is Said to
Have Confessed to Participating in Burning High
School Building.

me journal.)
Following a
hearing held before Justice of tho
Peace Foster. J. W. Thompson, of
the firm of Brown & Thompson,
contractors, Amarlllo, Tex., was
bound over to await tho action of
the Harding county grand Jury.
The hearing was the outcome of an
alleged confession made by J. H.
with
the
Riblett In connection
burning of the school house here
several weeks ago. Thompson's
Imll was fixed at $5,000, which he
furnished.
What purports to be Riblett's
confession follows:
ROY, N. SI EX., Jan. 21, 1922.
Statement of .1. H. Riblett.
On December 8, 1921. between
12 o'clock noon and 1 p. m. J. W.
asked me If I could
Thompson
drive a Ford car, I told him yes,
he says 1 want you to drive me to
T.lbertv School House. On the road
going out to Liberty School he ask
ed me if I wanted to make a thousand dollars. J didn't answer him.
and coming back, he Bays to me,
"Joe do you want to make a thouI says yes.
sand dollars easy?"
You make a thousand dollars and
I make fifteen or twenty thousand,
ho says don't let anybody know
this even my wife. I will make a
foreman out of you on tho Wagon
Mound School House, or any other
building we may have. Ho says, 1
want the School Houso gutted, this
Is the school house at Roy. (the
ona I have referred to.) He said to
me with this thousand dollars you
can take the little girl, and live
married, to the jobs at
happy
Wagon Mound and others we may
have. You will always have work,
as long as this company exists. My
answer was I'll see about It.
I coming In town, I told Mr.
fifThompson I wanted to borrow
teen dollars to pay a check, 1 gave
to Robert3 and Olver, he wrote me
out a check for $25, while I was
garage.
parking the car. In Brown's
On December the 9th, on or about
In the morning, I set
one forty-fiv- e
the school house on fire and it
burnt down, that's all. On January the 20th, Mr. Thompson called
me out of his office and says "Joe,
they have nothing against you, it
will be a month or two months before tho work can start at Wagon
Mound," he says your pay will go
on straight time, I will fix that
some wav. 1 was at Mr. Thomp
son's office in regards to my homestead papers and went their in
company with Steve Cambrel as an
acting officer.
December the Sth, 1921, I ac
cepted Mr. Thompson's offer of one
thousand dollars to Durn down tne
During this
Roy School House.
on Dec. the Sth. he
pnnverR.it.inn
said that I am (we are) broke, we
I had
have got to do something.
tho School House Insured a few
e
thousand
forty-fivfor
days ago
dollars, i' think wo can replace the
school house for about twenty
thousand dollars, the walls would
remain standing and we can replace the wood work for about
twenty thousand dollars. It can be
done tomorrow morning nciween
two and three o'clock, he said that
their was gasoline their in that
barrel.
Ho said that there Is a hisn
feeling against the Catholics and
the Protestants, they will think
the ones that burnt the other
school house burnt this and we
will never be suspected. He prom
ised to pay mo two hundred and
Saturday
fifty dollars on the first
after the fire and he rays you
can take this two hundrod and
fifty dollars, get married, as soon
as vou please. 1 will pay the
balance after tho Insurance company settles. The school board
and swe carry the insurance on
the building. On the evening of
December the 8th, I was going to
put some windows In a building
for Mr. Sanchez, I moved my tool
box out of the school building intending to take It to theoutSanchez
of the
building, as I brought it
school building, I noticed tho Architect, standing there and I says,
Oh, you are here, are, he says
yes, before I Bit down the tool box,
I asked him if he was going to
be here long, he says no. I sit
down the tool box and asked him,
what he thought of the job, ho
said it looked good, we was talking about the plaster and it
wasn't here couldn't tell when It
would be here and he said it's too
(Nperlni I'orretponctrncc to
Roy, N. M Feb. 5.

Cnrretpnntlrtice In Tlio Journal.)

Las Vegas. X. M., Fob. r,. School
work In the Normal university,
from the trainlnp'up to the highest
prode in the normal department,
The
Monday.
will be, underway
activities of the school will he centered in the main business portion
of Knst lis Vegas, and no classrooms will be more than a city
block apart with the exception re-of
one, which will be four blocks
moved. The system will be much
like that used in universities. The
central study hall will be maintained either in the Duncan opera
house or the Labor hull.
In the Masonic temple, in the
rooms formerly used by the Commercial club, the classes of instrucTipton and
tors Rodgers, Inches, In
the Odd
Per3in?or. will meet.
Fellows building the commercial
of Miss
direction
department, under
In the
forth.
Farrel, will hold the
art classes,
Carnegie library
meet.
will
under Miss Brandenburg,
of
At the Elks' club, the classesMrs.
Dean Carroon, Mrs. Miller and
n
Dr.
Tobey will recite,hisand
classes. Hie
will meet
domestic science department, under
Miss Kaune, will use the basement
and the
of the Christian church, direction
music department, under
will use the upper
rf Mr. MoGlynn,
The
floor of the same building. Miller
science classes of Messrs. Meth- the first
and Burrell will use
Mr.
tnmnnrnrilV.
will meet
barker's English classes
in the Sunday school room of the
First Baptist church.
The seventh and eighth grades
will use the two rooms in the city
or
hall The remaining six gradesuse
1he training school will likely
the large home of FrankhisSpringer.
consent
Mr. Springer has given
home, but It has
for the use ot thewhich
classes are
not been agreed
reto use it. The armory will be and
tained for physical training,
of Misses Reese
the Spanish classes meet
in the dorand Osmund will
mitory.
Indications now are that
of the library books may be
salvaged, though all have been
one-ha-
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Cardinal Merry Del VaL
Cardinal Merry Del Val is one of the most prominent members of
tho sacred college at Kome and is being talked of as a possible successor to Pope Benedict, although tho cardinal is not of Italian birth.
He is Spanish.

r PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

WAGON MOt'XD.
ley, Siltes, Holt, Miller, CunningTin F. Gillespie returned home ham, Joyce. Hudglns, Kellam, JackTuesday evening from Fort Worth, son, II. F. Christian, Monroe ChrisTex., where he had spent several tian and Alias Howell. Mrs. H. F.
days visiting relatives nnd friends. Christian made high score.
He also mado a short visit at DunOn Wednesday evening Carlsbad
music lovers enjoyed a treat In the
can, Okla., cn route home.
The Woman's auxiliary of the concert given under tho auspices
IT. B. church held a very pleasant of the Woman's club, who present"at home" at the residence of Mrs. ed Miss Hazel Sparks, soprano, asJ. Paltpnghe Thursday afternoon sisted by Miss Mary Johnston,
from 2 until E. A musical program pianist, Mrs. Robert Finlay, and
consisting of a vocal duet, "One Miss Aline Shepherd, readers, and
Mrs.
Sweetly Solemn Thought," by Mes-- J the Woman's Club quartette.Jennie
dames Burgess and Sifferd, who Frank Kindle and Miss
to an encore with Linn were Miss Sparks' accomresponded
"Smilin' Through," a vocal solo by panists,
n
The first elaborate social
Miss Bertha Pultenghe and instruseason was
of the
mental solos by Meadamca R.
Burgess and E. W. Howe, was ren- a beautifully appointed bridge pardered. Late In the afternoon dainty ty given by Mrs. Sam Lusk, on
afternoon at her home
refreshments were served by the Thursday
hostess to Mosdumes Burgess, Tay- on Canyon street. A color scheme
of
white was carried out
and
Salispink
lor, Howe, Heftrn, Slerrett,
a
luncheon served
bury, Sifferd, Keyes, tiibhs, Mat- in
the conclusion of the games.
thews, Thomas. Osborn, McUath, at
r
Thirty-fouguests were present,
Curns and Misses Louise Pugh and
in
Blanche O3borne. The next meet- and Mrs. Lusk was assisted
W.
F.
by Mesdamea
ing of the auxiliary will be held serving Joe
Livingston, Aud Lusk
next Thursday afternoon at the OJnsior,
and Paul Mahan.
home of Mrs. Keyes,
Tho
Service league of
Church
Miss Jessie Defnre, ono of the
Fpiscopal church met on
teachers in the public schools, reafternoon at the home of
ceived a telegram Thursday morn Thursday
Mrs. Marie McLenathen.
ing calling her to the bedside of
cnamner
"
oi commerce nem
her sister, who is in a precarious' "ts annual
banquet on Thursday
nt operation.
Miss Defore left the same after-- 1 ver,in at the armory. Two hun- nnnn for Amarlllo. Tex., where her arf.a quests were present ana eevoral
speakers were
important
sister is in a hospital.
heard on this occasion. The Carlswent bad orchestra
Miss Bertha
Paltenghe
during the
down to East Las Vegas last Fri- banquet, and played
several enjoyable
day evening and spent the week numbers were rendered by the Cavend there as the guest of Miss Mil- alry male quartette.
She returned home
dred Ward.
The many friends In Carlsbad
Sunday afternoon.
of the Rev. Frederick W. Pratt,
Albert Lopez, who has been In former rector of Grace Episcopal
tho employ of the Bloom Cattle, church, are delighted that he has
company for several months, left returned to the Pecos valley from
Saturday nlKht for Watrous, N. M., Los Angeles, where he has been
where he will spend a few days vis- teaching In tho Harvard Military
after school. He will have charge of St.
Shoemaker,
iting Warren
which he will return to his home Andrews Mission In Roswcll.
in Colorado.
Marvin Livingston was host at a
J. M. McMath. business manager stag party on Friday evening at his
of the "Mom County Independent," home in Ea Huerta.
Twenty
was a businera visitor in Baton the friends were Invited for a wild
past week, returning homo Friday goose dinner.
On Friday night at the armory,
evening.
Tho Woman's club held its regu- a delightful benefit dance was
at which the music was furlar meeting Wednesday afternoon given,
with Mrs. E. B. Sifferd as hostess. nished by the newly organized
Carlsbad
orchestra.
The business meeting was conduct
Thosn appointed as delegates
ed by the vice president, Mrs. W.
from
Eddy
Lodge No. 21, A. F. and
absence
enforced
Vorenberg, in the
of the president. At the close of a A. M., to the grand lodge meetin
ing
Albuquerque on February J,
pleasant afternoon refreshments were
as follows: Worshipful Maswere served by the hostess to
J. R. Gillespie, R. Burgess. ter Joseph Wortheim, Senior Warand Junior
W. Vorenberg, P. K. Moore, C. T. den E. A. Roberts,
Warden H. A. Gragg.
Matthews. C. R. Keyes.
Miss Marjorie Iiomsher returned
A college boxinn championship
Sunday night from the Meadow tournament
will bo staged at HarCity, where she had spent the week
end aa tho guest of Miss Lottie vard in March.
Wood.
Miss Myrtle Howe returned home
last Sunday from Colcedale, Colo.,
where sho had been visiting rela
tives for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hargrave and
Miss Beulah Hargrave returned to
es
their home in Watrous, N. M.,
Monday afternoon after having
spent several days hero visiting
friends and transacting business.
Mrs. S. Vorenberg is spending
this week in East Las Vegas visiting friends.
(By A. R. Erskine, President SUidebnker Corporation)
As a general rule, I do not be confidence in the integrity of the
CARLSBAD.
name Studebaker, which for 70
Twelve friends of Mrs. Mary lieve in talking about what has
but years has been a symbol of qualMiller met her at her home on been done in theand past,
preparing ity and fair dealing.of
of bridge. rather in planning
Friday for an afternoon
The possession
$75,000,000
the
After the game?, at which Mrs. for the future.salesHowever,
records made of capital assets, Including
and
Monroe Christian made hi'Th score, production
of modern plant facilities
our organization last year have
a delicious salad course was served by
public in- managed by an organization of
to tho following: Mesdames F. G. created considerable Studcbaker
and ability which,
to
experience
caused
long
and
Tracy, R. L. Halley, Rom Holt, H. terest
discussed devoted to quantity production,
I. Braden, Monroe Christian, Mil- be the most widelyIn the
coun- pormtts maximum efficiency and
ton Smith, E. P. Bujae, C. C. Rikes, automobile company
manufacture
and
On every side the now fa- economical
Holly Benson, Harry Christian, try.
Stude-bakmakes low prices possible.
a
"This
Is
mous
slogan,
Miss
Howell.
McKlm
and
Harry
a
To
homely
axiom,
the
paraphrase
public
Year,"
caught
On Friday evening at the high
car Is in the perand was freely quoted, no the proof of the
school, the juniors entertained the fancy because
the results achieved formance of It. Quite properly
seniors with a rook party. This doubt
cars are Judged by what they
was the first of several social func- by the organizationof made good so,
the slogan. do rather than by what their
tions to bo planned for the upper the declaration
Some of these achievements were makers say about them. Records
classmen.
tho breaking of all previous rec- of the performance of motor cars
on
Rchafer
Ernest
of
Tho home
ords of sales of Studebaker cars, in usorr nanas either make or
a
scene
of
was
the
arroyo
Rocky
showing of a greater percent break a manufacturer's reputahappy, Informal gathering of rel- the
The performance
records
In sales over lau tion.
atives and friends on Friday, when age of Increase
prominent auto- - of Studebaker cars last year were
Mr. and Mrs. Schafer entertained than any other and
most
tne
the
uenpue
mobile
nuiewurwiy,
wlnnlnj
with a barbecue and dance. About of firstcompany,
that 117,000 new Studebaker
position as the world's fact
fifty guests were present.
were
cars
and
sold In
produced
.of
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Tracy spent largest producer
to be sui;e, were the calendar years of 1920 and
cars.
These,
l.
in
Tuesday and Wednesday
and were, together with
important records and accomp- 1921
of which our organiza- 300,000 cars previously produced,
Mrs. E. tie P. Eujac left Friday lishments
in
in
users' hands
operation
Yet
tion was duly appreciative.
morning for El Paso, where she
our sales of repoint that caused most pub- throughout 1921,
will visit her daughter. Miss Adele the
in 1921 were 6 per
parts
comment
was
pair
fact
that
lic
the
Bujac, who is attending tho El these records were made during cent less than they were ,ln 1919.
Paso school for girls.
Automobile
demanufacturers canMrs. Asbury Moore, society re- a year of general business
not do both a large car business
Various
explanations
pression.
for
the Carlsbad Current,
porter
be given and have been and a big repair parts business at
returned the first of tho week from may
the same time. The most healthy
for Studebaker's
accompLos Angeles, having spent the past given
and enviable situation possible is
lishments.
factors
the
Among
six weeks visiting her son and that have made them
I that of an increasing car busipossible,
Mooro
ness coupled
daughter, Frank
and Mrs. would name these:
with a declining
Klrcher, at that place.
business In repair parts.
The Intrinsic value of StudeThe Bridge club met on WednesThe Studebaker corporation- - is
day afternoon at tho home of Mrs. baker cars, from the standpoint the "darling of the gods" today,
In La
Llg9 Merchant
ITuortn. of design, quality, durability, per- and It is up to our organization .to
Those present were: Mesdnmes formance and price.
,
deservo this good fortune in
The universal respect for and
Bujac, liunsoii, Emu, Glaskr, DU- ;

fun-tlo-

pre-lent-

two-cour-

,

bad that they hadn't tho plaster
to go ahead with. At that time it
was late and 1 went to my room
dressed up and went to supper.
After supper I went to see my
lady friend, and stayed there until nine thirty and went to the Roy
Pool Hall, and stayed there until
ten to ten thirty and walked horn
with the proprietor and went to
my room. I undressed went to
bed, at about eleven thirty I gets
up and goes to tho school house,
I carries about two gallons of gasoline in a buckte and throws it
on floor of the school house,
I
In
lights a handkerchief throws
through the window and goes back
to my room I waited until twelve
o'clock and went back and the
handkerchief did not burn, I gets
the handkerchief throws it through
the winded it in the second time,
then goes back to my room, at
one thirty it was not burning then
I went back to the school housa
and goes Inside saturated the
handkerchief with gas that was
on the floor, lights the handkerchief again and throws it Into the
building and i caught on fire. I
goes to my room undresses and
goes to bed, about one forty 1
hear somebody
shooting down
town, I gets up hollers fire, I goes
to tho head o the stairs hollers to
Mr. Henry and Mr. Wood tells
them. The school house is on fire,
Mr. Wood and I dresses and goes
to the fire to savo what we could.
This statement I have mado with
my own free will and without dictations from anyone, this statement is being made to aid thr
state and public to place the blame
where it properly belongs for the
destruction
of the Roy School
house.
Signed,
J. H. Riblett.
Witnesseth:
' '
F. S. Brown,
S. E. Paxton,
J. G. Gamhrel.
State of New Mexico)
"lift"

f

President Erskine Reviews Sfudebaker

on 1921 Elecords

Mievements-Giv-

mi

TelEs What Made Them Possible

er

Continued from

County of Harding )
Subscribed to and sworn to be
fore me, this 21st., day of January 1922.
Jacob Floershelm.
Notary Public of Now Mexico.
My commission expires April 4th
1923.

Vae

One

)

nnllce said they
n,i,n., rnii
were "getting warmer," and the
absence of a woman's silken night
dress, said by Henry Peavey, colored houseman, to be missing from
the apartments of William Desmond Taylor, slain film director,
were the outstanding developments
here tonight of the search for his
slayer.
The police were reticent as to
the details concerning their search
f nv trio in n n a neddler who was
believed to have sought patrons for
ms contrauana uruus auiuui,
picture
employes of a motion
studio, but intimated their belief
he had sttempted to make a
Tnvlor to an actress
who found it difficult to make her
purchases in person.
The exact importance of the
nlrrht ,trest "which WEIS
pink In color, was not made plain.
iirm in n- Peavey however, was
that it hnd a regular
jio,.,'nr,n
i
Tnvirtr'n nnftrtmenta and
equally firm in his assertions that
since his employer was mam
had been unable to find it.
a frtW
otinniineement of the
search for the drug peddler, deputy
sheriffs lett for an unnumeu urintermed the
ation on what theythus
far dis
covered in the Taylor murder mys
tery."
InThey said they were going to
terview "a certain party" and pos
sibly make an arrest.
This was the first active participation ot the sheriff's forces in the
case.
deliv-h,-ntii- rt

..

IN ALASKA IX

PLAYED

THE WINTER

OF

1

Juneau, AlaBka, Feb. 5. William Desmond Taylor, prominent
motion picture director slain at
Los Angeles, played in hie own
stock company at Fairbanks, Skag-wa- y
and other Alaska towns dur
ing the winter of 1HU9, according
to residents here. He once was
interested in mining ventures near
Dawson and in the Klondyke dis

(Sprrtnl CorfeaponuencB to The Jourtml )
Raton, N. M., Feb. 5. A general

movement to secure acreage leases
adjacent to the Eureka Oil associa
tion well now drilling Is on, with
prices steadily advancing under the
active demand. Most of the purchasers have been men from Colorado, who have driven down in
parties to get in on the ground
floor, but local Investors have mulhas
tiplied also. The company
advanced the price ot its units of
Interest $50 each, an increase of
50 per cent, based on the greatly
improved prospects nt tho well.
The casing is now firmly in
place, the water has been removed
from the hole and drilling goes
steadily forward. Freezing of the
water supply has prevented the
full
day, an it is now necessary to haul water in barrels.
The drill is in true Pennsylvania
sand, with oil showing on the bit
Some gas Is present,
constantly.
but not as much as before the casTho utmost
ing was dropped.
optimism prevails among the offi
cers nnd the drill men. who de
clare that every indication points
to the bringing in of a commercial
well in a short time.
BOSTON PLAYERS WIN.
New York, Feb. S. Boston tennis players today won the annual
lnter-cit- y
indoor tournament from
New York, winning three of their
five final matches on the courts
at Heights Casino, Brooklyn.
Thomas' Cremcdlps, 10 cents (on

lee cream confection I.

,1

:

A

. Mfiflhi ;ivir

" "' ""

Cardinal

Begin, photographed before he nailed from Mew York
for Rome.

Canada will be represented at
the conclave of the sacred college
which is assembling in Rome to
elect a new pope by Cardinal Begin.
He sailed for Roma fro:n New
York a few days ago.

EAGLE ROPEcTbY
SAN MIGUEL CO. MAN

BIG

(Hpeclftl

l orrenponaenoe

to lne Journal.)
M., Feb. 5.

Las Vegas, N.
San Miguel county cowboys seem
able to rope almost anything.
Jose Duran, who lives at Tecoloto,
12 miles south of here, "met up"
with a big 'specimen of the American national bird, the eagle, In
the road near his ranch. Duran,
seized his
having no weapon,
lariat and hurled a hempen hoop
The
rope settled
at the bird.
about the eagle's neck, and the
man roped and tied him like a
steer. Duran brought the eagle
in to Stern & Nahm, who crated
it, and the bird will be sent to
the Indian school at Albuquerque.
It measured six feet across the
wings.

Neglecting That
Cold or Cough?
I

ETTING the old cough or cold
drag oh, or the new one develop
seriously, is folly, especially when at
your drugrists, you can get such a
proved and successful remedy as Dr.
No drugs,
King's New Discovery.
just good medicine that relieves
quickly.
For over fifty years, a standard
remedy for coughs, colds and grippe.
Eases croup also. Loosens up the
phlegm, quiets the croupy cough,
stimulates the bowels, thu3 relieving
the congestion. AU druggists, 60c

Dr.

King's

New Discovery
For Colds and Cougns
Waka Up Clear Headed. That
tired out" feeling mornings, is due to
constipation. Dr. King's Pills act
mildly, stir np the liver and bring a
healthy bowel action. All druggists, 25c.
I

WONT GRIPE

De King's Pills
L

i

0

GLASS
CEMENT

B E fi
PAINT
PLASTER

Ros-wel-

423 North First Street

Milk dishes
C-O-A-

'

...

-L

GALLUP LUMP

$11.60
In Stock

at all times.

Ibardmi
EVAPORATED

MILK

Hi-Ov- en

,

Hi-Ov-

RAABE& MAUGER
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"
First and Copper
Phone, three-o-fiv- e

Wind Shield

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermakers nml Welders.
100 South (Second bt.
Teh m7-M- .

.1.

FOR SALE

I

WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

1

CO-OPERAT-

I

Glass-Lumb-

er

HAIDUIDfiK LCMHKH CO.
I'buna 402.
goutb First Street.

C.

C. H. CARNES
IN OCULAR
1UM 11.11,1

SPECIALIST
107 S.

Fourth.

Phono

1057--

ALBUOJEME

ION

All Union men and women, your1 friends nnd families, are
requested to be consistent. Patronize Home Industry. Boost for
Albuquerque. Demand the Union Label on all commodities you
purchase whenever possible. The following business interests ol
our city solicit your support of OrRniilzed Labor and are recommended hy tlio Central Lnbor Union.
tj.
Gas nnd Electric Companies
Automobiles.
Garages, Tires
&
Electrk
nnd Accessories.
Albuquerque Gas
Company.
Qulckel's Auto and Supply
ComElectrical
Nash
Supply
Company.
White Garaee. "
pany.
Arno Huning Electric ComThe Cooper Motor Company
pany.
Morrow Auto Company.
Hardware Dealers.
Joyce Battery Company.
A Mauger.
Raabe
Auctioneer. '
Jewelors.
J. L. Gober.
Wiseman's Watch and Clock
Shop.
Automobile Tires and
Gottlieb & Beer.
Vulcanlz'iijr.
Fogg, the Jeweler.
EUtrhland
Tire and Rubber
Laundries.
Works.
Excelsior Soft Water Laundry
Hanks.
The Imperial Laundry Co.
Citizens National Bank.
Loan nnd Mortgage
First National ilank
Companies..
State National Bank.
N. M. Loan & Mortgage Comr.ulldlns Materials.
pany.
P. O. Sorenson Company,
Optometrist.
C.
H. Carnes.
Bakeries.
Photographers.
Erwood Bakery.
Hanna & Hanna.
Union Bakery.
'
Lumber Companies.
Pioneer Bakery.
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Bottling Works.
Coal
Supply & Lumber Co,
The Coyote Mineral Water
Real Estate.
'
Company.
Gober, Short & Gober.
a
BottHns Company
Undertakers.
Bicycles and Repairs.
Strong Bros.
Harry T. Johnson.
Fred Crollott.
C. T. French.
Cafes, Cafeterias and .
Shoo Stores.
Restaurants,
Chaplin's Shoe Store,
Liberty Cafe, No. 2.
C.
Cafeteria.
May.
Bracy's
Sale Shoe
Manufacturers'
Coal Companies.
Store.
New State Coal Company.
Kahn's Stores.
Aztec Fuel Company.
J. C. Penney Company.
Coal Supply & Lumter ComTaiiora.
pany.
Meyer & Meyer.
Clot hi nc and Gents'
Monument Works.
Furnishings;
G.
E. Fletcher Monument
E. L. Washburn Company.
Works.
Meyer & Aleyei
Music Companies.
Eubank Bro3
Now Mexico Phonograph Co
J. C. Penney Company,
A. L. Reidling Music Co.
Knhn's Stores.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co.
Rosenwald Bros.
Milk Dealers.
A. Michael,
Dairy AssociaAlbuquerque
tion.
Drug Stores, '
Manufacturers.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Gill Piston Rings.
Butt's Drug Store.
nnd Storage.
Transfer
Stores.
Department
Brown's Transfer and StorJ. C. Penney Company.
age.
Kahn's Stores.
Paint nnd Glass
Rosenwald Bros
Companies.
Kistler, Collister
Company
Albuquerque Paint and Glasi
'
Dry Cleaners and Dyers.
Company.
Kmplre Dry Cleaners.
Plumbing and Heating
W. S. Meadows.
Companies.
M. J. O'Fallon Supply Co.
Fnrnlturo Stores.
Wholesale nnd Retail
H. Livingston Furniture Co.
Gardners.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co
Blueher's GardenB, Inc., 01"
Strong Bros.
L.
Gober
Co.
J.
Albuquerque.
Furniture
Wall Pnper.
Flour and Feed Mills.
Albuquerque- - Paint & Glast
48th Star Mills.
Company.
Florist.
Albuquerque Greenhouse.
Patrnls ws3rJjr!
fiO
Groceries and Provisions
SS'T ''
KCli nom
The Highland Cash & Carry
Grocery.
Store.
Standard Cash Grocery.
American- Grocery and Meal
Market, Old Albuquerque. "
Charles Mann, Old Albuquer-- ,
que.
A. & P. Meat Market.
nfl live aud
A. Michael.
A. S. Gann Grocery.
llfflj formation l
Broadway Central Grocery.
Lathlm's Cash and Carry.
In pursuance of the movement which has for its purpose
the urging of working people to give their combined support
to
all reliable firms that have shown a friendly attitude toward
the cause of labor there will be found a directory of enterprises that we feer can be endorsed from a labor standpoint
and are, therefore, Justly entitled to our good will and
It does not necessarily follow that concerns united
which
may not be here represented are unfair; nevertheless those listed In this ad have demonstrated their friendliness In various
ways, and, other things being equal, they are deserving of your
earnest support and
;

;

,'

'

Coco-Col-

--

-

have greater
food value
and are more
toothsome
if made with

Range. This is not
the only feature which is making it more
popular every day. It requires about half
the fuel an ordinary range requires; a
circulating feature and a heater body
makes it heat an extra room or two with
the same fuel that does the cooking. This
style illustrated above is for wood or
coal; other combinations for wood, coal
and gas.
is the
Remember, the Leonard
range that takes the ache out of bake.

1009

(Special Correspondrnre to The Journal.)

CANADIAN PRELATE
GOES
TO SACRED
COLLEGE CONCLAVE

Note the small floor space required by

the' Leonard

jfinn

DEPUTY ASSESSORS TO
LIST ALL PROPERTY IN trict.
THE MONTH OF MARCH OIL SHOWING ON BIT
ON WELL NEAR RATON

Las Vegas, N. M.. Feb. 6. Special deputy assessors will visit all
rural sections in San Miguel county
during the month of March to list
persona! property nnd real estate
for the 1922 tax rolls. County Assessor Juan Garcia has deferred
until
sending out tho deputies
March, to give them an opportunity also to enumerate cattle and
sheep, which must be reported on
April 1. This is theflrst time that
assessment has been dono by personal visitations, as in former
years property owners have been
required to come to the assessor's
office and make returns.
Miguel
Senecal and Mike Baca of the assessor's office have been making
the territory Including the town of
Las Vegas, and C, H. Stewart is
wo'rking East Las Vegas. The deputies report havlns found a large
number of new houses built during
the past year, and an Increase in
personal property.

S Ml SPACE AND FUEL WiTtl THE

lie

)SS.

.

Mes-dam-

MISSING BUTLER
SOUGHT IN THE
MURDER
TAYLOR

,

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

Aiyperqise Central

1

Lafeor Union;

These are not all the Bnsiness Firms of Albuquerque
atlng with Lnbor. Watch the Journal for it full list.

1
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TO BE HELD

CARDINAL SCARCELY THREE MONTHS,
HE IS CONSIDERED AS POPE POSSIBILITY DE

TEXAS COLLECTS

TAYLOR FUNERAL
IN

DATA

LJ.ONTUESOAY

TO USE

H

II

SOIT

1

of

the

Spanish-America-

"

1895

and

1896.

"Deane was a handsome young
MacDowell.
Englishman," said
"And I believe he and Taylor
were the same men."
Taylor's body, dressed In the
uniform of a British officer he
wore in his service during the
world war, was viewed today by
many friends and others at an
undertaking establishment where
it will He until the funeral services Tu?rday at St. Paul's Episcopal
Many flowers were sent there
too, to await transfer, after serv
ices, to the cemetery vault, where
the body will be held until tn
arrh-a-l
of the director's daughter,
Ethel Daisy Taylor, who has been
in school at Marmoroneck, N. T.
Pallbearers will be William C. De
Mille, Frank Beal, George
Arthur Hoyt, James Toung.
Frank Lloyd, David Hartford and
Charles Eyton, all widely known
in motion pictures.
Members of the British Over.
seas club will attend the funeral
in a body and a squad of former
Canadian soldiers will Are a salute
over the casket.
Lester Wing, a Chinese, former
chauffeur for Taylor, said today
the director in an expansive mood
once told him:
"I never really loved but one
woman. She was my stage partner. I was engaged to her. But
she died before we could get married and I'll never marry
other woman."

6.
After
Tex., Feb.
Austin,
more than three years, during
between
suit
the
which
boundary
New Mexico and Texas has been
pending in the United States supreme court, the attorney general's department of Texas is prewill be
paring its brief, which suit.
Jt
filed in defense of the
time to
will take considerable
complete the brief and the filing
date will be determined later, according to John C. Wall, assistant attorney general.
Judge Wall has been working
on the case for the past two
Since his assignment to
months.
it he has been in El Paso and
New Mexico, collaborating with
special counsel and taking testiof pages of
Thousands
mony.
testimony and hundreds of pages
of congressional records concerning the treaties involved in the
have been read by
controversy
Judge Wall, in preparation for
making the brief, he said.
"New Mexico claims a certain
portion of the Bio Grande valley
above El Paso, the ground being
that in 1850 the center of the
Rio Grande, which Is the boundary between New Mexico and
Texas for several miles above El
Paso, was murh farther east than
at present,"
said Judge Wall.
"The Rio Grande runs through
an alluvial bottom and the course
of the stream frequently changed
during flood times.
"Since construction of the Elephant Butte dam in New Mexico,
this valley land has become very
The state of Texas for
valuable.
many years has exencised full civil
and criminal Jurisdiction over a
large portion of '.ho lands now
claimed by New Mexico. Suit was
filed by New Mexico while B. F.
Loonoy was attorney general of
Texas and a great volumo of testimony has been taken before
commissioners and briefs are now
being prepared with a view toward submission before the supreme court of the United States."
The land claimed by New Mexico amounts to more than
acres of irrigable valley land,
north of El Paso, watered by the
Elephant Butte dam, it is said.
The part of the Rio Grande forming the New Mexico-Texa- s
boundary extends for about 28 miles
northerly from El Paso. Attorney General Looney, during whose
term the suit was filed by New
Mexico, was succeeded three years
ago by C. M. Cureton.
The suit
was filed during the latter part
of Mr. Looney's term.
15,-0-

ROUSE PREDICTS

Mel-for- d,

I

TANNER WAS PARTNER
IN AN ANTIQUE SHOP
Los Angeles, Feb. 6. A tale of
how he had known William Desmond Taylor, slain film director,
under the name of William Cunr,
intimateningham
ly, was told here today by Harry
of
an
Foster, proprietor'
antique
shop.
Foster formerly was In the
same business
in New Tork,
where Foster said he met Deane-Tannonce or twice a week for
He knew his habits and
years.
his family, Foster said.
', "Tanner then was a partner In
an antique shop at Thirty-firstreet and Fifth avenue," said
His two business assoFoster.
ciates were A. J. Crawford and a
man named Baker.
"That was about 18 years ago,
as I romember, and for several
years thereafter, until the antique
shop went bankrupt, I called on
Tanner In the capacity of a salesman.
After the shop went out
or- - existence, I lost sight of Tanner until about a month ago,
Here, in los Angeles.
"At that time a
man entered my shop. I recognized him Immediately, but he refused to recognize me. He assumed the role of a stranger. I
asked him if I could help him
In looking over my goods and he
replied curtly, 'No, I'm Just looking around."
"At first I thought I might
have been mistaken in identifyAfter I had
ing him as Tanner.
watched him for a time, as he
wandered around the shop, I decided I had been correct.
"'Aren't you Mr. Tanner?' ' I
asked, stepping up to him. 'Mr.
Tanner, formerly of the antique
shop In New York?"
"He looked up briefly and replied I was mistaken and hurHe never
riedly left the shop.
Deane-Tanne-

er

st

well-dress-

.

returned."
Foster said pictures of Taylor
.published since his slaying had
convinced him he wa3 correct In
his Identification.

, In the British house of commons
some 25,000 lunches are served in
season and about 37,000
din0
ners, 1,000 suppers and quite
teas to say nothing of 8,000
quick meals at the busy bar. The
60,-00-

receipts amount to about
a year.

$100,000

CTT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111,,
; ins your name and address clearly.
You will receive In return a trial
,
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains In sides and back, rheuma-- ,
tism, backache, kidney and bladder
. ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tab-ll- s,
a wholesome and thoroughly
'
cathartto for constipacleansing
tion, biliousness, headaches, and
I'usstsU towels. .Sold everywhere.
;
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SWEEPING GAIIS

Chairman of National Congressional Committee Is
Optimistic; Says People
Are Not Satisfied.
iswii--

i

Pr--

Washington, Feb. 6. The prediction that the- democratic party
will make gains in every state in
the north, east and west and would
retrieve in the coming campaign
the ground lost In Tennessee and
Texas in the last election, was
made
today by Representative
Rouse of Kentucky, chairman of
the democratic national congressional committee.
In a statement
ne announced that the congressional
committee
organization
would be completed within a week.
Regarding political conditions
Mr. Rouse said reports from every
state and many districts "Indicate
that the people are not satisfied
with the present administration ana
are especially disappointed
with
congress because there has been
a complete failure in redeeming
the promises of relief that were
made during the last campaign.'
He described business conditions as
"rotten," asserting that they were
worse now than three months ago
and were continuing to grow worse,
The emergency
tariff law, he
declared, has been an "absolute
failure'" and instead of helping the
farmer, as It was passed osten
slbly" to do, "we find the farmers
burning corn for fuel and wheat
selling lower than when the bill
was passed."

POOR QUALITY OF TEA
SOLD TQ THIRSTY AS
(By The Associated Press.)

Omaha, Feb. 5. Roy Walls,
who gave his address as 1410
Woodland street, Kansas City, was
arrested here yesterday afternoon
enforcement offi
by prohibition
cers, when, It Is said, he was
"amber-colore- d
an
dispensing
fluid," labelled "Buckridge Whisky," which, upon investigation,
turned out to be a poor' quality
of tea.
Walls .when arrested had ten
quarts of the imitation whisky,
and one quart of what was termed ."real stuff." which he would
permit his prospective customers
to sample, enforcement officers
stated.
The bottles bore the name of
a Kansas City firm, prominent In
the
days.
His arrest resulted from complaint of the manager of a local
apartment hotel that he had been
"soliciting orders" In the immediate vicinity for several days. It
is said that several were duped
into purchasing the fraudulent
whisky at $25 per quart.

Christian F.udolf Pe Wet was
born October 7, 1S5-1He served
In the first Anfflo-Boe- r
war of
1 S
.
and was a member of
the volksraad when the war In
which he took a prominent part,
broke out. lie was given an obscure command, hut lator was
sent to roliove ficneral Cronje,
whom lie succeeded on tho hitter's surrender.
His operations against the British were marked by considerable
stntegicnl ability, his forces annihilating isolated llritish posts
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. !i. Tieports
while the enemy's columns at- which
have been circulated that
tempted in vain to surround hlii. Clarence Pwanson, captain of last
In the peace negotiations of ISO!!; season's I'nivorsily
of Nebraska
he took a prominent part and football team, and John I'ucelik,
other
with
later visited Kuropo
guiird, had played professional
Hocr generals, seeking without football at tho conclusion of the
terms
of
the
a
modification
Nebraska schedule, brought an emavail,
of peace.
phatic denial today from PuccliU.
of
Swanson is not in the cily,
lie wis elected a member
tho
"Swansori and I both played In
Orange
the first parliament of
ft?
in lf07. and was one game nt Sioux City.'1 said
Uiver
Colony
m
ss!
.vr:Tr.
Pucelik in his statement, "but we
appointed minister of agriculture.of did
not receive a cent for doing so
m
4
Hhortlv after the outbreak
l,
Wo
were through with college
tho world war, he aided a rebell
and by playing with the Sioux
ion In the Orange Free htato ami
7
which was 'City team wo did not in any way
Transvaal.
Missouri Valley
after a month of canflict orwith the
suppressed
rulinpr,
any other intercollegiate
fighting, in which his son,DoDaniel,
Wet
ruling
regarding professionalism
was killed and General
I would almost swear that Swun-so- n
wounded. When his forces surdid not
in any other outrendered to thoso under General side games play
tho season. I
during
escaped
Do
Wot
Louis Ilotha,
understood he is now in Oklahoma,
with 25 men but was captured.
but I am certain he would deny
3
f
(
He was tried in June, 1015. having played professional footlial!
'
convicted of treason, sentenced to as firmly, as I deny it."
K vears imprisonment and fined
"As for myself I welcome an Inafter
released
was
He
000.
I
Cardinal Cuislinl.
$10
vestigation of charges that played
six months.
The late Pope Benedict had bei-i- i a eardinal hut a few months bring confined only his stand for professional football, baseball or
other game during my athletic
maintaining
While
any
when the sacred college of cardinals elected him pope to succeed
tho freedom ot South Africa, he career."
Pope Tius. Now, as the college meets to elect Benedict's successor did
armed
in
Swanson and Pucilek completed
not again participate
the name of Cardinal Guistini is mentioned in connection with the
revolution and in 1916 was Instru- their amateur football status with
He was made a cardinal only last November.
selection.
mental In nipping another rebellion the ending of tho 1921 season.
in the bud.
many of tho problems which now
embarrass their relations with forGRAFTING
CLOUD S
eign powers.
STATE NEWS BRIEFS
"It may be yet too early to
the work of the conference,
but the magnitudo of its results if
g
TO
I
The work of
Alamo-iordof
in perspective
unmistakably
past history and will no doubt be
tho heavv steel on the E. P.
come more marked in tho light of & S W. railroad north of here, has
future development.
started. One hundred aim u-- m-will be employed on the work,
Of A
EAST
which will take several weeks to
BAN PUT ON AIRCRAFT
complete.
DURING THE CONCLAVE
New Torlt, Feb. 5. Details of
Demlng. Guy L. Frazler, El
Chinese Delegation Praises
how glands from the body of
Taso architect, has been in Dom(By The Assnclnled Press.)
members
with
conference
Persons, electrocuted In Sing
Feb. 6. The war minis' ing in
Accomplishments of Arms terRome,
No. 20, Knights Sing prison last month, were graftissued an order today forbid of Harmony Lodge
charge of the ed upon George llauser, a defecPythias, who haveconnected
Conference, Which, Will ding aircraft to fly overA the city of
with tive, serving sentence for an attack
work
protest preliminary
during the conclave.
of a K. of P.
erection
made public
had been mado to the govern- tho proposed and he was instructed upon a woman, were M.
Adjourn Today.
Townsend
Dr. Terry
by
tonight
ment owing to tho fact that on home here,
tho considerato the
of New York, attached
'
two or three occasions since the to submit plans for at
(By The Associated Press.)
a
meeting prison staff as a visiting specialist
of the lodge
Washington, Feb. 5. (by the As conclave began, an airplane had tion
Tenweek.
thin
noth
had
held
said
Townsend
Dr.
he
which will be
comsociated Press.) The ideals bo flown low over the Vatican.
tative plans discussed yby the building to do with removing: the glands
at
hind the principles enunciated
from Persons body, but he com
mittee call for a
lower floor Dieted the transplantation in an ef
the Washington conference "traning of brick, with the suitable
for
manner
H
In
to restore Hauser's condition
a
fort
of the IRISH-BRITISnrranged
scend the impressiveness
busileasing to one or more local and to normal. The grafting operation
form in which they are embodied,"
was performed on January 21 ana
ness firms in various lines,
the Chinese delegation declared in
said tonight that
with the upper floor devoted to the physician
al
will
necessary
China
the
nnd
statement
room
Hauser had already showed symp
a
tonight.
the lodge
rooms for banquets and the other toms of improvement.
ways bo indebted to President
Just when nnd under what clr
Harding, Secretary Hughes and
activities of the lodge.
Mr. Balfour, It added, for the setThese plans may be altered after cumstances the glanda were re
that
ot
of
from Persons' body was not
moved
the Shantung question
the plans
tlement
the discussion
mado clear. Several surgeons were
which "removes a grave cause of
are to bo submitted to the lodge,
LONDON
AT
friction between, China and Ja
but it Is the intention of the or-in present nt tha autopsy following
on January
the execution
li
pan.
ganization to erect a building
re
have
"Human hearts
lonjr hopeJ
Doming that will not only becltva Warden Lewis E. Laves said the
the
of
and
and
the
moval
to see the termination of the race
order
preservation
the
The
Assorlnfed
to
Tress.)
(By
credit
in competition with naval arma
London, Feb. 5 (by the Associa- but that will In the words of one glands had not been reported to
ments," the statement said, "but It ted Press). Michael Collins, head of the members of the, committee, him, but mado plain that such a
has been left to tho leadership of of the Irish provisional
report would not have been neces
bo a monument to the AmericanGovernsarv as Sing Ring surgeons operat
America to achieve it by confer ment, today conferred with Win- ism for which the order stands.
ence and agreement.
ston Spencer Churchill, secretary
In tho discussions of the project, ed on their own authority and
"Tho praise spoken by all the of the colonies, and the lord chan- that have already taken place the without reference to him except in
powers gathered at the plenary cellor, Viscount Birltenhead.
members have shown an enthusi- the ease of minors. on
Hauser was
"The operation
session Saturday, while eloquent
Later Premier Lloyd George re- asm to carry It on to a successful
and sincere, only faintly echoed the turned from Chequers Court to pre- conclusion that augurs welt for its performed with the consent of the
arnrisnner." Dr. Townsend sain.
profound sentiment of apprecia- side at a conference of the Irish completion once tho necessary
Persons was said to have been
tion which all thoughtful students committee of the cabinet this even- rangements have been made to
of international questions and ar- ing. No official statement was is- finance the building of the K. P. a particularly fine specimen of
He
ohvsical manhood generally.
dent lovers of world peace must sued to Indicate the nature of the home.
was put to death for the murder
have of tho loftiness of concep- discus.-iion- ,
but It is nfsumrd that
s
n
or
In
of
taxican
Jamestown,
the
driver
boldness
of
tion and the
execution the premier is anxious to arrive at
Demlng. Members
a few hours before
of the American scheme of pro- some Settlement, if possible, before
Valley Growers' and Canning N. Y. Up to Miss
Margaret Perthe execution
moting peace between nations. sev- parliament opens this week. At association nt their last meetin'?
sons of Cleveland, his sister, sought
of the discussed the possibility of secur"With the settlement of the
this meeting, opponents
save
to
to
brother's
her
life, making
acute
to
be ing enough additional acreage
eral
international questions Irish treaty are understood
to Governor Miller
relating to the Pacific and the Far prepared to bring a heavy attack be planted to tomatoes to justify a final appeal
East, the clouds which were hov to bear on the government, greatly the opening of the Doming canning on tho day of the execution.
refortified by the fact that hopes of factory, as well as that nt Hondale.
ering on the horizon in these asa peaceful settlement between the Tho latter plant, with less than 7 MEMBERS OF CREW OF
gions have lifted, and a more
of
and
outlook
good north and the south aroused by the thirty acres to draw from, turned
peace
suring
pact, were so suddenly out $7,000 worth of tomatoes last U. S. CRUISER HURON
understanding now greets the eye
of the observer.
dashed. The position is rendered season.
FOR
HEROISM
CITED
"The principles which have been more grave by the postponement
adopted to guide tho powers In of the Ard Fhel3 meeting through
Fanta
Fe. The telephone rate
their Intercourse with China, while the railway strike in Ireland, be- hearing, begun early last fall
5.
Seven
Feb.
Washington,
not. entirely new, have been re- cause until tho whole Kinn fein
the state corporation commis- members of the crew of the
vived. Their formal adoption h? movement has pronounced through sion, will be resumed Monday. The cruiser" Huron, flagship, of the
the Washington conference satis- the Ard Fheis its position on the purpose is to determine whether the Asiatic
havo been comfies the people of China, because do Valera split, it is considered un- increase In rates made by the mended fleet,
Denby for
and Mountain Slates Telephone and heroism by Secretaryin the
rescue
they feel confident that in the likely, that Arthur Griffith madisplayed
to
war
yield
steady application of these princi- Collins can be induced
Telegraph company since the
of four shipmates from a gas
be
found
will
a
for
on
solution
the boundary question. aro justified.
ples
terially
filled flour hold. The next of
kin of two others who died at the
same time, have received letters
ot condolence. The accident ocPROBE COLLAPSE OF THEATER ROOF THAT KILLED SCORES
curred last August.
Seaman John J. Morrill and
Anton Huhn died from the effects
of the gas.
were:
The men commended
Chief Watertcnder Walter T. FoBoston, Mass.; Shipwright
ley.
Frank C. Heckard, Pittsburgh;
A.
Chief Electrician Clarence
Howell, San Francisco; Seaman
Wesley A. Her, Brooklyn; Chief
Electrician's Mate Harry Kramer, Fruitvale, Calif.; Chief Pharmacist's Mate Morton H. Mangold,
Lorena, Okla., and Chief Machinist's Mate William Wacher, Seattle, Wash. Morrill's home was In
Burlington, Vermont, and that of
Huhn in Conrath, Wis.
SO--
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HORIZON

Ed-gar-

d

MR

DEBT OF

BULGARipPAIQ
Smallest of the Belligerent
Nations

Is

Required

Pay $450,000,000
der the Peace Pact.

to
Un-

Sofia. Feb. 8. Bulgaria is totter- nilnr a burden of debt and in
demnities which Its financiers say
will take several generations to
liniildatn. 1,'nder the neace treaty
tho smallest of the belligerent na
tions is required to pay tlie allies
).
francs sold
2,255,000,000
($450,-000,000-

Converted Into Bulgarian franas
i
nt the fiiirent rate of ex
change, this amount to the stagger
lewis.
ing total of (i i ,uui,uun,uv coun
the
if tn thiq Kuni is
external nnd internal debt of
try's
in nnn nnn nun levas. n. total of 107,- 000,000.000 levas is reached. (Nominally a Unitarian leva would be
worth about 19 cents.)
Nobody knows, even the Bulgars
themselves, how this colossal sum
can be paid without wrecking the
country and exhausting its resources.
I'nder tho Neuilly agreement the
Bulgarians were to pay their first
rim-ns-

installment

of

the

00

one-thir-

$150,000,000

2

600

WOMEN

REAFFIRM

THEIR ALLEGIANCE TO
THE IRISH REPUBLIC
Dublin, Feb. 5 (by the Associated Press.) .Six hundred delegates,
most of them youthful, representing women's slnn feln organizations, reaffirmed their allegiance
to tho republic in a resolution
They also called on the
women of Ireland to support at
candidates
the elections
only
standing trueI to the republic proclaimed in DIR. and asked them
to Join in reimporting the boycott
unless prisoners In northern jails
for polltieal offenses are released.
Try 'rm Thomas' Crrmrdips 1"
cents druggist.

In-

the
demnity in 1D10, but up in tothree
present they have lapsed
installments'.
officials
MnirrflHiiti Eovernmcnt
say they can mako tho state solvent
and pay all its oongauoiia u i"
powers will waivo tho indemnity
payments for a reasonable period
of time. They insist they can make
Utile progress so long as tho rep

Let Cutitura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
Swp, Ointment. T!'!um,2h'.wffywrir.

adtruK:CutiuaiAliftuortot,I9t.X,

FrwmpW

Maidtm. ftUM.

RESORTED

lay-:ii-

n

PRISONER

DJSPELLED

Jld-wa-

CONFERENCE

--

IS

.HELD

J.IIm-bre-

Craig-Colli-

ro

Special

To

Women

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in

iHO.if,
LwS'VVV.-,U.iM- .

P. Farr, widely known Sioux
City attorney and former state
senator died today following a
brief illness of pneumonia.
Mr, Farr was well known In
political circles la Iowa, lie was
13 years old, ,

like Damocles' sword.
The country's total outstundlnjr
paper money amounts to
d
of
levas, only
which is covered by gold reserve.
An encouraging feature In Bulhopegaria's otherwise apparently situa-tlon
less financial and economic
Is the steady incrense in her
exports, which for 1921 were in
the proportion of 3 to 2
to her
Imports.
With the object of stimulating
exports and impoits the government is planning the establishment
of an international bank, composed
in part of foreign capital, with
or
branches
representatives
throughout tho world. An effort
will be made to Interest American
bankers in the institution.

01 THE

IS
VICTIM

(By The Associated Tress.)
Sioux City, la., Feb. 6.

(By Tho Assnrialed Press.)

Omaha, Feb. 6. Charges that
Capt. Clarence Swanson and Guard
John I'ucelik of Nebraska I'nivors-ity'- s
1921 football team had played
professional football at tho end of
tho Cornhusker season in Sioux
Cily, were contained in a, letter
of
Graduates
signed "Nebraska
y 1 3''
and addressed to a local
newspaper, which made it public
today.
"Pip" Cook, former Hitsker
quarterback, who coached a
professional team last
season, stated over long distance
from
his homo in Lin
telephone
coln, that lie Knew iswanson anci
Puoelik had participated in professional games after the season,
but did not consider they had violated any of the rules of intercollegiate sport In having done so,
"inasmuch as tliey will he graduated this year and therefore will
play no mora college football."
1

.

OF

GAMES, CHARGED

'

"BUCKRIDGE WHISKY"

IOWA POLITICIAN
A PNEUMONIA

DEAD

PRO

two-stor-

FOR DEMOCRATS

(By The

II

PLAYED

(By The Asorlnted I're.)
Bloeinfontein, Union of South
Africa, Feb. 3 (by the Associated
General Christian De
Press.)
Wet, commander in chief of the
P.oer forces In tho war of 1899,
died in De Wctsdrop today

fBv The Associnted Press.)

I":".)

(By The Asoorlnlfd

Los Anselcs, Feb. 6. A story
which police said might throw
light on what seemed to he "the
complicated past" of William Desmond Taylor was told today by
n
Len Sledge, a
war veteran who lives at the national soldiers" horns at Sawtelle.
near here.
'In the fall of 1908," said Sledge,
"I was In Ijewiston, Idaho. One
day an acquaintance pointed out
to me a picturesque figure in a
frock coat, large felt hat and wear
ing long hair.
" 'That's Bill Taylor,' said my
acauaintance. "He came here re
cently from Alaska, where he was
either United States marshal or a
deputy. He had some trouble in
Alaska and got out by coneealint
himself in a box or a barrel, and
getting aboard ship undiscovered.' a
"I learned Taylor had opened
I am
small show in Lcwiston.
Ruro from pictures I have seen of
man
i saw
Taylor that he was tne
in Lewlaton."
Tending to show the alleged feeling of Taylor toward Edward F.
Pands, or Edward Fitz Btrathmore,
his former hutler, whom the di
rector had charged with ft felony,
was a further statement today by
Henry Peavey, Taylor's colored
houseman.
"Not long ago," said Peavey, "I
was showing Mr. Taylor a coat I
had bought. 'That looks like one
Sands stole from me,' he said. 'Oh,
lf I could only get my hands o.i
that fellow.' "
Melbourne
actor,
MacDowell,
husband of the late Fannie Davover
old
an
looked
scrap
enport,
book today and then gave to the
press his belief that Taylor, under the name of Cunningham
Deane, played with the Fannie
Davenport company at the Fifth
Avenue theater, New York, in
1894, and later In Boston and
during a tour of the country in

ifi IS

arations commission holds the Indemnity demand over their heads

3 INSTALLMENTS

CORNHUSKERS

3,250,-000,0-

DOER FORCES

British Brief Is Being Prepared to
File in Case of DisagreeOverseas Club Will Attend
In a Body; Former Solment Between States of
and New Mexico.
Texas
diers to Fire Salute.

Members

IT, LEU

I
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View of Knickerbocker theater, Washington, where disaster occurred.
the
disaster li lured, is now under way. A storm which brought the snow
of
Investigation
the Knickerbocker motion picand kept hundreds of persons
heavy fall, of snow caused the
ture theater in Washington, D. C,
from attending the show several
roof of the theater to collapse.
in which over 100 persons were
The falling roof carridd the
hundred more persona ' might
killed and over- 100 others in- J
have met death.
balcony with it But for the
i.
f
'

'

Water as Needed.

t

a medicinal antiseptic for
douches in treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration
of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine
Ills it has no equal. For ten years
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
has recommended Paxtlne In their
private correspondence with wom
en, which proves lt superiority.
Women who have been cured say it
Is "worth its weight in gold." At
druggists, 60c. large box, or by mail.
The Poxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,
As

First Place at the
New York and
Chicago Shows
For the fourth consecutive year
Buick has been awarded first
choice of space at the National
Automobile Shows. This honor is
conferred each year by the automobile manufacturers who are
members of the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce,
upon the member having done
the greatest volume of business
v'k .!
during the previous year.
That Buick has retained this
position year after year reflects
convincingly the high regard in
which Buick is held by the American public. Such regard is, a
logical outgrowth of Buick policy
which has been rigidly main-taine- d
for twenty years
that
every car which leaves the Buick
factory must first, last and all
the time give that thoroughly
and trustworthy
dependable
service which will make every
Buick owner a Buick enthusiast.
m icK Fonts
1

Bl ICK RISES

HondstiT. .$13.15
1395
Touring.,
Coupe. . .
Sedan. . .
Coupe, 2075
Touring.

Sedan...

Arrr

Coupe. . 1295
... 1393
All Prlros I'. O. B. Flint,
Mich. Ask About the O.
Sedan

Emblem of Satisfaction

McCollough-Buic-

Koadster $ 80S
Touring.. fl.lS

k

SI. A. C. Man

Co.

C. E. Oden, Prop.

Fifth and Gold

Phone 1200

"When Better Automobiles Are
Euilt, Buick Will Build Them."
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WESTERN LEAGUE
HAGERS

RIXEY IS ROPING

HUE

CI

iU

AND

BEENJjELECTED

stock of the transaction.
They
charnctorized the owners of the
Yankee team as victims, but the
two colonels merely smiled up their
sleeve.
They had heard all this, "they
never come back" talk, but they
had supreme confidence in "Babe"
and he was welcomed into the
Yankee fold. And then the season
opened. The rest is history. What
"Babe" Ruth did has been re-- I
pcated time and again in the
did come
'sporting columns. "Babe" two
score
back. He went over the
so
and ten mark and by
doing
of
of
thousands
hundreds
won
fans
for optimistic
throughout tho country.

CANADIAN CHAMP

PLART PflODUC ES

VETERAN SK.' TER

DRINK

Pr.)

(Br Th AMoelnffd
Kl Paso, Tex., Feb. 5. It is ti
useful plant that will produeo
candy, a drink that will not pass
the Volstead act, and fish hooks,
' '
t
but vlzagno, a epecle of the cacK
tus plant growing wild in the deserts of the southwest will do it.
In a pinch, it will take the place
(By The AMwiatefl Trrss.)
of water, and food, too.
5.
With the
Chicago, Feb.
Indians use the spines of this
signing of tho veteran Cus Fisher
plant for fish hooka. The spines
are crooked at the end, hard to
as pilot of the Oklahoma Cl'y
bend, and serve fairly well to
club, all of the managers for
catch fish.
"Western league clubs have boon
Hunters, American and Indian
selected for the 1022 Reason, acand Mexican, have learned the
cording to reports to President
trick of breaking open this cactus
A. It. Tearney today. During: the
when they run out of water ami
winter season, there was a pn-erdrawing the water out of the pulp.
shake-u- p
and
of managers
It has an alkaline taste, but will
'
six clubs will take the field unquench thirst.
der the direction of new leaders.
By chewing the pulp, substance
Four of thorn will make their dewith food value can be obtained,
"Western
In
the
these westerners have discovered.
but
league.
A number of candy makers in
The now pilots are Joe Dunn,
tho southwest use the pulp as a
former manager of the Hlooming-to- n
basis for candy making. The pulp,
club of the Threc-- I league,
who will lend the Joplln club;
resembling the meat of the pineTValter Smith, formerly of the
apple has a delicious taste und
whon covered with sugar or chocoMinneapolis club, who will be in
late tastes about as well as pinecharge at St. Joseph; "Chink"
apple covered in this way. It also
Matt.iok, the new half owner of
is adaptable to flavoring and one
Fishthe Sioux City club, and Qua
can buy cactus candy in this part
er at Oklahopift City,, who was
of the country flavored with pineobtained from the Portland club
apple, lemon, orange, strawberry,
of the Pacific Const league. Mat-tie- k
chocolate
and other flavors. The
with the
played
formerly
Rnssell Wheeler.
candy is made as bonbons and In
and
Americans
later
Chicago
cubes and other
squares,
octagons,
the
Pallas
and
owned
managed
Enssell Wheeler, Canadian amashapes found In a box of candy.
club of the Texas league.
In addition tothese uses. the syrup teur skating champ last year, '.i
Jack Lollvelt, who managed the
extracted
from
the
be
can
pulp
part in championship meets
Omaha club at the start of th
used for ico cream .making and taking
now being held in the east, lie is
1921 race, will direct the play of
the Tulsa club this season, whllo
.
" "V"'l".".
Tho l.llxo
,h,n oil
Tiok Breen moves from Oklahoma
"
ms
cbntimK t tin in
rium
and
City to the leadership of the Pes
juice Mexicans can manufacture 1912 and tho indoor title1911
Moines club. Joe F.crgor will rein 1913.
a liquor similar to tequila and l,
u.u.
(V)
main In ohnrge of tho pennant
which is gold In Mexico and
n
winning Wichita club, whilo
on the border.
Bureh will continue at Hie
fl'he vizaguo cactus grows three
Eppa Jephtha Kixey.
helm at Omaha. Bureh succeeded
or four feet high and Is from one
Lelivelt when the latter resigned
1922
to
the
that
three feet In diameter. The avEppa Rixey hopes
I
last season.
season will be a little more kind erage sizo used in candy making Is
a
former major league to him than was fate last year. two feet high and about one and
Lelivelt,
"IV
Theater
"Babe"
the
Ruth,
himself last Rixev's contract with the Rod", one-hastar, distinguished
feet in diameter. The homo-ru- n
swatter of the baseball
season by establishing the highest for last season
he1 f Iant hasJa smaI hard center and world, was at the "B" yesterday,
that
provided
covered with a
batting record of any 'yer In receive a bonus should he hang up
but and ho is in "Headin' Home" at the
baseball. His average
the rest is pulp, tough skin,
organized
theater ns;aiii today for the last
victories
the
lor
twenty
year.
tremendous
a
.418.
Ho
was
hit at
cactus grows in many places time. Ho drew out a bigk crowd
Ha hurled his nineteenth win in The
season.
the
all
southwest and in abundance yesterday and will draw large toclip
Then, with along the lilo Grande and
All of the managers will direct early in September.
the sup- day. In connection the manageof
ho
failed
opportunities,
ment Is repeating tho "Miracles of
the play from the field instead of plenty
ply is ' said to be almost
to
ring up the twentieth game.
the bench. Three of them are
the Jungle" episode and the "Current Events" pictures.
catchers and two hold down first
base. Breen, Fisher and Dunn are JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
DEMOCRATS TO HOLD
Lyric Thoati'r "No Defense," a
the backstops, Smith and Lelivelt
itai:rann moturo. w in an a srar
are first basemen. P.erger plays
CHOSEN CITY MARSHAL
DOUBLE
PRIMARY
IN
cast, including William Duncan
shortstop, Mattlck the outfield,
,is being re- and Bureh is a pitcher.
ROOSEVELT COUNTY and Edith Johnson
(Mperlai forresptincjence to Ttte journal.)
the
peated today for the last time; also
into
Fisher's
Las Vegas, N. M.. Feb. 5. Felix
ess uaggago,
Willi
league Is heralded with satisfacGarcia y Gutierrez has been ap- (Special Correspoiidenre to The Journal.) rmi--'wealing
aim iiirs. i.;i.riGr
xiaen as
tion. He was one of the most pointed marshal of the town of Bas
N.
Portales,
5.
M.,
Feb.
The
stars.
the
leading
Pablo Armijo, double
popular players on the Portland
Vegas to succeed
system has been
club, and probably could' have who had held the Job for several adopted primary
the
democrats
by
of
rnstlme
Theater Repeating to
of
end
remained there until the
Gutierrez alao la Justice Roosevelt
months.
for nominating day "Two Kinds cf Women," with
his playing career if he desired, of tho peace, which would seem to candidates county
for
Pauline
Frederick
offices.
The
supported by an
his friends sny. Ho was with the make him a walking tribunal, able first primary county
be held on
cast; also repeating the
Portland club for eleven years to arrest, arraign, convict and April 4 and thewill
second on April 'Fox News" reels and the comedy
and his batting eye is said to be escort to Jail all offenders against 18.
with Harold Lloyd as the star.
almost as sharp today as it was tho peace and dignity of tho comThe primary system has been
team.
the
when he joined
munity.
'BARE" RVT1I VPNETS
in effect in this county for sevAurelio Roybal, who was fined eral
Fisher, for the last five years
'nUBITIOXK
years, but it has
been
has been regarded as the main- $50 and sentenced to jail at the customary In the past always
I HIS "HKADIX' HOME"
to consider
outfit and December term of the district tho leading candidate in
stay of the Portland
the prihas developed some promising court for beating up Armijo, then mary as the nominee. Under
"They never come back" how
tho
material for the major leagues, marshal, has been remanded to Jail double
you heard that contentwo often have
the
system
primary
the
has
Jail
remitted
as
Leahy
Judge
To be sure many, many
such
Harry
tion?
players
Including
candidates
the
was
polling
highest
fine
sentence
the
provided that
Heilman, Ivan Olson and several
number of votes for each office, times. But It has been cast Into the
It was reported at the time in
others. He possesses the ability to paid.
just as many times for
the first heat, will run a sec- scrap heap
a
had
friends
that
given
has
Roybal's
and
determination has upset it.
pick young steady players
to pay the fine ond heat, except In cases where dogged
to
dance
money
get
in
successful
And
those who have upamong
been particularly
In East side police circles Bright one man receives a majority of set that claim la rone other than
developing pitchers.
cast.
votes
the
Advocates
of
the
has
a
policeman,
nijrht
Bagley
West"Babe" Ruth, the idol of America,
Tho club owners of the
been detailed to watch tho burned dual system argue that tho nom- who makes his local debut in that
ern league will set their houseat ina Normal
inee under the present plan Is super-featuIsaac
building.
university
season
photodrama,
order for the coming
in St. Joseph, Lewis, late or tno Santa Fe secret not necessarily the choice of the "Headin" Home," at the "B" theameeting to bo heldschedule
a
beat
at
is
people.
night.
service,
working
will be
ter, whore the picture Is being reMo Feb. 20. The
peated today for the last time.
time. The seaadopted at that
"Babe" established a homo-ru- n
BOS 18 IMPROVED.
son probably will open about the STRIKE OF RAILROAD
New York, Feb. 6. Ary Bos, record last season that was tho
same time the major leagues pry
SPREADING
WORKERS
amateur billiard champion of Eu- envy of every baseball player in
off the lid and close the latter
Tho record went
rope, who has been ill from influ- the country.
of
September.
part
enza for ten flaye, was able to down into baseball histoi'y as the
(By The Associated Tress.)
of a
accomplishment
leave his apartment today. He is crowning
Berlin," Feb. 5 (by the Associatmeteoric career of the Maryed Press.) Tramway service and to play in the international ama- most
land
slugger.
the gas, water and electricity sup- teur tournament at Philadelphia
From coast to coast came pre
ply here were shut off when next week.
dictions, some optimistic and some
the municipal employes struck topessimistic most being in the lat
Most precious stones can
day.
class. They argued that "Babe"
The strike of railroad men has made artificially, but until recent-bj ter
repeat in 1920. They
been extended to all of Baden. ly no one had succeeded in manu- could notthousands
, hundreds of
Nothing has come of the negotia facturing diamonds of a usable wagered
on
And
thousands
tions which were begun yesterday size. Now a Frenchman claims when Owners this contention.
and Huston
for settling the railway strike.
that he has discovered a new pro- of tho New Ruppert
lork Yankees pur
Many factories and bakeries cess by means of which he can
Ruth from the Boston Red
have reduced their working hours make diamonds of all sizes up to a chased
g
Sox at a
price,
and gome have closed.
quarter of an Inch in diameter.
these pessimists made laughing theater.
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Sydney Wadley, Plaintiff, vs. Mary
Wadley, Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that &
suit has been filed against you in
the said court and county by the
above named plaintiff, in which the
said plaintiff
prays for absolute
divorce on the grounds of abandonment and desertion. And you are
further notified that unless you
enter or cause to be entered your
appearance in said cause on or before the 23rd day of March, A. D.
1922, judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default
and the relief prayed for will be
granted.
The name of the plaintiff attorney is E. B. Garcia, whose
address is Albuquerque, N.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
CI rk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy!
ADMINISTRATOR'S

lf

Beatriz C. De Baca de Martinez,
Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that thm
undersigned was, on the twelfth
day of January, 1922, duly appointed Administrator of the estate; of
Beatriz C. De Baca de Martinez,
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county, and having qua),
ifled as such Administrator, all
persons having claims against the
estate of said decedent are hereby
notified and required' to present
the same to the undersigned in

the manner and within the

PfWMTJ-FV-

6HOCK-HEftD- P

rWIM WJ-

-

0OL-

I

by law.
EUTEMIO

prescribed

trator.

Witness my hand and the Beat
of said Probate Court this 21st day
of January, 1 922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal!
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
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How She Cured
Her Husband
"For five years my husband suffered with his stomach. The medicine he took only gave relief tor
a while, nothing cured," writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker, of
T
MntHnyV,lll

m,

evZ '
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those tablet
I
l J was
going to send

'...'

for a doctor, and
he said he would
take them. By Monday he was
like another man. The bluee wera
gone, no more trouble with hla
stomach, and the best part Is that
the trouble has not returned. I
cannot praise Chamberlain's Tablets too high.

I. The manufacturer's price on nearly all
makes of automobiles has been reduced to the
level, or below.
II. Large stocks of used cars must be sold
immediately to make room for incoming ship,
ments of new cars.
III. The demand for new cars has thrown on
the market good used cars taken in trade,
which have to be sold at tremendous sacrifices
pre-wa- r.
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PERSONS 'DIRECTED BY W
HIRPLME-TOOPRRTIAI7 FOX
MINT IN THE SOUTHWESTERN
K

REMEMBER

PfRTOFCLlYrNOGHCa.O.- -

I

LvElV YORK &1RRT MODISTES DECLRRsT

BARE LE&S MDMNMLS HZ WEST
FASHION RRGE FOR FfTIR SX"

Hl

FOUR FOXES INERE SCARED UP

(Special OorrMponitence to Tlio .lonmal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 5.

Is

inVegas will make an effort toserv
duce the United States forest
ice to expend more money and
energy in the building and maintenance of roads in the section of
tho Santa Fe national forest thet
lies in this vicinity. President V.
K. Jones and Secretary W. B.
Fstes of the chamber of commerce
will go to Albuquerque Monday to
discuss the matter with tho forest
JH'flGE OF
officials on tho occasion of the SPEED- - WP1CE THffT KILLS!"
meeting of rangers. Some plan by lAERRY: "MEflNW
which tho scenic highway can be
completed between Las Vegas end MV-PLMfianta Fe will he discussed. The BLtflRY'- - "An"HOOTCH! 'GENERRTtON
Las Vegans will offer greater coAGO T TOOK 5 TO IS
operation with the forest service, n nw t: drink
hisself tpeth- nnd it Is hoped both parties may
flOW HE KiN 00 IT IN S MlNUTE5l"
benefit by the results of the

There Are

MILES OF SMILES
,

In Every Used Car Advertised in the

JOURNAL WANT ADS

BLERRi'.-TRUCiDlS-

'

y7tfZt

A NEW CAR becomes a USED CAR the moment it hits the street.
The fact that a car has been used, frequently means that it has just
been properly broken in.
AH the experimenting with that particular car has been done by the
man who bought it. He has either turned it in on a new car of a
different .type that better suited his needs, or circumstances forced
him to sell.
You can get a good used car from any of the reputable dealers in
the Journal Want Ads and be sure of a square deal.

,

'
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chicken

htlargc.
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merchant

bought some of
ujih in v e r i a in s
medicines last fall
and also received
5" some
free trial
samples of Chamberlain' Stomach
and Liver Tablets.
He gave us some
of them and I
A wanted
my husband to try them.
He said it would
do no good. His
stomach had been
h I m
troubling
worse than evert
At last on Friday
I told him If he

BECAUS- E-

i:

MARE4.

Administrator.

BUY IT RIGHT

""

time,

Dated January 13th. 1922.
NOTICE OP ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that W.
T. Murphey. Administrate, of the
estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey,
deceased, has filed In the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county, New
Mexico, his final report as such
Administrator and the court has
appointed Thursday, the 16th day
of February, 1922, as the day for
hearing objections, if any there be,
to the approval of said final report
and the discharge of said Adminis-

You Can Buy
A GOOD USED CAR
and you can

PPVORTf TYPco nKc PIcRKOTo

NOTICE.

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of

of

one-ha-

ce

post-offi-

u

SEf WlP
VEIT

YOU LEMPIE FLONE'NOWA

-

.nviniStf

'

said amount if they acquired htm.
So they promptly sent him back
to New York.
McGraw then got him out of the
hlflr show on waivers and farmed
him to St. Paul, where he won nine
and lost ten games before McGraw
recalled him.

ROAD MAINTENANCE IN
THE NATIONAL FORESTS

(Dy The assorlntea

NO-TIC-

gaff.
Early in the 1921 campaign
Shea's arm went lame, however,
and finally McGraw, despairing of
Shea rounding into shape, asked
for waivers on him. The White
Sox claimed him. And that was
where the $12,000 saved Shea. The
Sox owners found out that they
would have to fork over the afore-

WANT MORE MONEY FOR

JNA

Speed

I

DOUS FOR 6R0WMPJ IS THE LATEST
SRflZE IN rPOn UvHot 5 P'PRIS - Th'P

PURITY LtfieUE.
TO APPOINT R BflTHMGi
TO
INSPECTOR
PROTECT
nfiKRiCO
YUIT
7
IT7EV-RVITHE
OP THE
PETtRiBURb-FLH-

BE6S

.

n;T

BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS.
nV NORMAX K. BROWN.
SAVED BV 812,000.
That's the title of Pat Shea's little baseball drama.
Pat is one of the three young
hurlers from whom Muggsy
expects to produce at least
one winning regular for his staff
this coming season. Pat was
hurling for Toronto in 1920 when
the Giants decided they needed
him. McGraw wag glad to pay
$12,000 for Pat on condition that
he delivered. He had hung up
twenty-seve- n
victories while losing
that
only nine games for Toronto
season. Ho had worked in forty-thre- e
games and had stood the

forth

Jim

dollars

--

If

EXPLOSION FOLLOWED
BY FIRE IS CAUSE OF
THEATER
PANIC

FILM SMILES

New York, Feb. 6. An explosion,
followed by fire, spread panic
among BOO patrons of the Lyric
NT8HU1S
motion picture theater here today,
SOUMOMTTtRj
but all reached the street. The
IT LBOHS
blaze was put out by firemen after
it had destroyed several thousand
f f1Im and damaeed the oper- a T? ILM producers
a have iQowni
slightly
lack of respect for jurea in tne crusn at tne exits.
to
in
t ri'S age
going
More than 75 per cent of all of
plays and novels
and the automobile and truck tires
for
inspiration
AT
l'I!T'TFT!fCK
PAnIM3
in the United States during
iv pictckp,
iri'.u
they have made
$r m now
1921 were manufactured in Akron,
"TWO KIMJS OF WOMEV'
turned to old songs Ohio.
for photoplay topics. No need now
Action, thrills, scenic beauty
LEGAL NOTICE
Kinds
in
"Two
for mother to wail
these are tho things
of Women," Paulino Frederick's "Where Is My Wandering Boy To
OF KXKCITOR.
latest R-production, being re- night ?" She'll find him at the movies, In the Matter of the Estate of
Marlanlta
Apodaca d Apodaca,
peated at the Pastime theater
Deceased.
Other
may be.
that are expected to make it one of
Notice is hereby given that Rathe outstanding eventH in that great "Father, Dear Father, Come Home
With Me Now," while yeggmen are fael Apodaca y Nuanes, Executor
star's film career.
of
the estate of Marlanlta Apodaca
Anyone at all familiar with mov- making raids "On the Banks of the de Apodaca, deceased,
ha filed in
ing pictures knows the highlights Wabash."
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
of that career; knows how Miss
Tal- - County- New Mexico, hfa final re- Frederick has established herself
"Hr
"ort as such Executor and the
as the greatest emotional actress in tnadge into
,,ourt has Rnpolnte.d MondnVi the
films; knows that for sheer dralith day of March, 1922, as the day
matic ability Rnd human appoal
Elaine Hammerstein pays $100 to for neai.ing
objections, if any there
slio is not excelled on the stage or have her hair
waved'
permanently
to the approval of said final
be,
screen.
her colored maid gives twice port and the discharge of said
But in this photodrama, which
sum to nave ner own cuny iocks executor.
lis a screen adaptation of Jackson mat
Witness my hand and the seal of
made straight.
Gregory's famous book, "Judith of
said Probate Court this 3rd day of
Blue Itko Unnch," one sees a difJPUeS
110W lime
nary, ivzi.
ferent Pauline Frederick, a girl in
FRED CROLLOTT,
Films, only a short time ago in;Seal
whose character culture and deliClerk
of Said Probate Court,
.
their
arcnH.
have
arrived.
infancy,
cate refinement nro blended with
the fiery, courageous independence ing to a new title, at "The Foolish In EXKCUTRIX's vrvrrrii!
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
of a hardv woman of the frontier. Age."
uounty New Mexico.
Mifs Frederick at Judith Sanford,
" M?.tt(!T
the Estat of
"What Do Men Want" "At the
a city reared girl from whom
Deceased,
or education has not taken the Stage
ially
when tho C NnRtti'"a
dauntless spirit of her pioneering electric sign, apphy to a movie the
day
father, gives nn amazing revelation
of February, 1922, duly appointed
of her adaptability to almost any
Executrix
of
estate
the
of
Christina
of
delineation.
character
kind
Film titles
- Kent,
deceased, by the Probate
Miss Frederick rides a bucking
murea
or Bernalillo
County, and
horse without being a tomboy. She VVestover) is the object of Conway uourt
having
qualified as such Executrix,
manages a big business enterprise Tearie's affection in a Selznick pic- -: all persons
claims
having
and docs a man's work without ture titled "Love's
i the
estate of said decedentagainst
are
Masquerade."
losing any of tho sweet womanlihereby notified and required to
ness that has endeared her to the
same
to
r"esont
does
tho
Niles
Welch
under
the
not believe in
motion picture public. The part of
On the f.'ne.(l ln the manner and within
Judith portrayed by anyone of less signs of the movie variety. Hammer-ilnlaw.
scribed
his
Miss
work
Elaine
with
by
e
As
clay
it
fiat.
fail
would
t'I"epr
is,
ability
MARGARET E. MEDLER,
Frederick is revealed in a new Etein was issued under the title of
Executrix,
"Why Announce Your Marriage?"
light if that were possiblo after
Dated
sucFebruary 3, 1922.
screen
Welch presented his wife with a
her long list of previous
is
EXECUTRIX'S
.of
Women"
NOTICE.
Kinds
"Two
cesses.
frame house commemorating their In
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
a swiftly moving drama that makes wooden wedding anniversary.
uounty New Mexico.
one want to seek surcease from the
In
the Matter of the Estate of
the
In
noise and bustle of the city
Louise Favorite. Deceased.
Yon Are Hereby Informed
beauty ami grandeur of the CaliNotice is hereby given that the
That Eugene O'Brien began life
fornia Sierras, where much of the
undersigned was, on the twelfth
picture was filmed. Tho majesty a baby.
of January, 1922, duly appointsheltered
and
of the mountains
That Buster Keaton has finished day
ed Executrix of the estate of Louise
valleys, the wholesomencPs of this shooting "Cops."
Favorite, deceased, by the Probate
outdoor story, is like a breath of
That
Tearle is off the Court
of Bernalillo county, and
fresh air in a stifling room. There stage andConway
into
pictures.
entire
In
tho
having qualified as such Executrix,
ia not a dull moment
boul
baver"
Ihe
lhat
the
is
not
all
of
persons
the
But
,i...t
having claims against
analysis
lite of a cobbler.
the estate of said dec ent are
,.it, ,..' t nnnrni ia imrdiv noofs-- : pictured
Owen
That
Moore's
new comedy hereby notified and required to
a patillnn
Frederick!
nry
R.c' production wholly worthy of .declares "Love Is An Awful Thine." present the same to tho underbe marie a signed in the manner and within
will
the nanJe.
jnat tveiyn Laye
screen queen with an English rennta- - the time proscribed by law.
WEINANDE A. FAVORITE,
tion.
his
sole pt'rvivok
Executrix.
trime, an indian is
Dated
January 13th.1922.
si:i:n in "xo defense."
THE CARE OF TIRES.
ADMINISTRATRIX'S
The life of a tire depends upon
NOTICE,
"In making scenes for "No De- tho air it contains. The
more air, In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
fense." in which William Duncan ordinarily,
New
Mexico.
County,
tho
life.
the
and Edith Johnson nro starred, an Thus a three and longer Inch tira In tho Matter of tho Estate of J.
Ideal location was neleeted, and on will require 70 pounds, and a four-Inc- h
E. Hoffmann, Deceased.
It was discovered an Indian living
Notice is hereby given that the
80 pounds. Road load and
tire
tealone in one of the pictureso.ue
speed are determining factors in undersigned was on the twenty-sixt- h
name
is
race.
His
pees of that
day of January, 1922. duly
tho pressure required.
John Buffalohenrt, and he claimappointed Administratrix of the
estate
ed to be a direct (tosoentlant of
of J. E. Hoffmann, deceased,
WENT
IT
TO THE SPOT
Running Bull. The old Indian was
colds and coughs that by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Lingering
wars
Indian
stories
of
with
vivid
hang on and wear ona out are dif- County, and having qualified as
in which he had participated. Now ficult
all persons
to
rid of, but Henry E. sucn Administratrix,
ho was the last of his tribe and liv Campbell, get
R. F. D. No. 3. Adrian, having claims against the estate of
ing alone in the wilderness prepar- Mich., writes: "I had a bad cough said decedent are hereby notified
ing herbs and making trinkets of for three years. Tried several and required to present the same to
sweet grass and bark which he
medicines. Got little relief. the undersigned in tho manner and
sold to tourists. Four times oacii cough
I tried Foley's Honey and Tar.
It within the time prescribed by law.
year this Indian goes to San Fran- went to the spot. There is no betVERA HOFFMANN.
cisco or Los Angeles with his wares ter remedy on the market." .Good
Administratrix.
and sells them to a larg curio for coughs, colds, croup and whoopDated January 26, 1922.
house In ttioso cltlea.
NOTICE OP SCIT.
ing coughs clears the passages;
Ha maintains the traditions of soothes irritated membranes; stops
No. 1 3203.
his tribe and people. Acts alono as tickling in the throat. Contains no State of New Mexico, County of
warrior, bravo, sachem, medicine opiates. Sold everywhere.
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
man and mystery man. During a
drought he goes through tho weird
ceremonies of his people to induce
the Great Spirit to send rain upon
the land. At sunset and sunrise
he may be seen on a rocky height
worshiping the Great Spirit and
Imploring his pleadings upon the
dying race.
For William Duncan, John
did the war dance of his
people and told him many of the
customs
of the aborigines
strange
of this country.
,
"No Defense" is a story of the
northwest. It is being shown today for the last time at the Lyric

FISH HOOKS

Genera! Sfiakeup of Pilots
Has Taken Place During
the Winter; Six Clubs
Have New Leaders.

February 6, 1922

Week In and week out the
Journal carries more Automobile
Classified Advertising than nnr
other newspaper In New Mexico.

I

February 6, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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TRIOOF SMART NEW STRAW HATS FOR SOUTHERN WEAR

CHEAP DEVICES

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

INCREASE

es, for instance: "My heart is In
Rome."
the person
Thereupon
who asked the question must make
Valentine'
St.
a
Invitations for
or
out
week
a
sentence
a
sent
be
will
that
should
up
rhyme with
party
ten days in advance. They should the neighbor's reply, as, for instance:
read:
"May it never come home."
Then it is the neighbor's turn to
Mias Amy Black requests
n
to his
ask the same
the pleasure ol Mr. Ralph
d
neighbor and so on
Healcy's company at a St.
around the circle.
Valentine's party to be held
Refreshments
at her home on the evening
follow, consistof February the fourteenth,
ing of:
at eight o'clock.
Creamed Chicken on Heart-ShapA grand march may start the
Slices of Toast
can
this
be
for
affair. Partners
"Heart Beet" Salad
chosen by asking the ladles to
Quick Biscuit
from one Coffee
draw a torn
d
Cake?
basket and the men to draw a half
Ice Cream
Candy Kisses
basket.
The
from
another
heart
The "Heart Beet" Salad is made
lady and gentleman whoso heart-halv- by slicing bananas, piling them on
fit together perfectly, when lettuce 'leaves, spreading on May
matched, are partners. When all onnaise dressing, then garnishing
off In this
are
a circle

Additional

rt

ience to User.
Without

paired

way,
with, slices of cooked beets which
and someone strikes up have been cut
heart-shape-

her-sel-

two-lin-

left-han-

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Oaria
Copyright. 1921, by McClurs
Newspaper Syndicate.
riTCLE

WJOGILY AND
THE SMOKY STOVE

"Oh, dear!
Oh, dear!" cried
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy In the
hollow
one
stump
bungalow
"I can't stand it any
morning.
longer! Something must be done
about it!"
"What is the trouble now?"
asked Uncle Wlggily, for well he
knew there was trouble when
Nurse Jane talked that way.
"Does the Fuzzy Fox bob up and
ring the door bell, or has the
Woozie Wolf been throwing mud
on your clean windows?"
"Neither one, if you please,"
said the muskrat lady, as Bhe put
a new ribbon on the end of her
taih "It's the kitchen stove! It
smokes so much that I can't stay
out there to bake a pie. Oh, how
my eyes smart!" And, truly, water was running from the eyes
of poor Nurse Jane.
So the stove smokes,
"Hum!
does it?" said Undo Wlggily, as
he gave his muskrat lady housekeeper a clean handkerchief for
her eyes. "I didn't know that It
smoked."
"It doesn't that is, not always," explained Nurse Jane. "It
is only when the wind blows

u

you come back and frv noma
cream."
So while Nurse Jane hurried
over to Aunt Lettie's, Uncle Wig- guy with the broom began to
poke down the chimney hole from
the ton. standinc on thn mnt
He had not given many pokes
a iib ieii Bomeining nice a
lump, part way down.
"Ah, there's what causes the
smoke!" Bald the bunny. "I think
I can put my head down, see
mini ii ih ana pun it out.
So, leaning over, Uncle Wlggily
Stuck his head lnsldn tha
ney. There was no
as
me nre naa gone out. danger,
And while
Uncle Wlggily was standing thus,
with his head inside the chimney,
along came the Bob Cat, skipping along on the ground below.
"Ah, ha!" snarled the Bob Cat.
"There's Uncle Wlggily up on the
roof of his bungalow! He has his
head down In that red thing from
which smoke sometimes comes. I
wondeT why people have those
red things on their roofs? Anyhow, Uncle Wlggily can't see me!
I can sneak nn tho lorMa
close to him and nibble his ears
before he knows it. That's what
in"Upao: the ladder ellmhofl
ih.
Cat. Uncle Wlggily never heard
a sound, for his head was down
in the chimney.
He saw what
the trouble was, however. A brick
that had become loose had dropped into the Hue.
"I'll soon have that
said
the bunny. He pulled out,"
his head
from the chimney and then he
saw the Bob Cat and the Bob Cat
saw the bunny. But the Bob
was more frightened than was Cat
the
bunny.
"Oh!
Oh!" howled the bad
tnught you were Uncle
S,ap,
Wlggily, but I see you are a charcoal man, for your face is all
me cnarcoal man's!
Oh, Im afraid; of charcoal men'"
and down oft the roof
the
Bob Cat, spraining his jumped
claw nails
but that served him right,
I

ti.

i

think.

"

--

The.

Bet Cat was

more-

-

lau&hed Uncle Wig-- g
.."Ha!.ila!"
ly.
"There must be so
black soot on my face, frommuch
inside- the chimney, that I
look
like a charcoal man. But I scared
h.9
Bobr Cat all right!"
And
,hen Nurse Jane came
after tne bunny had poked back,
the
out, of the chimney, the
Jr,t
iaM
Ungears
looked black
charcoal men. enough for two
Rn':Bu' f11 frlfMened away the
,.
added with a laugh. And if
the
automobile doesn't take the roller
skates away from the snow man
down hill on
ft?
tr,T coa8tlngr
teI1 you next abut
Wlggily and tho rolling pin. '

ivf11

1

from the east, and It Is blowing
MANY THEATERS ARE
that way now."
"I'll take a look at that kitchen
COLOR
LIGHTED
TO
stove," spoke Uncle Wlggily. "Certainly it is no fun to be smoked
PLAY
ON EMOTIONS
out of your kitchen when you are
baking pies. I'll take a look down
Color lighting which has been
the chimney."
"How are you going to do employed for gome time to
good
that?" asked Nurse Jane.
"Oh, I'll get a ladder, climb up advantage on the theater stage is
on the roof of my bungalow," how being used in a sneclal wav
answered
Uncle Wlggily, "and to produce very attractive effects
peep down the chimney hole. I in the theater and auditorium.
suppose some birds may have These effects are
very noticeable
built a nest in it, or a brick may
have fallen out of the side and in moving picture theaters as
so stopped up the flue that the many of them are new and fitted
smoke can't get out."
with latest equipment of the light"Would birds do anything like ing art.
that ?" asked Nurse Jane.
With each change on the pro"Chimney swallows would," answered
the bunny gentleman. gram the auditorium is bathed in
"But, of course, they wouldn't In- the tint or soft clnw nt Uaht y.amt
tend any harm. However, it may suited to accentuate the feeling of
be a baseball that Johnnie and mo iiiuiueiii, ine coior ana cnar-actof the interior decorations
the squirrels,
Billy
Bushytail,
tossed over the bungalow so that thus change with the different
the ball fell in tne chimney hole. lighting effects. The magio of
I'll take a look."
these ever changing color har"Well, don't you fall In, what- monies is often KpnurAil
ever you do," begged the muskrat system of lighting from thii,w
concealed
"This isn't the "vul
wun an ugnts operated
lady housekeeper.
time to be a Santa Claus."
through dimmers.
A series of nnwnt-fu-l
"No, I don't intend to fall in!"
MniA..
laughed Uncle Wlggily. "I'll Just fitted out with clear bulb electric
poke my head in the smoky wmps is cunt in the cove. Colored
chimney, see where it Is stopped screens, red. hiim ami
up and poke out, with the alternated over the reflectors to
broomstick, whatever is stuck in pruuuee
coior
Every
the flue. In some countries they fourth reflector lighting.
in the series is
er

...

have chimney

sweeps,"

Cnlnr nnraan thlm
went on Without
used to give the clear white light
NEVER WANTS ANYTHING
ELSE
"I trlflA tnnnv riffAtn r Ir A cough medicine," writes Mrs. B. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave., Superior,
Wis., "but I never want anything
else than Foley's Honey and Tar. I
used it for all my children and also
for my grandchild.
It has al
ways done fin work." Foley's is
a pure, wholesome and absolutely
safe remedy for the relief of colds,
coughs, croup and whooping cough.
(jnuuren line it and it cnecks sneeas-Jn- g
and snuffling. Sold everywhere.

the bunny, "but my chimney is
too small for even a tiny chimney sweep to get into."
Putting on his oldest clothes,
because poking in chimneys is
rather dusty work. Uncle Wlggily found a ladder and by it
climbed up on the roof of. his
bungalow.
"I think I'll go over and call
on Aunt Lottie, the goat lady,"
laid Nurse Jane, as she saw Uncle Wlggily on the roof.
"It
makes me nervous to watch you!"
"Very well," agreed the bunny.
"After I get the chimney cleaned,'
so the stovs no longer smokes,

A

"rsyrJJ

I
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a march on the piano. Whenever
The table may be decorated as
the music stops all the ladies stand follows: A small china image of
still while the men move up one. cupid or a cardboard cupld cut
This goes on until every lady has from a valentine) stands in the
had a different partner; and, when center of the table on "grass"
the original partner comes round made by cutting green crepe paper
again there Is a grand march, with into small pieces.
Beneath this
the hostess and her partner lead- grass are laid slips of white paper,
each paper bearing some such lino
ing.
Making Valentines is the Jolly as the following: 1. You have a
game that follows. An abundance secret admirer.
2. You are soon
of lacy paper (that which is sold to wed. 3, Your lover will succeed
for pantry shelves will do), gold in life. 4. A Hawaiian honeymoon
paper, red hearts and ribbon ends awaits you. 5. Fame and love wi'l
are piled in the center of a large go hand in hand for you. 6. Love
table. All are provided with scis- in a cottage is your fate. The host
sors and glue brush.
The player ess may make up these to suit
f.
who has made the prettiest or funA red ribbon is
to
niest Valentino in ten minutes wins. each slip, then the ribbon pasted
stretched
e
Clever people will write a
to each guest's plate. The guests
verse to stick on theirs.
ao not suspect that a "heart hisHeart Game; In playing this all tory" lies at the hidden end of the
sit in a circle and the first one riDDon until, at the end of the re
d
says to his
neighbor freshment hour, the hostess1 asks
"Where's your heart?" This neigh- eacn one to pull at his ribbon. The
bor may answer anything he pleas slips are then read aloud.

buying any more

elec-

trical appliances than they already

Heart-Shape-

es

Is formed

and

Switches for Appliances
at Hand Increase Conven-

ed

half-hea-

Outlets

with
Straw In combination
fabrics and other materials make
the new hats for southern wear.
The three pictured
here are
chosen from a host of new
models designed by one ot the
leading New York millii.ers.
Wool anJ straw combine to make
the hat on the left. It is a soft
e
model with a
e
fluted ornament of gros- -

hi Mm

ter. It Is of the new periwinkle
shade and is suitable for sports
or
wear.
Yellow straw interwoven with
wliito cord is the unusual combination at the right. A cluster
of foliage and fruits serves as
trimming. It has a wide brim
which is often more becoming
than the upturned brim for certain types.
semi-dre-

trrain ribbon jutting out at the
side.
Embroidered silk with a brim of
straw makes the hat in the cen

turned-off-the-facfan-lik-

ACTUAL SAFETY

is done in approximately
the time required with the former
ELECTRICAL NOTES
method
The saving in cost of
cleaning in" this school pays over
30 per cent on the investment and
insures at least a 25 per cent
One of the most attractive
building.
devices is the combination of
nlffht light and perfume burner.
is
to say that every
safe
It
Tiio electric wire is drawn through
wired homo now illuminates its
tho cover of tha burner, on tho
of which there is a miniature Christmas tree with electricity for
toil exacted by lighted candles
lamp bulb. This cover and lamu the
fita into tho glass vaso which holds at this happy season is only too
well
known. It would be far better
tiie perfume and water and when
tho light is turned on the effect is for unwired homes to dispense
really lovely. Many of these burn- with the Joy of the Christmas tree
ers are finlHhcd in silver or French rather than court the danger
method
sold and the lamp bulb and a which tho
but despite this warning,
sample bottle of perfume are fur- involves
each year records a number
of
nished with each.
fires from this cause that no
amount
of
first"
propagan"safety
An electric tea kettlo which will
not only boil water l.mt tip and da will eliminate until all homes
are
wired.
as
it
well
now
on
is
the
pour
market, developed along colonial
lines and equipped with a pair of
Chief among the Insignia of the
supports on either sido which rest3 rardinal ure the red hat, the red
on tho stand. These are so arl.iretta and a gold ring set with a
ranged that the kettle mny ba apphire stone and engraved on the
tipped and the water poured with- inside Biirface with tho arms of the
out lil'tins it from tho stand.
pope who has tostowed the rank.
one-ha-

IN ELECTRICITY
IS BIGFACTOR

elec-tric-

The safptv whlph ottonflo
of electrical devices in the home is
of far more Importance than either
laoor saving, or time saving, and
yet It is a factor that la Hold nm
emphasized.
It is a roerpttuhlo fnot
Anr
age by fire is not measured ,y the
oiz ui me sparK mat ntarls the
conflagration, a fact th.nt rmiv
emilhnsizrs the
importance of
launching a "safety first"
in connection with the performance o these minor hnimelmlrl
cam-paif-

tn

tasks.

It household tnslra fnn
tint
formed the
we
do not seem to caro wheth
way,
er or noi tnoy are performed the
safe way, and accordingly
we continue to carry lighted candles into
curi nnir, seal letters,
tupuoarus,
illuminate riirl.-i- t
similar homelv tnsltn in tha
fashioned way although we may
niHim mac our wasning, ironing and
cleaning shall hn H .inn tVttt
ninili.pn
way or. in other words, tho electric
way.
PlaOlnP nn nld.flantAMnrl nU-nrirOIl over a lighted irna nlnto r,r in
the chimney of a kerosene lamp
mm ueen mo cause or numuericss
fires find nt tha nnma tirv. Una
proved to be the most unsatisfac
Hence
tory meinoa or
the almost universal use of electric
In
irons
curling
beauty parlors and
hotels, as well as in tiie home.
It is but reasonable to expect
that in tha nnnp fntiir tneiii-innpremiums will be gauged by tho
numuer or saiety appliances in tne
linHnrwr-ltot-ek

:

has roeently been in- melts sealing wa
thua eliminating tho
to
clanger
precious packet and doc- ument whicn tha
A machino

In Home there are several
functions on the liberty of a
inal. He Is not allowed to walk in
jthe city, but must have a
closed carriage, end he cannot leave
method involved. The potitoi'fice town without express permission
ci
partmcnt, express offices and
mefrenllla hoimt's are using
lar,o
llil-novel device, thereby reducing
their fire hazard to an appreciable
extent.
which

two-hor-

nnH

that

had. without any more wiring done,
without increasing In the number
of service outlets, a family in a
northern city has Just augmented
its comfort
and
convenience,
through electricity, from 60 to 100
per cent.
They did It by discovering that
there are certain Rmall hut valuon
able electrical wiring device
tiie mrrket, comparatively Inexto
and
Install,
very easy
pensive
which save steps and eliminate
These devices do more
reaching.
they allow more than one electrical utensil to be used at the
same time.
The family in question possesses
an electric floor lamp for Its front
room, an electric toaster, coffee
percolator and grill, an electric Iron
and an electric sewing machine.
The house, of course, is wired for
eleetrio lights.
They first secured a twin outlet
plug, which they screwed into an
electric light socket and thereby
were ahlo to use toaster and percolator at the same time. Then they
got a double duty 6oeket, which al
lowed them to use their iron and
obtain light, all from tho same
socket. For their front room lamp
cord connector
they obtained a
and an extra length of cord allowing them to place the lamp In a
cozy corner and run the cord from
the central lighting fixture.
But what they regard as perhaps
the bldgest delight of all Is the array of
through cord switches
which they purchased and installed
on the cords of their electric iron,
toaster, percolator and grill. This
device proved exceptionally handy.
It allowed the current to be switched on and oft without rising out of
the chair or reaching up to electric
light socket at nil. So appreciative
did the housewife of the family
feol towards this one utensil that
she has dubhed it the family "vexShe
assures her
ation saver."
friends it has certainly eliminated
a large volume of irritation.
They found that If they wanted
to have, some extra wiring done in
the dining room they could equip
their dining table with what is
known as a squad receptacle, by
which they could use four electrical cooking devices at once cook
a whole meal, in fact, without getting up from the table. They were
also interested to learn that one ot
their nightmareB an unreliable
front door bell could bo banished
by a bell ringing transformer, taking current from thft house lighting
circuit and therefore never "running down."
G--

COM-PLET- E

Telephone 027

O-- E

.

.

Phone tor 'em
10

cents

Tliomns' Cremc-dipdruggists a"d

s,

NOTICE
WATCH FOR OUR BIG

E

COMING SOON

Some Wonderful Values and Bargains in Drug Store

Merchandise.

The Meritol Drug Store.

WOODWORK'S
PRESCRIPTION
Phones

197-19-

8.

PHARMACY
222 West Central

'

With an electricul cleaning sys- tern which can be operated
to
clean an average school room in
three and
to four minutes, a school house can be cle.;ne.l
with a vacuum cleaning
system
in less time than is required whe:;
brooms
and brushes, with the
using
further advantage that no dust la
scattered about requiring dusting.
The cleaning in a
school
is now accomplished
with four
a
modern
central
janitors using
vacuum cleaning system, where it
required five janitors when usin"
brooms, and further the clomln"
one-ha-

.tIM

demand that every policy holder
nave in nis possession at least one
flnahUp-n'TVila
eleetrln
serve to lessen if not to entirely
eliminate the number of fires
which are tinnually attributed to
the UBfl of kernsenA lamna nnrl
lighted candles in the home.
t
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ENGLISH FIRM IIAS
WOMAN TEA TASTER
'T-- e

J2Booc
I was wawklng home from skool
today and I camo to 2 tuff looking
kids having a fearse argewmenl
about wich one could wisslo throo
their fingers the loudest, one saying,
Aw go on, I can wlssle twice as loud
as you, you sound like a deef and

dum fish alongside of me.
Jest because you say so that
dont prove nuthlng, holey smoaks
if I couldenti wlssle eny louder
than wat you can Id dry up and
Wow away, sed the 2nd kid, and
tne ferst kid sed, O all rito, all rite,
well 111 jest bet you a cent and
we'll leeve this heer kid hold the
stakes and be tho judge. Meening
me and tho 2nd kid sed, Put up
or shut up. And they both took a
cent out of their pants pockit and
handed It to me without me saying weather I wunted to be the
stake holder or not, tho ferst kid
saying, Now, kid, if you wunt to
heer a real wlssle like you never
herd before, ltssen to this.
And he put 2 fingers half ways
In his mouth and blew a fearse
loud wlssle sounding like the werld
was coming to a end, and the 2nd
kid put 4 fingers all the ways in
his mouth and blew a wlssle
sounding like the werld had
come to a end. Me thinking. G, he gets the 2 cents.
Wich jest when I was going to
say so the ferst kid sed. Well ' I
guess that proves I can wisslo
louder than you and if this kid
says dlffrent 111 smeer him across
tha face. Mo thinking, g, maybe
his was the loudest after all. And
I was jest going to say so and the
2nd kid sed, If thin kid alnt got
sents enuff to say I wlsseled the
loudest 111 poke him such a crack
in' the jaw he'll wake up In the
hosptttal, and the first kid sed,
O is that so, well if I hit him he'll
wake up In 3 hoaplttals.
Me thinking. Heck, good nite.
And I sed, it was a tie, thats wat
it was, heers your sents back and
they wunted to have the contest
all over agen but I sed. No, I haft
to go somewares, I haff to go, Im
going now.
Wich I did.'

YOU'LL BE PROUD OF IT TOO
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You have a perfect right to be proud of a Westinghouse
'Automatic Electric Range. It is more than an ordinary,

!
'

range. It starts the cooking whenever you desire, and
turns the current off automatically at just the right time
when the correct cooking temperature has been
reached. No matter where you may be, the meal will be
ready when you return. This makes cooking an enjoy- v
J
able task.;
"

J

lJ&$,

Margaret Irving shown it
her work.
The royal taster Is always a big

personage

-

v';'

Electric Cooking saves times ancl money In this, way. If
you weigh a roast that has been cooked in the electric
oven you will find the loss to be very small. Electric
cooking keeps the juices in the meats.

SEE IT DEMONSTRATED TODAY

Alias

in

childish

Ideas

j

of

fairy talcs and the fairy kingdom.
but the professional tasters ot
today are seldom thought of. Now
that woman has entered the field
of the tasting profession, however,
pernaps more will be neara or
that unusual line of work.
Tea tasting may not sound like
work, but according to Miss Margaret Irving it is not only work
but remunerative work. Miss Irving is "tea taster" for a
London firm. Bhe is the
first woman to hold that position.
Her sole duty is to tasto each and
every pound of tea put out by her
firm and then give her opinion as
to whether or not It is suitable
for drinking
well-kno-

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

ironing

IN AN EDUCATIONAL WAY, IT IS NOT
WHAT YOU TAKE UP, BUT WHAT YOU
in a practical way, under the guidance of
experienced business men and teachers, that means
success to you.
THIS SCHOOL OFFERS SPLENDID COURSES
in Day and Night Sessions; also Correspondence
Courses for those who cannot attend the college
personally. Enroll today. Why put it off longer?;
MAY & HOSKING, Proprietors

s

nair-curlin-

hnmA
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suggested
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USES

OF ELECTRICITY

heart-questio-

salesman

Social Calendar

YOUK ST. VALENTINE'S PAItTY

left-han-

trio

the records with an electric Iron
er. The state officials brought in
some of the wet records, Mr.
Hamilton heated up the lrone?
- and put through soma of the wet
papers. The results were so satisMrs. Charles Wadllngton will enfactory that more of the wet
tertain at bridge at 1:30 p. m.
Past Matrons club, O. E. S., will papers were brought down and;
meet with Mrs. Tom Bcatty at 3 Ironed out.
The state officials then pur
p. m.
chased the ironer and moved it
to the lawn of the capltol grounds
VALUABLE PAPERS OF
where it was operated for 24
hours a day for several weeks.
CAPITOL
ARE SAVED
commission of
The corporation
BY ELECTRIC IR0NER the Btatetheused it for their records
day and the engiduring
neering and state departments at
The heavy rains around Phoe- night, using six men to a shift,
nix, Ariz.,
late last summer three to feed the papers Into tha
flooded quite a good deal of the machine and three to take them,
town and surrounding country. out.
Water which was about two feet
deep on the street level at the
The Pacific Coast
has
state capltol overflowed into the landed two corking goodleague
players in
basement wherein all the state Frank Bruggy, formerly
of the
records were stored doing consid- Phillies, who goes to the Portland
erable damage to them. These team, and "Babe" Thombly, recentrecords were valuable and dated ly sold by the Cubs to Los Angeles,
back for years and it was imDamascus, Benares, and Conportant and necessary to restore
them as much as possible.
stantinople are among the oldest
Mr. Merrill Hamilton, an elee cities in the world.

&

Electric Company
Phone 93

A
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reduction in their number, and the reduction is
ing continued somewhat by the Harding administration. But the weeding out process will have to
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
be carried a great deal farther to redeem the
Published By
pledges of economy, if we are to believe a report
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
which has Just been made by Mr. Dawes, controller
CARL C. MAGEE,
Secretary. of the budget.
President.
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON
According to Mr. Dawes, even yet fully SO per
Editor-in-ChiPAwr, r; MAGEE
cent of the government's clerical force is inefficient
oirimi'SKVTATIVKa
He recommends that examinations be held for all
C J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bids., Chicago, III
departments in order to rid the service of incomRALPH R.
matter at the postofflce petent employes. The recommendation does not
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act ol Congress of please members of congress who have been most
active in finding places on the roll for their conMarch IT, 18T3.
nM?ijvis nip KriRKCRIPTlON
stituents. But it will certainly please the taxpayers
mail, one month 85c; of the country, who will insist that the controller's
Dally, by carrier or by
aavam-rin
yearly,
suggestions be adopted.
a hicrher circulation
t
TTZ
inns i,.r.tii lina
Hie mui
in
New
other
to
paper
any
accorded
is
rating than
Directory,
Newspaper
The American
Mexico"
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
n the year.
-r- TTTTTT,,,
ai. iuu S!n l A Ti.:r PRESS
JM.fci.HDC.il ViBLIND.
entitled to
The Associated Press 1. exclusively
to
credited
news
of
all
sun
the
look
often
moon,
the use for
also I And an theuPon twit Godand
has lent to sight.
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and
gifts
And wonder which of them I'd miss the most
the local news published hcrim
If called upon to pass into the night.
February 6, 1922
MONDAY ..."
But here my brain grows dizzy, and turns sick,
And I can think no longer in this vein,
CASE.
THE
The glory of the stars the dewy rose
And all things, great and small, tear me with pain.
likeWinifred Lockhardt Willis in Leslie's Weekly.
A Massachusetts murder case appears more
of
defendants
the
to
than
put
to
put democracy
ly
record on trial before the bar of popular opinion.
""sacco and Vanzetti are Italian immigrants, labor
If the
unionists, "red" socialists and war slackers.
them on
to
desires
put
Massachusetts
of
state
great
trial for being any, or all, of these things, let It
formulate Us indictments and proceed to trial. Then
TO "A FRIEND."
the justice and wisdom of the course taken by the
There Is a something added to
state can be discussed without confusion.
The duck and quail that come from you;
robThe toothsome treasures that you send,
But these men were Indicted for killing and
on
All give me pleasure, without end.
April
and
hour
place
bing two men at a given
The sole question to be presented and
15, 1920.
And when the Bmillng chauffeur brings
comdecided at their trial was whether or not they
The dainty titbits, my soul sings
were
immigrants,
A song of rapture, sweet and low
Whether
they
crime.
this
mitted
To you, my friend, whom I don't know.
or native born; whether labor unionists.or capitalrepubliists; whether "red" socialists, or standpat
Ah Connoiseur, Ah Epicure,
heroes, had no
These things you are, I'm very sure,
cans; whether slackers, or
in
as charged
And I myself, a Sybarite,
place in their trial. "Are they guilty
Salute you, sir, as well I might!
the indictment?" was tho sole .issuo before the
O 0 o
.Incourt. To bring in any pther issue, directly or
and WHERE ARE THE STAYS OF YESTERYEAR ?
directly, was highly prejudicial and improper
As
Sir:
a former resident of Louisville, can you
should constitute groui.ds for a new trial. Yet a tell me what ever happened to the Gem Petticoat
all of these Issues Co. of that city?
that
shows
record
PEG TOP.
the
of
reading
We are Indebted to old Kill Crlchton for this
crept into the trial.
head. Personally, we thought "It Was Gored," was
The testimony of their immigrant associates, much better,
but he was so insistent!
beO O O
which proved an alibi for them, was scoffed at
Cemetery gatekeeper for 60 years, dying at age
cause tho witnesses were Italian immigrants. Where,
in an of 107. Headline.
pray tell, would an Italian immigrant, living witHad not death cut him off, he might eventually
Italian colony near Boston, be expected to find
have learned to like his Job.
certain
a
on
O O O
nesses who knew of his whereabouts
Brooklin
Sir: I notice that Ma Roo, from China, is attendday? Certainly not in the fashionableand
ing the Washington Arms Conference.
Have you
probadistrict. These men did not live there
any idea what became of Pa Soo?
Tho efEATON B. GOING.
bly never were there in their entire lives.
We have wired Sioux Falls,' Sault Sainte Marie,
fort of the prosecution to discredit these defense
unand Superior.
witnesses en masse as "wops" and therefore
o o o
worthy of belief was contemptible and reprehensiAND DONE NOBLE.
extreme.
Caruso sang Beautiful.
ble in the
You can, too, without
Whether or not they should be tried and pun- lessons. Journal Ad.
o
o
we
o
ished as "red" socialists, anarchists or agitators,
George Walker, arrested on a
of vagrancy,
do not care to discuss. They are charged with no was locked up for ten days aftercharge
he had called the
no
Yet
case.
not
in
be
the
should
such crime. It
Judge and arresting officer "gentlemen."
Had be called them something less complimenone can read the evidence without believing that
tary, we shudder to think of what might have hapwero
because they were all of these things they
pened.
convicted of a specific murder upon grossly flimsy
o o o
evidence.
circumstantial
unreliable
and highly
THE 1.1'L DEVIL!
prosuch
countenance
We
will
any
lamp in the Holbrook News that John Kist
Any man who
has been to California.
Trobably to see his relaceeding does not believe in our institutions, no mat- tives, the Sunkists.
Crabbscrawlings.
ter how loudly he proclaims that belief. Our AmYes, Brother Crabb, and John says that alnt
erican procedure does not recognize that men may all. Holbrook News again.
o o o ?
be convicted on general principles. The Indictment
IMPERIAL NEW MEXICO! EXCELSIOR!
must be specific and the evidence and ''atmosphere"
Al Cornung writes from Baltimore
be confined to the charges as set down. Any other
An" says he never saw before
rewill
us
troubles
lead
which
into
will
"system"
So many snows and sleets an' such,
most
sacred
our
and
loss
of
in
the
personal
An" how it all does beat the Dutch-Bu- t
sult
'
I write back that here it's fine
political rights.
I'll take the Sunshine state for mine.
readWrhether or not the Journal thinks from a
ing of the record that these men 'were innocent or
Step Lively Watklns drops a note
An' 'mongst some other things he wrote
guilty is beside the question. Wo are convinced
From
up at Mooseheart where he's at,
and
so
of
extraneous
full
prejuthat the record is
He mentions "weather zero flat;"
dicial matter that these men did not receive the
An' then he adds "You will opine
fair trial to which America boasts that every man
I'll take the Sunshine state for mlnc.',
is entitled.
My brothers write me from Kentuck
That these men are foreigners, unfamiliar with
An" Bay "By George, we're out o'
our Institutions and without powerful friends, is
The water's froze, the gas Is, too, luck;
more reason why solicitude should be shown to see
An' we don't know what we will do!"
But I Just send 'em back this line
that Justice is done. That they disbelieve in the
"I'll take the Sunshine state for mine."
American form of government is a greater reason
why we should demonstrate that Justice and fairOf course we have a few off days
ness may be found under that form of government.
In which the wind will blow all
But they Just make you, or they ways,
There are evidences in the record that all of the
should,
Appreciate the days that's good;
power of a great commonwealth was used to conSo in the proper place I'll sign
vict these men. That is wrong. The strength of
"I'll take the Sunshine state for mine."
No reference to laundries.
the government should not be used to overpower
O O O
the weak. The state should confine its efforts to
If the contrib who wrote the seven verses about
presenting the dispassionate evidences of guilt with- Madison
out any display of an animus to convict by hook or tricts, thecounty, Kentucky, its creeks, villages disTaylor hounds, etc., will run the verses
crook. The state has no right to use its overpowor-in- g thru the condenser,
trim off the frayed edges iron
machinery to prevent testimony, intimidate wit- 0?, tl19,meter,:. plan9 down th roueh spots and
to
stick
the subject, we will be delighted to give Sue
nesses and lead Jurors to feel that they are bad
prominence to so worthy an endeavor.
vote to convict.
citizens unless
be-

Albuquerque Kqotg Journal

THAT OLD BLACK TEAPOT WOULD EVER LOOK BRIGHT
AND SHINEY AGAIN?

WHO'D HAVE THOUGHT

ll KK0I

MADE

JOURNAL ESSAY CONTEST OH
it
OF THE COHPEROnS"

EMPTY OUT .THE?

)
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y
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Five Money Prizes Given for Best Essays in
Contest on the Truth in Harvey Fergusson's
Novel of New Mexico; Wide Interest in
Book With Many Essays Submitted.

HVUMAVSt:lmKcpTk
,

After a month of heated controversy over "The Blood of the Conquerors," a novel of New Mexico
written by Harvey Fergusson, a
former Albuquerquean, the essay
contest conducted by the Morning
Journal and Alfred A. Knopf, Mr.
Fergusson's publisher, comes to a
close. The awards are announced
today.
The contest has occasioned widehas
spread interest in the book and dozresulted In the contribution of
ens of essays on the quejtion of
whether or not the novel portrays
New Mexico faithfully. A number
of the essays have been printed in
the Book Corner each week during
the month of January whila the
contest was open.
The awards have been mado as
follows:
First prize: Mrs. S. L. Hernandez,
$10.00.
Second prize: Garvin Presba,

VERSE OF TODAY

A

SACCO-VANZET-

Crabbscrawlings

Vi
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We stated in the beginning that democracy is
on trial in this case. It is, for hundreds of thousands of foreigners, radicals and political students
are watching to see whether democracy can control
its prejudices and whether or not the enemies of
the radicals can use our courts improperly to convict those of whose social views they disapprove.
In reality it is human nature which Is on trial.
The Journal believes that our social order denied
these bolsheviki a fair trial. In Russia the bolshevik! system denies the capitalist a fair trial. Each
would control by force and put its enemies out of
Such is human
business by "rallroadirfg" them.
nature wherever found. This tendency must be resisted strenuously in the interest of democracy.
The Journal disagrees with about every political
view which Sacco and Vanzetti entertain. But that
hardly constitutes a reason for our desiring to convict them of murder. Pride in pur established institutions should lead us to demand that all of the
protections of which we boast shall be thrown
around the enemies of these institutions.
Example
is the greatest teacher in the world. Kindness and
Justice attract; harshness and injustice repel.
The way to make ten thousand new "reds" is
to deny 'Justice to these poor, deluded foreigners.
Martyrs always make new converts to the faith.
HOLD-OVE-

R

INEFFICIENCY.

It has been notorious that the federal government is carrying too nany people on its payrolls.

The Wilson administration, when it came into power
nearly nine years ago, did so on a platform containing the stereotyped denunciations of republican extravagance, yet one of the acts of that administration was to Increase cxp.nditures in general and
the number of federal employes in particular.
When the war came there was of course a need
of larger forces of government employes, but there
is not the least doubt that under cover of the, war
exigency advantage was taken o add to the payroll tens of thousands of employes for whom there
was not the least actual necessity.
It became a
matter of Jest in Washington that they were so
numerous as to be in oi.e anothers road, and it was
seriously asserted that in some offices the forces
reported for only part time as the buildings were
not large enough to accommodate them when they
all came together. At the peak there were more
than 800,000 employes on the government payrolls
Since tho war there has been a very marked
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$5.00.

Third prize: Ruth Loomls Skeen,
Fourth prize: A. Gllberto Espi-nos-

$2.50.

a,

$1.50.
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Book

MARK

SURE NOT

FOOL, WRITES

HMR READER
Takes Issue With Journal

Review

of

S.

A.

M.

Hutchinson's Late Novel,
"If Winter Comes."
The following reply has been received to a review of "If Winter
Comes," which was published in
the hook corner several weeks ago:
"Editor, Rook Corner:
"Something over a hundred years
ago Shelley wrote his inimitable
Ode to the Went Wind.' In it, taking the wind as symbolic of autumn
and tho dying year, he expresses
the unquenchable hope and belief
of mankind in resurrection, in
these prophetic words:
" 'O Wind, if winter comes can
spring be far behind?' M. Hutchin"Mr. Arthur Stuart
son, taking up this theme, has recently written a book which, for
sheer
artistry, poignant humor,
great
and, in its treatment of the death
philosophic truths of life and
and God, is so truly Christian as
to be unsurpassed in contempo-

m

"

8

News-Heral-

M

self-seeki-

Apol-linar-

is

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

FOR ME, JIM, THE VARNISHED HAND
HAS VANISHED.
Sir: As a student of the externally feminine rary literature.
when you see the brilliant results of these
"This book was reviewed In your
liquid
nail polishes, don't you feel like
"Oh for issuo of January 9 by one unknown
the touch of a varnished hand!" sighing,
Jim YOUNG
to the writer whose point of view
O O O
and whose reaction to the characGO ON ANR- TELL THE WHOLE
STORY!
ter of the hero, Mark Sabre, as de-to
YOU'RE AMONG FRIENDS!
lineated, is so directly opposite
Sir: The reportorial urge is
hesitation,
running strong in my own that, with some
Tucumcari
Note these gems from
the American: I take this method of expressing it.
U. S. Bank Examiner
of
the
book, its
worth
Wal-frnBrewer
the
to
"As
and
Harry
read his writin'-- are
construction and substance I agree
here
STbody to couldn't
look at the banks."
with the rather too modest praise
There are, how"Wethem, not dryen, manager of the
reviewer.
eating of thetwo
houses of the Rocky Island
points where our divergrailway company K. C ever,
th! Voren'jer and ea'W at his ence of opinion is marked. The
Swn
hoter-first and lesser one is in regard to
,Tn?UH,!,-?nJoy,thAmerican. It would prove the author's overdoing tho calamito you
10th chapter, 7th verse.
ties which find their culmination
at the end of the book, flinging
DON FULANO.
Q Q
themselves mercilessly at the head
STRANGE THINGS THAT THE WASH COMES IN.
I can not foel that
of 'Marko.'
Mountamair cor. Estancla
d
they are overdone, as theiris progress
natural
to the final denouement
this town decided to wal
71
and inevitable, and from small beL, B!thLnF the town dld wa t0 organize an up- - ginnings
crushfinal
to
their
grow
Nor do I experience
bUt
weight.
ing
benILptwaake
In
sionto
the loss of sympathy with Sabre of
"
The band recently lost its original
face of all his calamities, In
the
and now probably ha, one not so
the reviewer complains.
original, buf, no whichthe
worse things seem to grow
doubt, quite up to the average.
fact,
for 'Marko' the more Is my sym-wo
m .(di.t0,N?te:TMr- - Crabb seck ' wvey the
Here
his laundry came home wrapped in the pathy and pity aroused.
see the honesty, the unselfishness
Estancla clipping. We doubt if one could
mora
wrap
of
and courage of Sabre, for instead
than a modern ball room gown in such a trifle )
sidestepping, as many leased,, more
O O o
have
would
men
done,
NOTES OF AUJCQL'ERQUE TWENTY
he meets life unflinchingly; caught,
YEARS FROM NOW.
he refuses to quit; almost over(Usual apologies to the Sunday society page.)
catastrophe ho scorns
The push button bells on the East Central whelmed by
scuttle out.
Rattlers have been repaired, and as a consequence to "The
second point on which we
fewer patrons are being carried past their destinadiffer is tho opening sentence of
tions.
'This is Hie tale of a
La Fonda de los Conqulstadores, built by the the reviewer,
is the story of an imcitizens of Albuquerque in 1922, will begin an addi- fool.' It man,
unless one is
tion of 200 rooms as soon as the various factions practical to say but
Jesus Christ,
can get together and decide whether black or gray prepared Christianthat
martyrs, Edith
the early
smoke will be used in the chimneys.
of the
even
Hludsoe
Jim
A horse was seen yesterday on Central avenue, Cavel and
Iiolle" were fools, to chardriven by a son of Ramon Delcasar. Several ladles 'Prairie
acterise Sabre as such seems a
drew their knickerbockers closer to them as they rather
too violently comprehensive
passed on the other side of the street, and many criticism.
adThere is
school children were frightened, but none was hurt. mirable about a fool;nothing
no saving
There is some talk of draining the Rio Grande graces or redeeming characteristics.
valley, but to date no definite action has been taken. This can hardly be said of Sabre,
The advocates for the dam project at White Rock for we havo In him a loyal, patricanyon have met very strong opposition in the
otic man, seeking not his own; a
crowd.
soul which
through torment
Will B, Awnest, aged S years, died yesterday In and emerges goes
without Bpot or blemhis poorly furnished and unattractive room Just ish.
east of the city limits. Mr. Awnest's dying request
"Married to the sort of woman
wa sthat the room be not referred to in this notlct who Is nice
nice, respectable,
as "an apartment." Awnest to the last! Peace be worthy,--' but very
whose feelings are
to his ashes.
"T. B. C."
never of the heart or mind; who

fJP20

Fifth prize: Alice Gould, $1.00.
The essays were adjudged by the
Jourliterary staff of the Morning
nal on sanity, force and
of argument, whether
for or against the book, relevancy
to the subject of the controversy,
and general literary excellence of
The
the manuscript submitted.
first and second, and fifth prize
are
essays hitherto unpublished
given below:
First Prize Essay.
"The Blood of the Conquerors"
may not be a literary gem, but I
consider It as good as the ordinary
modern novel written for quick
selling and easy reading, for a people too busy to enjoy long descriptions and dialogues.
I have lived long in New Mexico
and know the country, its inhabitants and their customs well, so
feel that I can speak confidently
and rightfully as regards the truthfulness of the picture ot the life of
Albuquerque people in the days of
which Mr. Fergusson nas so forcefully written.
The book is not immoral nor unclean; it is merely realistic, showing human nature as it is in Now
Mexico and everywhere weak and
pitiable. One should not try to discover in the characters of the book
people who have actually lived in
The author has
Albuquerque.
pieced together Incidents that he
saw or heard and introduced them
in the lives of his fictitious characters, portraying certain types, to
be sure, but not certain individuals.
The uuthor sees the Spanish people with a sympathetic eye and an
the young
understanding heart
people eager totlearn the ways ot
the new civilization and to become
a part of tho gayer, happier social
life of the newcomers, but held
and
back by the superstitutions
prejudices of their parents and
foolish
and
shut out by the bigotry
"race" pride of the intruders. He
deals impartially with the sins of
the Spanish, meztlsos and gringos.
If Ramon is lazy and vacillating,
Julia Is foolish, weak and dangerous. If Archulera is cunning and
revengeful, McDougal is avaricious
and dishonest.
Ramon would no doubt have become a good citizen and a kind and
loving husband if Julia Roth had
married him. His kindliness of
nature is shown by his unwillingness to cause Julia any trouble or
bring her into poverty, by his forgiveness of tho penltente who tried
to kill him and by his treatment
of poor, ignorant Catalina who had
literally thrown herself at his feet.
I think the shrewder and more
civilized newcomers would have
been less thoughtful for poor Catalina than he was.
He pictures faithfully the priest
and the penitentes. Why should
people feel offended when the truth
is told about a religious cult or its
ministers?
Religion Is merely
man's way of interpreting God and
not established by
Is
God. The beautiful forests, mountains and streams are often
changed, or even ruined, for man's
convenience, and these are God's
own handiwork. Why,' then, should
the slightest criticism or effort to
change or improve a religion made
and managed by man cause so
much resentment?
Ramon's futile life Is saddening,
but who can wonder that he succumbed to adverse circumstances?
Many fine descendents of the conbequerors in our midst today aresame
ing hindered and hurt by the
force that ruined Ramon parental
stubbornness and ignorance, "race"
prejudice and unfairness on the
and the
part of the newer settlersIntolerance
heavy yoke of religious
and worn out superstitions.
A JULIA WHO MARRIED

can never to the. least degree share
tho depth of
glimpse
Sabre's soul wo see him living
through the tragedy of being misunderstood, yet brave, forgiving,
loyal. Is this playing the fool?
"Twice rejected rc.r me army he
tries the third time and is accepted.
Passionately hating war but even
more passionately loving England
ho serves capably and nobly. In
justice to our own soldiers let us)
not say mat to do mis is me mam
of a fool.
"Finally, when a fair, unsophisticated mulden, fallen victim of the
siu of another man, casts herself
on Sabre's generosity, he shields
her at terrific cost to himself. For
in Sabre's own words, 'I've got the
most frightfully, the' most infernally vivid sense of what's right in
I
my own personal conduct
know what I ought to do. I know
exno
It so absolutely that there's
cuse for me when I don't do it.' His
wife leaves him, ho becomes an
outcast, a pariah of society. Why?
Because to Sabre, honor, like truth,
has no degree; because he is too
much of a man to silence an alert
conscience.
It is the sort of act
which every man wishes he were
knows in his heart
of
but
capable
the weakness, the dread of public
would stifle his
opinion which
honor. It is the act of a strong
man, an impractical man, but not
of a fool.
"At last, when proof of his innocence of any personal relation to
the guilt of the girl is put into his
hands, rather than break the heart
of the father of the boy, now dead
in France, who is responsible for
the difficulty of the girl, a man
who has bitterly wronged Sabre, he
destroys the evidence. In this act
we touch the heights of
n

...

and

e.

"No, Impractical though he may
be. Sabre is not a fool. If Sabre
is a fool the writer feels that the
more fools there are In the world
the better place it will be in which
S. J. W."
to live. (Signed)

BOOK ENDS
From Alfred Knopf comes tha
announcement of H. L. Menck-qn'- s
revised edition of "The AmerThe first edition,
ican Language."

published in 1919, was sold out In
a few weeks. Since then the author has devoted himself to revising and enlarging tho work. In
this enterprise he has had the aid
of hundreds of correspondents
this country, Europe and South
The result is a monoAmerica.
completeness, and
graph of utmost avoids
even the
one
that
yet
slightest pedantry. As it stands,
the book practically exhausts the
Mencken's "In Defense
subject.
of Women" is also revised, and is
now republished by Knopf.

"The Pleasures

'of

Ignorance,"

by Robert Lynd, the English critof
ic, is a last fall publication
Scribners. The essays which make
up the book are written lr. a lighter mood than are Mr. Lynd's previous publications here, "Old and
New Masters," "The Art of Letters" and "The Passion of Labor."

her nurse in Pinchurst when a
passerby iitarted to talk to her with
tho usual "What a dear little
baby. What is your name?"
"Mary Roberts Rinehart," came
the answer.
"Not really," raid the woman.
"Why, I sat up all night last ni:;ht

reading ono of your bookB!"

Harvey Fergusson,
author of
"The Blood of the Conquerors,"
who was chief of staff of the
s
News syndicate in Washington, D. c, has left tho employ of
Mr.
after seven years service. Mr. Haskins, who was a visitor at the Journal office last week,
says that Mr. Fergusson's first
novel has made such a tremendous
hit in tho east that the young
writer will devote himself to fiction. Another Tjook said to be in
the nature of un autobiography,
will bo published by Knopf this
year. Mr. Fergusson is now traveling in tho south.
Has-kln-

s

FIFTH PRIZE
la Essay Contest.

$

man-mad-

Fifth Prize Essay.
Harvey Ferguson is a real booster for New Mexico. Not for the
e
state, imperfect as
things made by man are prone
to be, but a booster
for the
land that lies beneath the faint
man-mad-

scratches
of
civilization.
The
southwest with all its age old majesty and beau'v, has at last a
champion in tho pen of one who
truly loved it. The descriptions In
the "Blood of the Conquerors" are
so true as well as so artistic that
mountain, mesa and valley seem to
rise in reality before the reader.
In fact "true" seems to be the
koynote of the book. The sketches
of Mexican life are not only extremely
picturesque but are the
simple truth. The order of the
far from being extinct,
exist even today within nine miles
of Albuquerque.
Tho portrayals
of homes, customs and ceremonies
are exact descriptions of a phase
of American life that exists nowhere else and will soon bo lost
forever even in New Mexico.
To the observer, the eternal clash
between the Latin and the
the (struggle between two
races fundamentally unlike, goes
on exactly as Ferguson describes it.
This, too, is merely the truth a
peculiar phase- of New Mexico life.
As for his characters so truly does
ho draw them so real they are
that we are inclined not to like
them because we are made uncomfortably aware of their numerous
faults.
Especially good are the
sure touches with which he brings
out tho fundamental racial attributes of his leading characters.
The fault of the book if fault
there be lies rather with the
modern style of Journalism
than
with the subject matter. It is
stylish no longer to moralize.
Novels, together with newspapers,
must state facts briefly and concisely in order to be read with interest. We are not told by Mr.
Ferguson as to whether he agrees
with his characters or not; he
simply lets them proceed naturally.
To some a lesson can not be shown
unless an expansive sign post points
the way. The "Blood of the Conquerors" is a photographic masterpiece of life and New Mexico. Can
we blame the camera for showing
A. Q.
i
the truth?
s,

Anglo-Saxo-

n,

new play by Lord Dunsany
, A
will be published early this spring
by the Putnams. It is called "If"
and concerns the powers of a
magic crystal which "undid" the
last ten years of a man's life and
There are seven distinct lansubstituted ten others. The locale
la mainly the east. "If will be guages spoken in the British Isles.
York
this
New
In
spring.
addltltlon to English there are
produced in
Welsh in Walea, Erse in Ireland,
There Is nothing like having, an Manx in the Isle of Man,. Gaelic in
Infant press agent.- Mary Roberts Scotland, French in the Channel
Rinehart has a delightful aid in Islands, and Cornish in Cornwall.
the small person of her namesake
This person of
and grandchild.
Something new, Thomas Crcmc- almost two year was walking with dips, 10 cents, for sale everywhere,

e,

HER

RAMON.

Second Prize Essay.
The Blood of tho Conijucnrs.
If the theater has been correctly
defined as "life without the trouble of living," then surely the novel
should be life with only the labor
of reading. To that simple test,
Harvey Fergusson's book, "The
Blood of the Conquerors," responds
splendidly.
Mr. Fergusson is not a flction-iIn the uctosmarlly
nccepted
not
meaning of the term. He does nor
possess a creative imagination
of
a
resident
he
exhibit (to
does
New Mexico) any unusual powers
of Invention. Rather does he dishe is first and
play the fact that man
chronicling
last a newspaper
the development of a front page
story with, his mind controlled by
the oldest precept of newspaper
work, "Bo accurate, be fair, be

tive spirit." It wins hfrn a place
on his varsity football team.
It
from
brings him a "sheepskin"
as
him
far
It
carries
law school.
a youth away from home.
Then we see him back In his native environment. He fears the assumed superiority of the AnElo.
He doubts the wisdom of matching
his strength against the cunning
of MacDougall. He has his ambitions, his pride; but he is unwilling to pay the price of gatlfylng
the former or maintaining the latter. He lacks persistence,
and a general willingness
to accept the "bludgeoning
of
fate" as a necessary part of the
battle of life.
When
he decides to contest
MacDougall's power, he leagues
himself with others rather than
face the test alone. When one incentive goes, all ambition dies. After his weak conduct-wit- h
Julia
in New York, he returns to his
ranch, strikes an equilibrium with
his environment and settled down
to the indolence out ot which ha
was reared.
Julia is weak. Some women are,
and some are strong. It is to Mr.
Fergusson's credit that he did not
compel Ramon to have only powerful characters around, him. Ramon might have acquired some of
their strength and changed the
course of the novel.
There are those who may see in
the story an attempt to slander tho
blood of the conquerors.
that: the author has observedHardly
how
the Anglo-Saxo- n
strain has fought
its way to prominence In New
Mexico ns it has all over the world.
The fflilure of Ramon is the failure of other bloods and civilizations In lands where the Anglo-Saxo- n
has won first a foothold
and finally a throne.
The author has a style indicative of an amateur novelist and a
finished newspaper man. He is
blunt, terse, sometimes careless.
His sentences lack the flow and
ease that comes from careful revision. He has turned in his iiews-papcopy day after
without
a second reading. Life day
was
to him and he described it "copy"
in his
novel much as he pictured the isolated portions encountered in the
"dally grind."
"The Blood of the Conquerors"
is true to New Mexico. Had th
author wished, he could hava
written of Graceville, Minn., where
the Swedish colonists lost a battle
of wits with a clever real estate
denier. The act attributed to the
priest might then have been committed by a Baptist minister.
Or
he might have gone to Ohio and
pictured the difficulties of a group
of German farmers. Or to Kansas:
and told a tale of the Mennonltes.
But he chose to stick to the land
he knew and tell of people ho understood.
He has done so accurately, carefully and with tellin?
effect.
GARVIN PRESBA.

k

ss

er

AT THE LIBRARY
"The Scor of Slabsldcs," by Dallas
Lore Sharp.
This book is an estimate of John
Burroughs as a writer, naturalist
and philosopher, written by the
man who, of all the younger generation of nature-writerMr. Bur
roughs most trusted and admired,
and upon whom the mantle of
of Slabsides may perhaps
be said to have fallen.
the-See-

"Under the Maples," by John Bur.
roughs.
The death of John
for many years the dean Burroughs,
of American nature-writerand the publication of this posthumous nature
book, come Just half a century after the appearance
of "Wake-Robin- ,"
In 1871.
s,

"Pilgrim of a Smile," by Norman
Davey.
One
night In London, four
friends, more or less drunk, betook themselves to the embankment at the foot of CleopatraW
needle, for gifts. The poet asked
for love and to ba loved by the
most beautiful. The painter asked
for the power to make the unmeasured sorrow in the hearts of
man to live on his canvas. O'Don-oghuthe actor, asked for money, while Matthew Summer
only
asked to know why the sphinx
smiled. The book then gives an
account of the many adventures
Matthew Summers has with human kind.
After two years the
same friends meet again.
The
sphinx has granted to each his desire but only O'Donoghue. who had
asked for money, was well con
tented.
Thla hnnl. is whlmsi- cally charming.
e,

st

oinething
Hew
We've
new. a something
neat, inex
pensive package
taining all the
terials nnrAnsnrv for
making your own valentines.
We're all ready for
vuienune
with
the largest day.
stock of
valentines we've ever
had. lo to 11. and
complete stocks of ap
oecorations
propriate
piace cards tally
cards, etc.

readable."

Mr.' Fergusson does conjure before his reader living unforgettable
persons. That both of them hapmen Is possibly a weakpen
ness, but more probably is an Indication that the reporter found
his story dominated by men and
refused to weave In more of a feminine interest than his knowledge
of events Justified.
Ramon Delcasar might well have
been encountered by the author
on Central avenue. Two pioneers
have told me that "they knew him
well although they named different Individuals. Proof enough, in
It not. that the character represents well the actions of a certain
of
type of indolent descendants
once powerful "dons." The foregoing is said with the conviction
that had Ramon been strong, virtuous, clean and able, he would
have represented Just as truly the
successful and more conspicuous
descendants of the same "dons."
When we first onoounter Ramon, he possesses a ''bitter emula
to-b- e
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KOLUMN

WHY I.IXGEIl LONGER.
When you can buy this good
five room modern home, in A- -l
condition, looated close in, in
the Highlands, east front, good
walks, large pressed brick front
porch, largo ranvassed-i- n Bleeping porch and a house that was
built for a home. And take it
from us folks this is a good
buy for some one.

BRINGING UP FATHER.
DO yOU MEAN
TO "TELL WE YOU"
ARE NOT SONNA

Copyright, 1921 by the International News Service.
Remstprcd V. 8. 1'atont Olflci.

iTlFfD SNEAK
TONICHT-MAC4I-

HOW CAN

I

OOT

AT OUAN'?
PARTY TONIGHT?

Page Saven.

WOULD

(.IT CERTAINLY

"

E

WOULD BEAT ME UP

SO

it
1

,i

IBs.

SLL

NICHT- -

miss TONirrrs
V
PARTY BUT IT-CAN'T BE
HELPED- -

Y

C

KNOW C3UT THE
HOUSE IS QUARANTINED- NO ONE. IS
ALLOWED
I

WHAT'.

"LiSll

r

I

Br;N OT BE ABLE

Cy George McManut

A THE MATTER.
fn

A

W

......
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CHAS,

Realtors,

,F
Wl SH TO
SPEAK TO YOUR WIFE-yo- o
WILL HAVE TO PHONE
Ab

kmu

"

v.ri

NOW THEN

n

Two

Two rooms, canvassed In porch,
located on South High street,
close to shops, partly furnished. Trice only $1,250. Extra
good terms.

FOR TWO
ARRANGED
FAMILIES.
Good
adobe house, modern,
five rooms and sleeping porch,
furnished. This property is located close in, in the Highlands and is a real bargain at
with
$4.l!00. Can be bought
cash payment and balance on
at
extra good contract
only
$35.00 per month.
Don't hesitate, call us at once
and bo convinced.

.

FOR RENT.
furnished home,

A completely

five rooms, two sleeping porchhot water heat, and modern in every respect.
We also have a number of
other houses in all parts of
the city,
es,

INSURANCE.
Don't delay that fire insurance,
tomorrow may be too late. We
have one of the best and oldest companies in the business.
D,

T, KINGSBURY
REALTOR

Loan

and Insurance.
Phone 007--

$2,750,00, TERMS

ONLY

OUR

NEW

OFFICE

house At 216 West Gold avenu
For this modern four-roounder
Meantime we
close in. Fourth ward. Splendid located way.
at 116 South Second
location, and a good buy.
Now is th time to buy that
We've got some good ones.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
Phone 411. Phono 727-120 So. Fourth.
115 So. Second
m

St'DDEM SERVICE.
The Red Arruw (all over the WmD renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
'Work
to people who demand Quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed same (lay.
Work In before S p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THB BED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
representative In YO'JH
(We want
errltory.)

FOR SALE OR RENT
Desirable ranch property, close
in; also 10 and 20 acre tracts.
If Interested see
J. L. PHILLIPS,
110 S.

Real Estate,
Phono
Third.

Is

are
st.
lot.

St.

HIGHLANDS.
New
oath, large sleeping porch, furnished; now rented, $45.00 per month; present
tenant retain possession or
move if desired. Bargain at
$500
2,800;
cash, $50 per
month..
brick, dandy location
lawn, large shade trees. Price
$4,760. Terms.

up"i

DIECKMANIf REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
809 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

J.
Male.
Spotter; must be first-clasNational Dry Cleaning Works, phone
i.r,-w- .
FlltEME.V, UKAKEMEN, banners 1150,
later 1250 monthly.
Write Hallway,
cRro Mornlnjr Journal.
WANTED
SaleBlady,
salesman and office
man.
Kmployment Office, 110
South Third, phono 354-WANTED
Have position for competent
malo stenographer.
Apply
company. In own handwriting.

Pllooo

WANTED

cook for young

men's

1320--

cook,
family
wages
50 month.
Phone 1049-WANTED
Lady solicitor, good pay. Call
between 1 and I p. m., at 413 West
Coal
WANTED

H.

LOT BARGAINS

A L

Let us show you this
ranch, equipped with a
furnished house, an abundance
of
fruit trees, and
alfalfa. Is on ditch. Owner has
gone from the state and is
anxious to sell.
A. Jj. MARTIN CO.,

Two

modern, exespt
in
located
heat, homes,
splendid neighborhood, Fourth
ward, for the two only $5,600.
One
brick, furnished,
close In, Fourth ward, $5,600.

Realtors.

four-roo-

FRANKLIN

Fire and Auto
Estate,
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone ISO.
Real

FOR

2348-W-

.

SALEnToruughTuPsT

Island corlterels. 62S North Second.
FOR MALE Twenty White Leghorn pullets, now laying (Ferris strain), cheap.
91r West Iron.
FOR BALE
Twelve Rhode Island Rod
710
pullets, laying. Phone 1663-SnmH Walter.
FOR KALE R. c. R. Reels and Black
lllnorcas; hatching eggs, $1 per
709 North Hecond, phone 1S15-SUNSET
S.
RANCH
C. Rhode
Island
Iteds, c, P. Hayes strain; breeding
pens and singles; also bronze Turkey
egs. Phone24H-JS- .
LEADING strains
Whlte Orpingtons,
Hlnple Comb Rhode Island Reds, write
for pricrs, cgKS and cockerels.
Zimmer
Ranch Co., San Acacia, New Mexico.
FOnVALE-"S."c,Whlte"
Leghorn'hatciT
20 per
Ing eggs and baby chicks.
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry I'oultfy Ranch," postofflce box 312,
phono

17G9--

E
years on the samo old
P. C. White Leghorn
ranch
chicks,
120 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- e
years' exYott Poultry
perience with1 incubators.
Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 17li;l-FOR SALE Huff Orpington eggs for
hatchlsg; blue ribbon winners In Albuquerque poultry show. 1921 and 1922;
Huff coelcorels
and pullets: also threo
White Leghorn cockerels, rllone 1172-51s West Fruit.
BARRED ROCKS WHITE

TWENTY-NIN-

WYANDOTTES.

home.105 EastCoal, phono 1606-WEAUDltrCHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and

WILLIAMS
ZANQ,
keep books.
room 8, Mellnl building. Phone 701 -- W.
BOOKKKEEPEH and stenographer, eight
years experience, desires half or all
day position; no hoalthsesker. Phone
St

I922--

and neat appearing young
lady, desires
position In drug store;
three years experience. Address L,
care Journal.
WANTED Sixteen-year-ol- d
high school
schn-boy wanta work to do out
hours. Call phone 860-Inquire of

IN TELLIGENf

Mrs. Bolson.

,

PERSONAL
INVESTIGATORS. Phone 2G.
CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
8&0; ladles' shampoo, mens hair cut
and shavea at their home, by Perkins
Brothers, phone 1987-VtIAT WORRIES YOU?
are love,
WHETHER
jimur troubles
health, money or marriage, write fully;
strict confidence; prompt, personal reply.
We help
Prof. Cnffman.
thnusnnds.
12114 Nona Becond, AlbuquerDiv,
que, N. 11.

J,

D,

211

XV.

Phone 410.

FARM LAXD.
Acres, on North Fourth street,
trood land, fine for cutting in
small tracts. Prica only. $175 per
acre.
R. McCIXGIIAN,

Realtor.

204 West Gold.

Real

Phono 44

3.

Insurance, Notary
Eate, Public.

HF.IXO, MR. INVESTOR.
How would you like to learn of
a dandy
plane,
with fine porches, splendid lot,
nice shade, close in, thSt you can
handle on leniont terms. Price
to sell quick at $5, 750.
J. P. GIIX, REATj
115 Sotuh Nceond.
Phono 723-,- !

estate.

FRUIT

FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW
With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold.
This place is modern except
heat. See it today. The price to
sell at once is only 3,500.
KOIJJX K. GVTniUDGF:.
311 W. Cold.
Phone 1023.

SHADE
MENTAL)

TREES
AND

down will handle double
apartment house of twelve rooms,
one side rented for $40; terms on
balance to suit.
New stucco adobe, five rooms, In
Fourth ward; hardwood floors,
fireplace, concrete basement, full
size lot, east front, $4,000 will
buy; $1,000 down, balance to suit.
Step lively for this one will sell.

.

N. M.

Two good level lots near Unl
versify at rlht
Good level lot with concrete bast- ment and foundations with lumber on ground to start house;
water in, nil tor $ 4 5 Terms.
.

H

Dwellings

Five-roor- n
RENT
rurnlshed house.
Inquire "22 South Arno, phone 1,140-FOR KENT
Furnished tour rooms, modl'OU itlNT ltnoin, south and east ex- ern house, Call at 417 South Eighth,
""sure. 510 Wts--r Copier;
for key.
FOIl liUNT--.Scvi- r;il
Three-roounfurnished rooms FOR RENT
furnished
like ncw.l:4 Soulh Kdlth
house, sleeping porches; keys at 7U4
Ke.
EftRt
Hantrt
FOB RUNT Rooms
Soulh Seventh. Phone 721,-FOR RENT Completely furnished five-rooKOU r.ft.NT Two rooms for housekeep-- f
houfp. close in, on Roma avenue.
Phone 007-417 Went Silver.
nit: no sink.
FOR
modRENT
Furnished four-rooI''OU ItE.vr Furnished room (.ir light
ern bungalow: adults; no sick. Inquire
fcorlh Third.
hou3ikiT)lnir. 222
North Seeond.
FOIt HUNT Two furnished rooms (or
RENT
Furnished
cottage four
light hmiMolwrilng. '1121 North Beconil. .OR
rooms and
porch. 1115 North
NK'KLV furnished room, bath adjoining, Fifth, phone screened
1917-417 West Sllvor.
tle)hiini;noslok.
FOR RENT Wo have several very de
l''OK KENT (loom nnd sleeping porUhl
slrable unfurnished houses In Fourth
now, modern; Indies.
Phone 23r,'.l-ward. MrMllllon
Wood.
l"OH KENT Reasonable
tied "RESTITUTION and Resurrection." Bible
room, furnsee heat. 333 North Fifth.
lecture, Moose hall, Monduy evening,
1'UKNIKIIED
rooms, hot water heat; no February 6; free ailmlnion.
414 West Silver. Foil RENT
slfk; no children.
New four-roohouse, $2a
FOR RENT Two f urr.7hedroom "for
per month. Bee F. H. Strong or L. C.
1727
nsni Housekeeping.
West Cen Bennett, phones 75 or 14ii,
tral.
FOR
RENT New
modern
FOR RENT Room and porrh with
house, highlands, close to car line; furboard, to shnre with lady. 623 South nished. Apply 711! East Central.
High.
FOR RENT Three, four nnd five-rooFOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
houses and apartments, some furnished.
gentleman, bath adjoining. 423 South McMllllon & Wood. 209 West Gold.
Third.
FOR RENT Cozy
modera, five-rooI Oil KENT Furnished sleeping room,
cottage, nlcelv furnished: new: ir.o.
with bath, on car line ,511 West New t'ntverslty Heights. 216 Columbia.
Tork.
LIST your vacant houses with tho City
FUR RENT Nicely
furnished room in
Realty Co., for prompt and efficlmt
207 West Gold, phone B07.
private family; handy to bath. Phone service.
107 or 81(1.
FOR R EN T Flve-- l oom brick house,
FC.t RENT Furnished rooms; also cilibxth, sleeping po.ei, gartg, un.'ur- ary birds (or sale, 218 South Walter, Blshed. 14.?, water free. 220 North High.
phono 1C07-.FOR RENT Excellently and completely
furnished house, four rooms, sleeping
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
f
block north ot city hall. porch, clean and warm. 218 South High.
hoot,
309 North Second.
FOR RENT Five-roobrTrk, completely
FOR UE.NT Tvv( furnished rooms and
furnished, $75 per month; available
1.
March
no
children.
sleeping porch for two;
ScowjnergS West New York.
110 South Walnut.
FOR RENT Furnished
house".
405 South Seventh street, price $.17.00.
FOR RENT Front furnished room, hot
water, adjoining bath; garage, 115. Inquire 220 North- Ninth, phone 1274-1007 North Second.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern furnlsl"
ed house, with furnace. 124 North MulFOR RENT Nicely furnished r,..,m with
outside door, close in, two hlocksjnm berry. Inquire 1018 North Twelfth, phone
2327-postoffiee. 417 West Lend.
FoR RBNT Two (.urnlHlied rooms with FOR RENT Furnished
small cottage,
with sleeping porrh; light and water
sleeping porch, fur housekeeping; no
children. 1102 South Edith.
or call 120J East
paid. Phone 2185-lill'ElUAl. ROOMS rice, clean rooms; Copper.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime TWO and three-roocottages, furnished, with glassed-i- n
Theater, !11V, West Central.
sleeping porch, 609

200

.

& WOOD

McMU,T.IO

FOR RENT
FOR RENT

Jlltrhliun!.

ALBU-QUERyU- B

Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.

Albuquerqu,

Five-roohardwood
concrete,
floors, furnace, garage; new condition. One of best locations in
will
$1,000
city. Price $5,250.
handle, terms on balance.

ORNA-

FROM
NURSERIES

Kealtois.
W. Gold.

IMione

318.

FOR

Rooma

on322

in

nnd 811 East Pacific. Inquire 14 East
Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow,
very modern, glassed-i- n sleeping porch,
plenty of sun, fine place for sick, 807
South Edith.
Five-rooFOR RENT OR SALE
adobe stucco, three sleeping porches;
will give lease or sell on easy terms. 915
North) Sixth.
FOR RENT Five-roohnuso with one
glassed porch and two screened porches,
completely furnished. 801 South Edith,
phone 1340-FOR RENT Modern
house
with glassed sleeping porch; furnished,
lawn, shade: will lease for year. Apply
518 North Thirteenth.
on
DwclIlngs-rCorrecttFor Rent
NU
FOR RENT Modern furnished two-roocottage, with glnssed-l- n sleeping porch.
1009 South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern
brick
dwelling.
unfurnished, at S15 West
Stover; no sick. Apply City Realty Co.,
207 West Oold. phone 667.
FOR IU5NT Five-roofurnished brick
house, two large porches and basement,
822 North Welter.
For Information call
at 417 South Walter, or phone 1Q03-FOR RENT Very cozy and modern five-rooatucco bungalow, on West Coal
avenue; will take lease for six months;
furnished complete. City Realty Co., 207
7.
West Gold, phone
TO LEASE Splendid modern brick home
in highlands; fully furnished, by owner
for home; two sleeping porches; no sick
ll
or children; very reasonable rent. See
Hon ft Wood. R ea I tors.
modFOR RENT Attractive four-rooern brick apartment, furnished, with
fire place, two glassed-i- n and two screened sleeping porches, 1111 East Central, In
highlands; key next door. Owner, 206
North Sycamore.
FOR RENT One of the nicest. cleant
ijveiUocik
and nrost convenient new houses in
also frytown: five rooms, two porches, built-i- n
ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
features: close In on East Central; ISO
FOR BALK Or trade for hogs, good per month, water paid. Inquire 409 South
work horse, weight about 1100; an be High.
seen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
Rio Orande hlvd, Phone 1400-R-DRESSMAKING
FOR SALE Young . illk cow, very heap EXPERT dressmaking.
Phone 1825-If taken at once, Call at Harvard and
MrE
WANTED
SewtgF
Foster, 503
Highland streets, between the end uf
North Fourth. : Phone 1239-university car line and Fnlrvlew cemetery; must sell at once. Chester JJrewer. DRESSMAKING
By the day or at home.
11,12 West Iron, phone 1905-FOR SALE Stahl's
strain
pedigreed HEMSTITCH!
NO, pirating. Williams' Mil- r leniisn uisnts ana AIW ,eatanu
nnery. 200 Bouth Bros-way- .
ph. 777-rabbits; lack nt room compels me to
animals; DRESSMAKING,
sacrifice a bunch of high-grad- e
designing and ladle?
e leimsn come in oisck, steel sou
hiuj, Phone 1680-J- .
antlnfneHnn
vnarantaa
F (1. Nowsll.
FIRST-CLASnosweii, in. M.
dressmaking done; quick
services own designer,
Mrs. Bandy,
KlUJt.-4rAINU OT U L.CO
806 North F,lghth.
HAVE fifty hesd of good young Colorado
now
for
mares
and
mules
sale)
horses,
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box:
mall orders,
your cnance 10 ouy your icibui oi
N. Crana, 216 North
spring farming, at a bargain; have some geyenth. Crane Apartments, sihone 814.
good matched teams that will weigh
from ten to fifteen hundred; have some
fYPEWRitERS
unoroae,
nui V are an genus, .1 youoa
.
I
l. UI
VPEWillTERB A I) makes overhauled
'.WIIU-OBIUIIIO
ICI, BIBU liaVO
and
repaired. ftibbona for every ma
wagons, harness and saddles for sale;
Ex
onme, take a look. 310 North Broadway chine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
121 Soma Fauna,
change, phone 96S-Albuquerque, Scott Rldenour.

FOjSMX
FOItEuTnTnes?

w

f

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

pressed brick
with
two
house,
bath
rooms and large sleeping
porch. All modern and in
good condition.

f 10.00 per' month will grt one
for you. It's a fine Investment.
May we show you the official
plat or better that we drive
you to the addition and let you
pick your lot.
By the way there are only four
business lots loft.

D.WEINMAN
708 West Copper, City

SAP

new three-rooComparatively
modern
in
house
Highlands,
screened porch. Priced for quick
sale at 1,D50; $600 down, balance like rent. Excellent location
for hpalthnepker.
McMlLMON & WOOD,
Itealtors.
m

Second.

Floor show case,

Rent-Room-

s

iroTTMNlTliARD.' "

with Coard
611

ROOM AND HOARD wllh sleeping porch;
also garage. 1036 East Central.

FOR

RENT

furnace-t.eate-

d

room wllh garage If desired.

(1

IIH'HM
JOHN

to

W.

USE EFFEOTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, felspar. Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath
er Co.. 408 West Central, prions .A.17--

Rooms

CARDS
S.

WILSON,
Attorney,

rus IS, 17 and la, Cromwell Building.

Phone

1153--

riivsiciAya ami
S.

m

m,y.tis

I. Ul KION,

Diseases nf (ne Bfnmneh.
fi""e.
Harnett MulMlng.

222

FOR SALE Five hundred sharea of City
E eetrio Railway, below par.
Dr. R.
L. Hust. N. T. Armljo building.

UK. S. C. C'I.AKKI-1Eye, linr, Nok

nnd Throat.
Phone 131.
Building.
Office Hours
to 12 a. m., and 2 to S p. m.
I'll. ;d ARC. Altl.T CAItTlVIilOHT.
Residence 1123 East central. Phone B7L
Phone 571.
Barnclt

W. M. SHERIDAN.

M. DT

Fraction Limited to
GKNITO - riUNAUY fISIASF.B
AND D1SHASFA OF T1IK SKIN
VVasserninii
i.ithonitnry in Connection.
Citizens Hank IlUltr. Phono K8(i.

CHIROPRACTORS
iCvT'vAUMr.y'r'

'

Chiropractor.
nnd "0 ArmUe IfuUaliuf.

10

WAN

I

WA.N11.IJ

Ei
Two

first-elm- s

core Jouriml.

iVliticeiianeous
cows

te milk for feed;
dairy care. Address E. H.,

kulswiiine and paper, waxing and oiling floors; work guarinteed.
jonn itooiison, phone n4-SCAVENGER
AND GENERAL
INO. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
in East Iron, phone 2C39-1,o00
WANTED
suits, ladles' or gentlemen's, to clean and press, $1 each.
Duke City Cleaners, phone 44.
WAN'TEL1 A cor of old furniture, ruis.
stoves, clothing; any nnd everything;
pay canh. Address Box ioO, care Journal.
WANTED
Secondhand
furniture
and
trunks. We buy everything In household goods.
ilax's Bargain Store, lit
South First.
Phono 858.
MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prlcea for
your second-hanclothing, shoes and
furniture.
Phone 85S.
BETTER KODAK FINISHING
It la
better. Itetutn postage paid on mail
orders. The Larntim Siludlo, 21$ft vVest
Central, A Ihunuerqiie, N. M.
CLEA.NlNti.

MHO

Cl.KANKRS

9x1: ltugl Cleaned, 12.00.
renovated. 13 fill and OD,
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
neddlng Co., phone i7l.
WANTi-.lCareful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanng,
&Hanna. Master Photographers.
TEACHING
.axaphone, clarineL xylophone, drums, cornet, trombone; all
brass Instruments.
How to read nnulo
and play In hands t,nd orchestras. Prof.
EJHs,102 Forrester, phone 302-.A I HUQC ERQtJE WIN DO WCLEANINO
CO.
Windows cleaned
and floors
scrubbed; stons, offices and houses
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
work,
A, Granone;
leave your calls
American
Grocery, phone 252.
MATTRtOxfiES

ouses
ANTED
Furnished houses to rent In
all p.rlg of town.
MoMHUon
Wood,
Four-rooiVA.NT1CIj
tuttus", close in,
furnished ot partly, by February 23;
will leans twelve months )f rent reaion-ablreliable and careful tenants; no
9lckntM.
tee Manager F. W. Woolworth
Co.. pity.
WK WANT
to sell; If worth
the money we can move It;
our
v

advertisements
untler real estate for
cale; ff your property were thui tdver-tlspi- l,
it wipuld move, wmkln't It? J.
Phllllpn.
Kstate. 110 South Third,

FOK RENT

Ranches

t'UH

HENT
Hunoli.
Apply M. Muliiiell.
West Central.
Fifteen-acr- e
fOFt RENT
ranch. I mites
north of town; six acres In alfalfa, balance ready for crop; Kood three-rooadobe house, frarage and out buildings.
111

Phone

2191--

mornlnns.

WANTED

Salesmen

WANTED

Collector nnd salesman; one
Insurance
experienced In Industrial
Adpreferred; must give references.
dress C. V.. A., care Journal.

TIME CARDS

;&&
WESTUuI'K.-J-Dallr-

Arrive.
FOR SALE Furniture
IVpirL
Nu. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 Dm 1:90 pm
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster No, J Calif. Limited ,lt,:S0 am 11:00 am
Co.
Phone 4ii. Ervln Sending
ing.
No, 7 Fargo
Fast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
FURNITURE for sale; dining set, stoves, No.
The Navajo. .12:38 am 1;0 am
beds, dressers, etc 109 South Broad
SOUTllUOUND.
No.
way.
El Paso Esp
10:10 pro.
11:10 am
FOH SALE Just received another car NO. !? El Paso Exp
e
EASTL'OUND.
load ot
used furniture, from
2:10 pm 1:40 pm
Colorado springs; prices smashed,
$25 No. t The Navajo..
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm t t pm
South First.
FOR SALE
Furniture at factory prices No. 10 8. F. Eight., 7:211 pm 1:10 pm
The Bcout.... 7:20 am 7:80 am
which makes It cost less than :econd No.
MOM SOUTH.
hand goods. Come and tee for yourself.
American Furniture Co. 221 Bouth Sec No, It Prom El Peso J5 pro
No. 30
from El I'aso 7:00 am
ond.
Nu. SO connects at Telen with No, 2t
for Clovla, Pecoa Valley. Jtana- - City and

wants comfortable
and reasonable place for wife to live
in city or would like to got In touch wllh
rent furnlnhen
another salesman and
W. U Powell. Alvarado Hotel, FORWENT
home.
a"oodNTothmNTolrruxl
stand. Address B., cars Journal.
Tuesday night.
V

10.
Phone
Second mid Gold Avenue,

front UH.

0.

MAN

greater City.

1207 East

rju

WANTED

Wo Are General Agents.
We aim to serve and build a

PROFESSIONAL
For

to

money

FEBiU'AHV HID STATIT
KiOHT
Were you ono to pet in on the
prround floor? Nine lets sold
the first throe days, also seventeen
on lots. Permention in
haps we should
passing that we are telling you
about
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Thoy are level lots, all mme
size, 5(1x142 feet, ALL

A

A

TOW

TO

your

loan.

FOR SALE

Central.
South NlCELYifurni8n"edroimTfwirhboard.
PrU
vato family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
THFIioIIIIV'S M1I.w UtW'lflN TOWN FOR RENT
furnished
room
2413-HNicely
wi'.ll
Phon
first class table board. 110 Bouth Arno.
FOH SALE Liicnp,
two
nice
rabbit 1327-504 West
houses.
Marble.
MRS. L. J. RUMMELL,' 123 North Fifth!
DENVER POST delivered , your door,
can accommodate a number of table
65o per month.
Phone Iflst-M- .
boarders.
A
.
LEZIO-eiitB
f
FOR
MTnUyT.ee inouba-torFOiritE?nFurnlBhed room wlthlslrep-Ini- r
S. J. Vivian, phono 24M-Jporch; first class board. 410 East
Foil SALE Corn fodder, t'l per ton. Central.
R-- l.
004
R i.hert E. PI els.
Phot, e2
GOOD HOMli COOKI.NO, served
family
FOR SALE
style. Mrs. Knight, corner Hroadway
a "f e w beautiful
Cheap.
nrd Gold.
516 West Copper.
NavaJo Mmkets.
m
FOIt RENT Heated glassed-l- n
A new round dining-rooFOR SALE
sleeping
porch: reasonable; board for two. 118
table, mission style. l'.OO South "Tlgli.
North Maplo.
miHA.-Vf.xcnunge. Y.W.l'.A. for home
table board
week
cof.lttd (ton, Is. foncy work. Saturdavs, FIRST-CLAe'or month. 816 Wect Coal; bynoday,
objeoti-.l
fiAl.l'.
urnlps, 7i.o bushel; extra to convalescents.
good for chickens and rabbits. Phone
J A,VINSON'S RANCH Ideal location for
2002-few
heullhseckers;
reservations now
FOR SALE Lady's
woolen
sweater. available.
Phono 2238-never worn.
Phone 1174. 306 West
FOR
RENT
Rooms
Iron.
with screened
with or without board. Phone
FOR SA LE Crystal electric washing ma- "1?t-M-porches,
.
602 South Arno.
325
chine; practically new.
North 1' OH HUNT
Desirable room and porch
Eighth.
with board for two; gentlemen preferFOr. SALE Seven-fosteel vault door red; no objection to
sick.
1123 East Sliwllh combination and lock.
Mlndlln ver.
.Tewelry Co.
SPECIAL delightful room and poreh In
FOR SALE
Practically new Huckeye Infurnace heated home, for lady convacubator, Call at 1015 Soulh Second, lescent. Price
$56 per month.
Phone
phono l!i"3-R- .
1 4 2 2 - W.
FOR SALE One Belle City Incubator In MHS. JIUEU haa
moved
809
to
Soulh
good working order. Clarke & Murdock.
Uroadway and haa lovely rooms and
phono 2107-Jsleeping porches with board for cnvi-IcscentFOR SALE Paby's
Phone 526.
push cart, Lloyd
Loom product, good condition. Call at FOR It E
NT Room
and board, with
1112 South Edith.
sleeping porch, for tuberculars, close
FOR SALE OR RIS.NT Singer sewing In, highlands; rates $12.60 and $20
per
macnine.
The Exchange, 120 West week. Phone 2057-Oold, phone 1111.
FOR RENT Room and glassed In sleepFOR SALE l'resli home-mad- e
candy, all
ing porch, with good board, tray servkinds: orders taken, Wednesday de- ice, also table board, phone
2088-210
livery. Phone 2401-RSouth Walter. Mrs. Knorr.
FOR SALE L'sed tractors.
and WANTED
To room and board one or
with gang plows. Hardware
two business school girls or workDepartment. J. Korber & Co.
ing girls, In furnace heated home. No
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. J15 and up; sick. 400 South Seventh.
$5 per month,
Alhutpierque Typewriter Folt RENT steam-heatenewly decorExchange, 122 South Fourth.
ated rooms, close In; rates
$50 and
FOR SALE Edison
table board $.15 per
Diamond phono- $55 per month;
and records, month; meals. 60c. 410 West Gold.
graph, with attachment
reasonable. Call 411 East Silver.
MIKAM(JN'1ISS-ON-T'IE-m"eSFOIt SALE Coffee
urn, hotel range. A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
cash register, tables, chairs and eount-erconvalescents; graduate nurse In atStar Funlture Co., phone 409-tendance; rateg by the week or month.
.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- Call2400-Jlwith
FURNISHED ROOMS.
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon NEVLY
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
lots.
Bwnyne's Dairy, phono PUfi-first-clas- s
dining rooms, with best of
HI RLE LECTURE "Millions
NowLl
home
, Mrs. Hlgglrs.
222 Vi East
Ing Will Never Die." Moose hall, Moll-da- y Central,cooking
Occidental Building.
evening, February 6; no collections
FOR RENT Room with porch, suitable
taken.
for two healthseekers,
In
modern
FOR SALE PURE
MILK
WHOLE
with- all the cream, delivered to you as cou 1 home; pie y milk and fresh exes:
oare
go
bed
given
$65
It comes from the cows.
patients.
per
HICK'S DAIRY,
month, Including troys, close to street
car.
Box 800, car
Morning
FOR SALE Five white enamel kitchen JournalWrite,
cabinets: the first five customers aeis
them for 824.80. American Furniture Co., RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): nates,
south Second.
$17.60 to $25 per week; Includes private
FOR SALE Carpenter tools and kitchen room with sleeping
porch, connected to
range; also two rolls stock fence ml bath and toilet; medical
care, medlclnea.
one and
f
rolls barbed wire. Phone general nursing; excellent meals, tray
2191-J- .
mornings.
service; no extras. All rmmns have steam
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals, heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
W. II. Ulegler,
also Welders' supplies; also for sale
Phone
Superintendent.
"Sanllte." $8; "Union." $8.75. N. 401.
M. Steel
Inc., phone 1047-M- .
AUTOMOBILES,
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps: cures all foot EXPERT Radiator
Repairing, O. K. Sheet
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos
Metnl Works, 217 North Third.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
5
FOR SALE
Bulck touring car;
FOTl SALE Young
pet coyote, about
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
fifteen months old; have raised this es
a pet since two weeks old, and Is very city
tsme. Apply at 1423 South lecond, or Full SALE Some extia guod used cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 311
phone 1868-W- .
THE MAGAZINE SHOP, 105 South Ce West Copper.
SALE
FOR
One new Ford battery, will
dar, Is prepared to handle yearly sub
sell for $21 cash; two Ford front wheels
scriptions on all leading magazines. Your
614
$4
cash.
East Santa Fe.
order will receive prompt attention. Miss
Florence Fleming, phone 1578-FOR SALE Or will trade for well fo- cated vacant lots, Cole-8- , In excellent
ASBESTOS
ROOF PA:ST
care
Address Box
condition.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gallon. The Manzano
South Journal.
Co., 110
WiUnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up FOR SALE
Ford light truck. $16u; one-toroof, will last as long as the building.
Ford truck. $300. worm drive;
THE PLAIN TRUTH about seeds that light Bulck, $590; Ford touring, $125;
11
$250.
grow. Our 1923 free "Annual" now Studebaker,
ready. We furnish seeds for the largest West Gold
In
the
southwest.
Prod
gardeners
Valley
FOR SALE Used Dodge touring and
ucts company, "Seed That Grow," Las
roadsters. Ford truck, roadster and
Cruces, N, M.
touring: terms If desired. J. Korber at
Co.,
SALE
FOR
Player piano, at a very low 783. Dodge Dealers, Auto Dept., phone
price; this la a high-grad- e
exceptionally
sweet toned player; cost $760 and freight; SAVE MONEY on used parts and acces
will sell Tor half price and give reasonsories, batteries and tires; parts fir Rao
able terms to responsible party. Phone Four. Chevrolet 490, Studebaker. Chalm
Mc
260. or inquire at J. c. Penney Co. store. ers. Maxwell and Overland Eighty.
intosh Auto Co., 311 West Copper.
FOR SALE

TRAVELING

MO.VEY

solicit

Wk

CHEAP

OPPORTUNITIES
Fourth Ward.

$3,000

11

FOIt ItF.XT
few furnished and unfurnished houses
any
part of
town.
A

Keleher, Realtor,
Gold.

CO,

&

Third and Gold... .Phone 657.

At' the show Just hold In
we entered 19 birds, 18 of them
were under the ribbons; of these 3 were
seconds,
all others were FIRSTS and
a limited amount of
SPECIALS;
bleeding stock for sale at reasonable
pnces. j. u. Nntgrass, 004 North Second.
RED" POULTRY YARDS-S?"Reds. Barred Plymouth Rocks,
pens
anu cocaerels lor breeding; hatching eggs
from sixteen grand pens. Our winnings at
the .lbuquerque : Itry show, are 13
prizes, in Barred Rocks: first old pen
second and third young pen; first and
third pullet; second and third cockerel
In s. c. It, I. Reds, first young pen: sec
ond old pen; second and third pullet; first
ana tnlra prizes on eggs. Wm. Bletx,
West Atlantic, phone 1483-".MOUNTAIN VIEW S. C. R. I. REDS,"
make big winning at National Western
Stock Show at Denver, January, 1922.
This show was one of the largest held In
united states this year. We won second
cockerel class of 68; sixth pullet class of
49; ninth young pen, class of 20; fourth
Reds. Our second
display, clasa 500
Denver cockerel was valued by experts
at S3u0; also champion winners at Albuquerque, 1922, winning first, second
and third cock, first, second and third FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
hen, first, second and third cockerels,
close In, three blocks from postofflce.
first, pullet, second young pen, first old 08 West Silver, phone 2067-W- .
pen; specials for best msle American FOR RENT
Mcely furnished sleeping
cock
of show.
class and champion
room,
entrance, furnace heat.
Breeding birds for sale; hatching eggs 517 West private
Marble,
phone 2101-Sand baby chicks from fifteen of the
FOR
KENT
Front
room, steam heat,
west.
In
ORDER
finest pens mated
the
also other rooms.
CHICKS EARLY. C. P. Hay, 334 North
connecting bath;
SOS
West
22S0-4
Central,
phone
High, phone
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
BUSINESS CHANCES
Housekeeping
upatuiiuul. by toe uuy
week or month. 602H West Central.
FOR SALE
Garage, best location In FOR RENT Suite of
living room, bed
town. Phone 879.
room and bath; steam heated. Apply
FOR SALE One of the vest business Mrs. W. P. Metcalf,
303 South Fourth.
properties In Albuquerque. ftS South FOR RENT
Large, well furnished bedFirst street. Inquire at Savoy Motel
room, steam heated, hot water in room,
611 West Coal, phone
It
desired.
garage
IF YOU WANT a nloe mudorn four-roo1102-.four more nice small
home with
FOR
RENT
Nicely furnished front bedhomes for Income, address B. G., care
room, In new home, furnace heat; genJournal.
215 North
no sick.
tlemen
INVEST
YOUR MONEY where It will Ninth. employed;
grow; our 110 down, $10 a month plan WOODWORTH
Is an unequalled opportunity for the
Newly furnished, nice.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartsmall Investor; ssfe aa a savings acor month. 312
count. For particulars address P. M., ments, by day, week
South Third.
care Journal.
ON ACCOUNT of bad health, I will sell FOR RENT To one or two employed
gentlemen, largo, furnace heated front
good paying business reasonable; an
400 South
energetic man can make big money; It's room, reasonable; no sick.
work and the Investment, Seventh.
mostly out-doIs
Write
small.
K
E.
very
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
considering,
care Journal.
with or without sleeping porch; suitable for one or two gentlemen; close In.
WAN TED Position
411 South Third.
WANTED
Phone H.01-Nursing.
FOR RENT Nice furnished front room
with private entrance, on first floor;
AND
WASHING
IRONINO to take
steam hent, hot and cold water; ladles
home. Phone 1843-- J.
'
Phone 2359-only.
or
WANTED
Housework
chamberwork,
FOR RENT Special offer: One furnished
halt days. 1304 South Walter.
room, adjoining bath, In brand new
WANTED
Washing and Ironing, by the modern
home; private outside entrance;
day. Call after 6:30 p. m., 1703-furnace
heat: employed people preferred,
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take reasonable. Plume
1D49-1801 West Mountain road.
home.
WANTED
Washing ana Ironing to take

RI,

Buy your lots bofore building
activity causes the price to
Jump.
Some exceptional snaps if you
act now.

Servics." Inc

Featim

EIGHT ROOM.
Modern house for sale near University. Furnace, garage, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
Nearly new, ' and
only $6,500.
Part terms.
J. A. HAMMOND.
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-R- .

Realtors.

F00TE,

Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.

HELP WANTED

WANTED
Good
club.
Phone
WANTED
Good

SPEC
THIS W EEK

RANCH

S54--

Girl or woman fur general
housework; good cook.
Inquire
Elm.
WANTED
A girl or woman to do housework; enn go home nlliht. Call 111
,
South- Walter, phone 1312-FOIRSALE
Mnli nti1 Ponmle.
5
room, white stucco bungalow,
$6,000
modern, hardwood floor, fireplace, ELITE dancing school, now open.
on
garage, fine location
furnace,
WANTED
Salesman or saleslady. 203
naved street: Fourth ward.
North First.
modern residence, hard
$3.500
wood floora. hot water heat, laundry, ELITE school of dancing. We teach the
latest steps. 501 North Record.
double garage, corner lot. close In;
WANTED
Young men and women for
good value.
y
double house, compete-l14,750Armstrong's dancing clnsses; also prl- West Gold.
furnished, occupied by two fami- vale Instruction. 207
lies, Income $90 per month;
WANTED
For motion
pictures. all
types and ages. Foto Play Film School
brick, medern, partly of Motion Picture
$3,500
Acting, 601 North
furnlsned, large porcnes, large oi; Second.
North Eighth street
YOUNG MEN' Women, over 17, desiring
government positions, 4130 monthly,
for free list of positions now open.
write
A. FLEISCEEK, Realtor
R. Terry (former Ctvll Service examiner),
Insurance In nil Its branches, Loans, 2 Continental Rldg., Washington, D. C.
Surety Bonds.
WOULD YOU PROGRESS?
Enroll In
our school and receive training by exStreet, Neil to F. O.
Ill South Fourth
lliono 014,
ports in Secretarial, Stenographic and
You will
Business courses.
Complete
then be placed In ft responsible position.
Individual Instruction.
evenand
Pay
-SALE
House
FOR
ing sessions. Western School for Priand TIJeras.
Eighth
brick house, on vate Secretaries,
FOR SALE
phone 901-Phone ii4ui-n- z.
North Edith.
FOR BALE The cutest little
FOR RENT Apartment
house in the south highlands, for $760;
FOR RENT Furnished apartment;
Phone 1914-Owner.
'so
garage. Phone 1590-SALE On easy terms,
kor
modern bungalov ; will take good lots FOR RENT Two and three-rooapart'
ments. 823 South Third.
or real estate paper, rnone zov-w- ,
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeepFOR SALE By owner, new modern
house, near Robinson park, $500
ing rooms. 919 North Fourth street.
cash. 160 pe.- month. Phone 1825-FOR
RENT Three furnished rooms,
frame, modern,
FOR SALE Five-roosleeping porch and bath, 431 South
convenient for two families; large lot, Broadway.
east front. Highlands. Phone 1669-FOR RENT Completely furnished apart
furment, 1.10; vacant February 12. 1601
FOR BALE By owner, three-roonished house; terms; would consider East Central.
Adas
cows
milk
payment.
part
good
FOR RENT Two rooms for light house
dress HoX 1, city.
401
water,
keeping, with running
FOR SALE By owner, one or two nice South Seventh.
five-roohouses (one furnished), In FOR RENT Two beautiful clean rooms,
desirable location; both with garage.
for housekeeping, newly decorated, rent
407 West Coal.
reasonable, soz Kent.
FOR 6ALE Practically new four-rooFOR RENT Two furmsrted rooms, for
brick, modern except heat, close In,
ngnt nouseaeeping; adults; no hick.
nicely furnished1, JCOO down, balance like 724 South Second.
rent. Phone
FOR
RENT Unfurnished
1300 DOWN and 125 a month will buy
apartment; two sleeping porches. 208
adobe, plastered white, North Walnut,
you a well-bui- lt
phone 1950-shingle roof, good floors and brand new, FOR KENT
Large unfurnished apait-men- t;
rnone
Prlco SHiiU.
hot water and steam heat. 3215
FOR SALE By owner, 71 West Coal,1 West Roma, phone 490-frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath,
three-rooFOR
RENT
Unfurnished
vacant
large porches, newly decorated,
apartment, 404 West Lend. Apply New
Terms If declrefl. fnone hos-v- y
152- West Central.
Cafe,
Republic
modern
FOR SALE By owner,
FOR RENT Four-roounfurnished
house, 60x142 foot lot; fine shade; exapartment, modern and clean; sleeping
cellent location, near McMillan park,
ir
poren
Arno.
nesiren.
south
411
liza
Mar
West
price reasonable. Apply
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with
ble
gas. private entrartcc, furnished for
FOR SALE OR RENT Six brana new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and light housekeeping. 702 South Third.
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable FOR RENT Nlcelv furnished
614
apartment with sleeping porc'o.
terms. See F. H. Strong, or L. - Ben
West Coal. Inquire at BID South Stxlli.
nett. Phones la or i
Three-roohome, close FOR RENT
modern
FOR SALE New
apartment, close In. Phone 290,
In; onk floors throughout; bath, fireFourth ward; or Inquire Dodson'a Garage, 400 North
place, furnace, garage:
S760
will handle; payments like rent. Fourth.
McMllllon ft Wood. Realtors.
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment, pribrick
house;
vate entrance, partly furnished: can be
FOR BALE Five-rooby appointment. Call 1981-after
modern; well situated on car line In seen'
:
house has hot air heat,
p. m.
highlands;
comglassed-i- n
sleeping porch,Is and IsreasonFOR RENT Furnished apartment, three
very
rooms, glassed-i- n
pletely furnished. Price
sleeping poroh, heat
1528-able; good terms. Phone
and water furnished, 1804 East Central,
phone 1922-FOR RENT Unfurnished apartment, two
rooms, sleeping porch, bath, steam heat
PETTIFORD THE ODD"" JOB-. MAN. and
kitchen rnnge; large screened porch.
All kinos or worn, ruuim o,Firtn;
WANTED Odd Jobs oarpsnterlng, house
RENT Two room, two clothee
VOH
reasonable
at
painting and repairing,
Closets
large pantry, bath adjoining.
prices, rnone i:-- n
oompletely furnished for housekeeping;
BUILDING, alterations, repairing, targe desirable
looatlon. 41 1 West Coal,
'
Jobs or small; wora oy
j
work
the day; reasonable prices; 1T58-- guar- FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con
venient to aanatoriums;
four rooma.
anteed; estimates free. Call
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
line.
car
Call
1321
Central
East
Central,
MONEY TO LOAN
or see McMllllon A Wood, phone 348.
ML(.EV
valuable.
monds, guna and everything
FOR SALE Ranches
Mr. n Marcus. Ill South First.
MONK.T TO LOAN in diamonds, watches FOR SALE A ranch, cheap, with new
house of tlrrte rooma. Inquire 1303
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st South Fourth.
FOR
iCALE Ranch, four and one-ba- lf
CONFIDENTIAL loans nu Jewelry, diamiles north1 of town: fifteen acre. In
monds watches. Liberty bonds, planja,
C. A. Wllmnrth.
1021 Forrester.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman'a quire
Bonded in the ante. FOR SALE Ranch. Old Town boulevard;
117 Rnuth First
owner leaving on account of health;
MATTRESS RENOVATING good houses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
cows, chickens and farming Implements.
UATTUESS HtiNOVATlNtl. iJ.eil and up. Phone 843, or owner, 2417-RItug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.
ranch, two miles
nlture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed. FOR SALE Four-acr- e
from postofflce, on main ditch; double
dlnif Companv.
house,
milk
house,
nhleken
garage,
thoroughbred chickens and turFOR SALE Reiil Estate houses,
keys, tools and furniture; terms. Phone
2414-J.
FOR HALE Fine CO foot lot on East
HI Ivor at
reduced price. J. A. Ham- FOR-BA- LE
Ten acres fine farm land
mond. ?4 Fftsr Kllver.
under ditch, near Belen, N. M.: also
part of ten house eultable (or two rooms
FOR RENT Storeroom
and several thousand adobes- - on land
Feiirin ry 10, store-rooat ready to build. Phona I621-FOK REN
for fur222 South Second, M, P, Stamm.
ther Information,
210 W. Gold Ave.

ev'iNrL

1922

m

CLOSE IV BARGAIN.
furnace
Eight rooms, modern, connectheat, hot water tank
ed to furnace; also gas heater
for summer; good fireplace,
hardwood floors, all kinds of
built-i- n
features, plenty of
clothes closets, large screened
front and back porches, good
walks, shade, and east front.
This property is located in
the lowlands Just four blocks
from Central avenue. Can make
good terms if desired.

votr

ItAII.nOAO
MUX.
If you want a real home in as
fine a locatiorj as can be secured to the shops reasonably
cloo and within four blockB
of the pustofficp, you will want
to fire this.
Lovely living and dining room
with book cases, colonades;
kitchen
is
nicely
arranged
witli cupboards, Has; two large
IatKO
bedrooms,
closets, bath
and a fine plassed-lsleeping
front porch
porch.
Dandy
scrooned.
Largo cemented basement, hot
air furnace; lot 50x142 feet,
lawn, sidewalk, trees.
Its construction
is the best,
being; stone foundation, cement
block, with shinfflo roof. If It's
a real home you want you
ought to see this and it's priced
to sell. Terms.

BEAT THE liANOT.OnD WITH
ONE OF THESE SMALU
HOMES.
Two rooms,
three porches,
bath, completely furnished, located in fine part of Fourth
ward. Price only $2,100. Terms
it desired.
rooms, large glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, adobe, located
on one of the best lots in
University Heights. A real bargain for $1,000 cash.
Two rooms, canvassed in sleeping porch, good location, University Ileifrhta. Must be sold
at once, only $975.

or

somh oxrc

i

-"1 L

j

ZAPF, & CO,

G,

Train.

CI

Coast.

i
No. 39 connect, at lleLn with No.
from Clovla and point saw and tojttl

Today is a splendid time to fill
with our
bin
flour
up your

IS DUE TO THE STATE (Hi

RE!
12-11-

6-- 1

b.

Pure

old-tim-

e

sack, 90c.

b.

WARD'S

Exon Declares Highway Department is Trying to Use His Equipment to Conduct An
Experiment Station; Alleges That Depart- ment Has Placed Obstacles m Way of Work

).

Buckwheat Flour is here again;

HOMER H. WARD
I'liones

STORE.

315 Marblo Avenue.

LET'S GO

p

0SZ
,

li mil

ENGINEER. CONTRACTOR

The highest grade short patent flour that
conies out of Kansas.
48-Isack.
sack
$2.40
24-lb. sack. . .40c
sack
$1.25
Flour has advanced and all indications point
to further advances.
b.

TALE OF BLASTED
FOREST SERVICE
CAREER TOLD IN
ACTRESS' SUICIDE

3ARELAS BRIDGE REPASS! DELAY

FLOUR!

10-l-

Relative to the present and past foot spans had washed some years
and our soundings
also
status of the I?arelas bridge enn- - ago,
snowon mat me sonu strata wa
one
firm
the
of
S.
Exon.
Guy
tract,
thirty-fou- r
feet under water. But
of contractors, issued the following in spite of all this Mr. McCioskey
statement to the Morning Journal insisted that a fifty foot concrete
yesterday:
pile bo driven. Ilia orders were
"In view of the statements which followed, but this pilo brought up
!
have recently appeared in the pub-- at seventeen feet below tlio surlie press emanating from the stute face, which would bo reasonable to
expect as it was erected directly
highway engineer's office, to the
effect that an order had been is- over the old pier, We were thon
27,
sued under date of January
ordered to move our outfit v 90
1922, to tho contractors of the feet east and put in a fifty-foo- t
Harelas bridge, notifying them that pile where no tests had ever been
within ten days from that date the made, thus abandoning whatever
work would be taken out of their data had been secured from drivhands and turned over to another ing the six fifty-fotest piles.
"This pile at its new location
outfit, I feel that it is incumbent
upon me to make a plain statement brought up at twenty-fou- r
fee;
of the facts in the case in order below water and could not be
that the people may know what driven further without destroying
through the. tlie pile and it wus thereupon orthey have suffered
mismanagement of the piece of dered pulled by tho state highway
of
the state high-- I engineer, and several other writwork on the part
way engineer, and I feel that your ten orders issued, every one of
which to date lias been complied
paper, which has ever championed
the cause of ths taxpayers and res- with by the contractors and all
idents of Albuquerque and vicinity, equipment required by tho speciwilt give it the necessary publicity, fications is in good working, order
"The writer was awarded the and in place on the job and is still
nnniniof tn mnlio Ihp npcess.irv
so located.
"By this time It was a matter
pairs on this bridge in the spring
of 1921 and started work in jwarcn of common knowledge
to every
of that vear. The driving of the person interested and observing
on
wood test piling was completed
the progress of tho work on this
May 31, 1921. The first order is- project that the state highway ensued by the state highway engineer gineer was using our rig and equipwooden ment as an experimental station
called for three
pilings and these were driven un- at our expense and was endeavorder the personal supervision of Mr. ing to demonstrate tho fact that
McCloskev. the assistant to the a fifty-foconcrete
could be
Twelve driven down where it pilo
state highway engineer.
was imposai
steel
days thereafter orders were given hie to drive a
us for three additional
further than thirty to forty, feet,
wooden piles and same were driven said
with
being driven
ns before, making six test piles in modern equipment In the previous
all. However, none of these piles construction work done on those
was driven where It was expected piers.
to place the permanent piers and
Notice Given.
no reason was given hy the hlgli-wa- v
"When the unnecessary and unengineer'.' office for this un called fur delay in the compleusual proceeding. After an interval tion of this bridge became acute
of twenty-eigh- t
days we received (ind the taxpayers and others who
written orders to make twenty con used tho bridge became impatient
crete piles 40, 48 and 50 feet in and demanded to know the reason
length (the plans on which we for these s:iid delays, the Journal
submitted bids called for twenty-si- x made an Investigation and printed
concrete piles),
a statement relative to the same.
At that timo wo
"Despite the fac that It was tlie
furnished the.
exof
and
competent
judemcnt
Journal what Information we bad
and
bridge
engineers
in
perienced
reference to the matter because
builders other than the contractors we felt that tlie people were entithat the showing made by the test tled to know and for the further
piles hereinabove referred to would reason that the state highway ennot warrant or Justiry the making gineer was endeavoring to sideand driving of concrete plies of step the responsibility
for the deany length in these piers, we were lays. When the facts in the case
understand
by
to
distinctly
came out 'in the press tho state
given
Mr. McCioskey that he did not in- highway engineer was
enraged to
tend to consider any data furnished such an extent
that he called the
by anyone in Albuquerque or vicin- contractors abusive names, entireity regardless of their expurienre ly, however,
third parties,
in bridge or jetty work in the Uio from his innerthrough
office.
Grande river, at this point or any
"And we now come to his final
other point in said river, but would orders issued under date of Jango entirely on hi3 own judgment uary 27, 1922, which we hope
and the data secured by him by will be the last blunder to be
reason of the driving in of the six made by this official before the
test piles above referred to.
completion of this bridge.
In
Plm: Piling) Rejected.
this said order of
27th.
"It was suggested to him at be Informs us thatJanuary
omi
tiin
at
that time that twemy-rou- r
or ten days,
treated Texas pine piles could be,... Ktata
.,
u,h-nbelow water tho
secured and driven
of that timo tn
. expiration
I. I'll nitn , t nil', ID mft IlllHII'
out
rT
the work. He appeared
Pletion
J"""
to regard this suggestion favorably
?"
until it became definitely certain
'Sectjon SO of Pamphlet No.
uiai tnese lexas pine iiiiimw i.iu.m
general
The
specifications.
be secured, and he then promptly Kp,,ton ari(j
pamphlet referred to
rejected me laea ami uruticu i"v
tractor shall become Insolvent or
maKing oi
fc
tardiness in making up his mind as h
o wrk
prosecuting
, ,
to the course he would pursue and
n ee
of
concrete
the
then finally ordering
Workmen,
etc..
the
con-dela" shall
piles was damaging to the rea-- ,. ,ve
r,e
tractor in the extreme for the
)rrit
a id if the
son that it i important that con- - rontractor, with in a 'p c r i o d of
'f'n
crete piles be seasonel not less than d.
(
six weeks before tber can

ANNUAL MEETING

r?rr-p3-

TO START TODAY
More than 100 forest service of
flcials are expected to attend the
annual conference of southwest
district service men which will
start at the federal court room this
morning. A number of officials
from the Washington office and
from other districts will take part
in the conference.
Forest service work of the past
year will bo reviewed and plans
made for this year.

j
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NEW COURSE ADDED
LOCAL INSTITUTION

Jj

'!

,

PAULINE FREDERICK

department.

IN

"TWO KlrlBS OF Wi--

i

stirring story o flovc nnd adventure, with a great
a great love.
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of Hie Day, ami.
COMEDY.
HAROLD LliOYD In a

A
In

1'C-

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

1

LOCAL ITEMS

ij

Pianos. Plaver Pianos.
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware

Coal Suppl 'To Phone 4 and B.
Mineral Lodge No. 4, Knights
nf Pythian, will meet tonight at
S o'clock.
The rani; of page will
be conferred on a class of can- dictates.
Indian Beaded Bags
The Travelers' Aid committee
Moccasins & Souvenirs
will meet in the recreation room
at the Y. W. C. A. this afternoon
Navajo Rugs
at 3 o'clock. Plans for the year
will be outlined.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Conklin Bealcs, of New York city,
a daughter on February 5. Mrs.
Beales has been spending several
Music and Jewelry Store
months here with her parents.
Adjutant General and Mrs. Henry
117 S. First St.
Phone B17-.- I
Rolf Brown.
Dr. Murrav. osteopathic physician,
Woolworth Rlclg., phone 644-Tho Hallway Mail association POPULARITY OF BUICK
will hold a business meeting and
j

supper at the7 Y. M. C A. this
o'clock. Railway
evening at
clerks and ladies are invited.
last night for
left
Mainz
Mrs.
Los Angeles to visit her daughter,

OTH MAN'S

ROADSTER

PRODUCTION

8

i

CAUSES
CHANGES

So start 11ns was the debut of the
new special
54 roadster of the
Huick line at the New York show
that Jl. H. liassett, general manager of the Buiek Motir Co., will
be forced to revamp the production rchedulo on tho model. In
a telegram to C. B. Durham, assistant general manager, Mr. E'as-sesaid that he believed tho company, largely because of the road
ster model, was about to enter on a
period of immense increase in sales
and that every effort wculd have to
be. exerted to keep production
up
to the demand.
Mr.
Basset
In
follows:
t's
nut
Dainty
message
The "SUNSHINE"
"New special
K.
roadster rePackages, for VOl It VALENTIN
ceived
with
wonderful
enthusiasm
tanPliion
nuts,
shelled,
Machine
at
show.
the
Our
for pronic S. Splti. 823 North Tenth duction of this modelplans
will
have to
street. Telephone 802.
be rearranged.
am
"I
firmly of the opinion that
we are about to enter on a period
of
immense
increase in sales on
SCHOOL NOTES
all models and that we will be com- to
exert
P"""1'
every effort to keep
production up to the demand. There
Educational tests and measure- - sl0ms t() ,ip a very optimiatic feel
tne suoject 01 hi
Tt tents" wa
ing developing in the Industry and
teachers the
indications are that the dealers'
dress delivered at the
demands will be constantly increasmeeting at the court room ofSaturthe
ing from now on as they are leavday by Professor Hought
state university.
ing tho shew with an entirely difvisited
Leon
Miss
Nurse
ferent spirit than they had when
County
Old Town, Durancs.
they arrived.
street
Second
and South
"We certainly have been thinkschools last week. Tooth brush ing along the right lines when we
were made were makinir our nlans for the
and handkerchief drills
aside from the usual examinations. SI)rin.; am gumnlcl. months pro- looni
Miss Frances Murpne
auction, but am inclined to believe
we htve not made plans quite exthe South Second street
scored 100 per cent In the tooth tensive enough. The Chicago show
will give us a check on the situation
brush drill.
The state eighth grade promotion and if there is anything like the
this
year
held
same feeling that exists at New
be
will
examinations
on March lfi and 17 April 13 and York, wo will certainly have to
8 and 19.
1 4 and May
keep on the jump to keep up.
"Would suggest that you get deIn shape for us to go over imtails
DEATHS AND FUNERALS mediately
on my return for everything looks extremely encouraging.
CASTILLO The funeral of Cas- We certainly have rung the bell
S. Castillo, wife of Roman
Roadwith the new special
X
tillo, will be held this morning at412 ster."
o'clock from the residence,
H.
II.
Baesett.
(Signed)
West Santa Fe avenue, to the Sacred Heart church where high
Father INCOME TAXPAYERS
requiem mass will be said.
Interment
Cordova will officiate.
SHOULD MAKE DATE
will be at San Jose cemetery. Garcia and Sons will be in charge.
WITH MAIN OFFICE
'
Garabai,
GARIBAI Marcelina
To save themselves time and
Georga
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.afternoon
Garibai. died yesterday
trouble, and, in many cases, unThird
South
1409
necessary
at her residence,
taxpayexpenditures,
street. Funeral arrangements are ers having business with tho income tax unit of the bureau of
in charge of Garcia and Sons.
internal revenue at Washington
MACHUGH The body of Mrs. and desiring conference with ofwho died ficials in connection with tax
MacHugh,
Catherine
here yesterday was shipped last problems, are advlsnd to ask for
her old such conferences in advance.
night on train No. 8 to Ind..
for
A number
of taxpayers and
Plymouth,
home in
burial. C. T. French was In their representatives
appear at
tax
Income
the
unit without apcharge.
immediate
ask
and
pointment,
Mrs. Julia L. Love-JoLOVEJOT
hearings. Frequently the conferLove-joE.
ence cannot be held at once for
65, wife of George
121 South High street, died the reason that the papers and
4
m.
a.
at
yesterday
Information relating to tho case
Socorro
at
of six must be assembled
or tho proper
morning after an illness
she
official may be otherwise enweeks. Besides her husband
C.
C.
one
son,
Is survived
by
gaged. The result Is a delay of a
lyivejoy of Pine Bluff, Ark., and day or two, and added inconvenB. H. Kenney of Socorro. ience to tho taxpayer.
-Requests for conference should
Mr. Lovejoy was a member ofl
be addressed to the commissioner
the Congregational church. Funer-Jafrom
held
be
of internal revenue, Washington,
services will
' French's chapel at 10 o'clock 1). C, together with a statement
of
all the facts in connection with
morning.
"'"Tuesday
tho cases, add the purpose for
which it is desired. The taxpayer
:,
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
will be informed by letter or teleDOINGS
gram of the date appointed tor
the conference.
have
George C. Travis and familyTravis
moved to Taos where Mr. conse-INVESTIGATING
BOARD
i'
and
has purchased a garage
ave-- f
TO MEET HERE TODAY
quently their home on Vassar
nue l for sale.
Chrles a. Zapf & Co. sold six
The special committee to Investilots Mrlday to one buyer, who
the acts of state treasurers
immediately putting up gate
templates
will
'' several new homes for sulo pur- and state finance boards
meet
here this morning. The com. mittee
poses.
Governor
by
were
sold
appointed
Three business lots
Meehem is composed of C. M.
last week in the business district.
Frank
exBotts,
Bond, Espanola; Mel-vlcompany
The electric light
T. Iiunlavy, Socorro; John W.
tended Its poles for another block
Poe, Roswell; and Victor Culberouth of Coal to accommodate two son,
silver City.
new homes.
C.
R. CONN EK, M. t). I. O.
SHOP
riTT FI.Ef;TRIC 8HOB
813 KmiMl Sd'i.ud.
OvteiipiitliKy
Spcolnlisl.
rtun SS7-2U3U-VStem ll.'dg. Tel. :tl-J- ,
I ret l ull sad Delivery,

Mrs. Longman, who is ill
The Past Matrons club will
meet this afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Tom Beatty. 410 West
Coal avenue.
Edwin Sanchez left last night
for Los Angeles.
Factory wood, lull truck load,
four dollars, llahn Coal Company.
Phono 01.
m,-who has
A.
Mozlev.
been sick at a local hospital, has
re- sufficiently improved to be
moved to her home.
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Ursula Thompson.
The story of the hopes
pretty girl for a brilliant career
and the blasting of those hopes was
h
of
brought to light by the
and
Alfred
Ursula Thompson
Nichols in Chicago. The two carMiss
ried out a suicide pact.
Thompson, after years of ceaseless
a
to
become
endeavor
stage star,
found herself unable to obtain deHer .relatives
sirable bookings.
say they had not heard of Nichols.
dc-t-

"

iVem

:
Zn
iwi;",
therewith.
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Town School Notes
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A Million Dollar Star in a Million Dollar Photodrama?1
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"The Most Popular Man in the World"

g

"HEADIN
HOME"
"Uraeles

of the
AND

Mgk"

REGULAR PRICES

T

(CONTINUOUS rERFORMAAXE FROM I TO 11 P. M.)

LAST TIME TODAY

WANTED

A DANGEROUS TASK

n,

North Eleventh.

Gallup Lump Coal

The man climbed down the side of a cliff to save a
companion, but his mental vision saw the face of
the girl he loved. The woman for whom he was
fighting. A photoplay of the Northwest filled with
action and spectacular thrills. The type of story in
which

William Duncan
,

and

Edith Johnson

Johnson Coal Co.

SHINE

A film of mystery and suspense, with intrigue, love,
honor and adventure in happy combination.

HENRIETTA

SWIMMINGJN

BOY
THE SEA

ADDED ATTRACTION

A

(Uy Thi Asaorlnlcd Prent.)

FOGG,

The Jeweler

Expert Watch Making, En
graving, jeweiry repairing
Fostoffice.

London, Feb. 6. While swimming in the sea at Coogee, near Phone Opposite
D03-123 S. Fourth
Sydney, Australia, Michael Cogh-la18, was attacked by a shark
and fatally bitten says a Reuter
dispatch. His arms were almost
severed.
A returned soldier, Jack ChalSix
well ventilat
modern,
mers, swam to the rescue and
rabbit hutclres, cheap.
dragged Ccghlan from the shark's
earled
Jaws. Other swimmers
TELEPHONE 134.
Coghlan from the water but he
died on the beach.

t

Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven in

"EXCESS
BAGGAGE"
A Two
Part Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.

J.

FOR SALE

C.

We have another car of
SUGARITE FANCY
CHESTNUT
On track today. It goes like hot

cakes at

$9.50 Per Ton
Phone your order early.

E.Hagland,D.D.S.
SICN OF GOOD COAL

Announces the removal of his
office from Suite 1 and 2 to
Suite 16 Grant Building, Albuquerque.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.
Phone 35.

Telephone 687

California Roses

Fresh Lump Lime

COAL
CERRILLOS
GALLUP
ANTHRACITE
and
Economy
Use
Satisfaction
EGG COAL
CERRILLOS
Costs Less, Burns Longer
Makes More Heat
For

ELMS HOTEL

HAHN COAL CO.
PHONE

91

In BulkBest on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

Expert Piano and Furniture
Movers.
PHONE 678
C. A. HODGES, Prop.

FOR RENT

Steam heated office space at
207 West Gold Avenue.
Apply
CITY REALTY CO.

NEVER AGAIN
With present developments on
East Silver, near Highland
lots there,
Park, can
be bought as cheap as now.
Just a few left at $500 to $060
on easy terms.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E, Silver.
Phono 1522-R- .

--

Let Us Send a Man

FOR RENT

GUYS
Phone 371

TRANSFER
324 S. Second

Well Country Camp

Ttiberculnrs
in tho mountains. Rales $12.00
Reservations.
per week. For
Phone 490-- J
For Convalescent

HOMES

FOR SALE BY
OWNER.
Several new 4 to 6 room press
brick, terms. Would consider
lease by right parties.,
821 W. Silver. Phone lOtfl-'

Machine

;

Shelled Pinon Nuts
Tenth St. Send for mall order list
Clllinle S. Spitz. Tel K02. !!2H N.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"
Dyeing, Hats
Dry CloanlniC,
Cleaned ' nnil Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
process.
by latest

Phones

148

and 449.

STAGE

A Lecture to All Master Masons

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

"EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY"

On February 15th a daily
stage service will run to
TAOS.

Phone

.

600

Office Singer Clirar Store,
210 Weal Central

"

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

'

The Sweetest and Motherliest Story Ever Told
A Simple Tale of Simple Folks in a Simple Village
Abounding in Action, Thrill, Suspense, Pathos
A Romantically Human Interest Picture
Added Attractions:

MEN

WANTED

350
Tho pupils of Miss Wells are
busy cutting out paper hearts, get- To
to us,
watches
their
bring
for
Valentino
a
box.
ting ready
Pupils making 100 per cent In where you can get better work
for
less
money.
number work are Junior Ramsey,
Lola
Grace Miller. Jose Baca.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP,
Xuanes ami Leonard Becker.
215 South Second Street.
Miss Sanchez
"Well, little boy,
what are you going to be when you
crow up?"
"A man."
Carlvb
Pupils in low second grade being
neither obsent or tardy during the
A Girl for Housework.
month of January are Helen Mann,
Apply
Thur-niaFlorence
Mlehelhach, Fay
Willie Sk4nner.
603
Pupils are cutting hatchets, cherries and flags, also paper Valen
tine".
Jlbfl Duran has decorated
the
room Willi Valentines.
ab-;
Second grade pupils neither
sent or tardy nre Lena Ilaca., Tras
Pickens, Jake Bungardner, Willie
DYERS AXT) HATTERS
Martinez, Ktigcne Romero, Josa
RIG CLEANING
Gonzales.
453. Cor. tith and Gold
Phone
The
In the seventh grade
story
of each pupil's life illustrated with
nicturos was an Kngllsh lesson on
Tuesday.
The eighth grade pupils are writing business letters and original
$11 .00 A TON
stoi'ies and poems In Knglish.
WHY?
New basketball goals have been
erected and teams aro being organized between
and
the seventh
900 N. First
Phone 388-eighth grade boys and girls.
A criminal court was held in
Thursday's lesson In civics. Good
interest was shown and the law
Tho Dodge Hotel Has a New
yers' arguments were good, al- Name
though a woman's beauty, mingled
with tears, Influenced
the jury,
tho
notwithstanding
judge's
Being entirely renovated; nice
A Valentine party is planned for
clean rooms. Mr. Zook, ManTuesday, February 14, between the
ager. 117 North First.
seventh
and
cixth,
eighth grades.
SHARK ATTACKS

-

Malone Taxi & Transfer 15S

:

i

r........
Bincer snau nave full nower nnil
the contractors had shipped in the authority without violating this
for
called
as
necessary equipment
contract to take tbe work out of
in the specifications. On that date the hands of the contractor.'
the state highway engineer was
"It would
from the
notified that the contractors were above that if appear
he proposes . after
close
would
and
to
n
ton
,l1-proceed
,!.!
'
wolK "Ut
,ready
"'
tn
,i
- work: but the
'
i.u
tiie contractors hnmln.
..i'"state highway engineer refused to
ous mreaay violated his contract
permit the closing of the bridge. and is not
under the
After he became convinced that provisions ofproceeding
the
referred
the work could not proceed until v", ur ui least itsection
would appear
the bridge was closed to traffic, he so to Just a common
bridge
agreed that the work should be builder.
The
dally average of letdiscontinued until October 15, but
"This is the true story to date ters is pope's
22,000, and these are dealt
on that date, when the contractors of the Barelas bridge contract
f with by twenty-fiv- e
assistant secwere ready to resume, the stato am making this statement entire- retaries.
to
refused
highway engineer again
ly on my own responsibility for
of
the
bridge
the
closing
the
information of tho
permit
We deliver , any size any
and the contractors were advised public who are interested general
in the
where.
by him to close the bridge during completion of the bridge.
Henry Transfer Co,
And
working hours and then move the there are hundreds of disinterPhone 939.
and
drivers
boilers,
ested
pile
engine,
persons
who
kept
other equipment out of the way track of the progress have
or rather
each night, so that the traffic could mo lutu ot progress
on
this
pass during the night.
bridge and are able to verify
"The state highway
engineer the same.
field grown. I have a
knew when he issued this order, at (Signed)
"GUT S. EXON."
list of fine Standard Varieties
least I am charitable enough to beMarch
lieve that ho knew, that such an
TiAXD DISARMAMENT
for
delivery. Mail Orders
Solicited.
operation was utterly impracticTokio, Feb. 5. Representations
RAYMOND F. BLOOM.
able, that it was not physically pos- have been made in the diet by the
tons of seiyukai, or
sible to move twenty-fiv- e
P. O. Box 641.
Phone 2167-J- .
government party ' in
and
and
night
equipment morning
favor of land disarmament.
pet in a day's work between moves.
Finally, with the aid of the press,
Jimmy Liggett, the colored midbacked up by the sentiment of the dleweight
boxer, of
farming region west of Albuquer- who was a preliminary Philadelphia,
fighter durque and the river, the state high- ing his career in America,
is
way engineer was forced to take ing good in France nnd Italy makac Finest rooms in .the state
action and a temporary bridge was cording to. reports from tho other
steam
heat, hot and cold
which side.
built by his organization;
water all outside rooms.
said temporary bridge was the only
Weekly rates, with or withalternative open to him, and he
Wherever the
out private bath, S4 to $10 week
was so advised by the undersigned goes his wife Senegalese soldier
him
on or about August 5, 1021. when whether on a accompanies
Transient rate 1LG0 Bingl;
campaign or in a
It became known that the bridge
$2.00 double.
post.
military
could not be closed to traffic,
With bath $2.50 single anu
Test Plica Abandoned.
double $3.00.
"Some time later we were Informed that on December 28 we
could close tho Bnrclas bridge and
To replace that broken window
go to work, but it was two weeks
after this permission or order was ginss. Aiouqueroue Lumber Co.
ivorth First.
mi.
received before wo were furnished
Six rooms modern
definite Information in regard to
Five rooms modern.
the location of the concrete piles
rooms
modern, furnished.
Four
and the different spots on which
RE.MOVAL
Seven rooms modern, furnished
NOTICE.
the several lengths were to bs loor unfurnished.
cated. Our test of the spots indiWe will bo located ut
I'Oll SALE
cated by the state highway engi1111 North Fourth Street
ranch on North Fourth
neer developed the fact that said
After 'Monday, Feb. (ith.
street.
locations were on top of the old
W. C. TIIAXTON
One
One
pilings from which the three 110- North End Water Company
Suitable for Apartments.
NATIONAL INVESTMENT CO.
nu

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

transcribing.

I

.

--

The equipment consists of thJ
combination dictating and
machine, 'driven by elec-tri- o
motor, equipped with Duplex
Clariphono hearing tubes so that
two students may operate at the
same time. Records are made in
the college office.
is not
While tho Dictaphone
used extensively in this locality, it
is used to a great extent in modern
offices in the larger cities, and the
principal object of the Dictaphone
course will be to increase tho speed
and accuracy in typing and de
velop Dictaphone secretaries.
Those who are not familiar with
the operation of the commercial
Dictaphone are cordially invited to
call at the college office, where
they will be given a demonstration
of the machine, the making of
of
records and general methods
trans-scribin-

.

LAST TIME TODAY

IN

The management of the Albuquerque Business College has added a Dictaphone course, the equipment being installed in the general office and Office Appliance

-i

TODAY

ot

I
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By ERNEST B. GARCIA

Illustrated with two reels of moving pictures
AT MASONIC TEMPLE TONIGHT, 8 P. M.
Auspices Masonic Service Association
All Master Masons Are Urged to Be Present
FRED L.. KOTTMANN, W. M.

DANCE

GALLUP

COAL

Colombo Hail

The Best for Domestic Use

Wednesday, Feb. 8th
Dime Per Danes

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

Music by Syncopators

Let Our

,

Vpto-lhc-Mlnu-

1

4 phones 5"
Trucks Brine Comfort to Your Home

